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The terraced landscape is one of the oldest traces of sedentary colonisation on our planet.
It is a recurrent and emblematic alpine landscape that, despite years of abandonment, still
bears the signs of a sustainable and minute approach to soil and water. The terraced areas
have endured peaks of development and phases of decline, often followed by unexpected
collapse. It is not easy today, in economic, cultural and environmental conditions that are
quite different from those of the past, to define strategies of territorial restoration and
community re-appropriation. The only way to get beyond the nostalgia for an unrepeatable
past and to transform the value of these centuries-old traditional landscapes into something
new is to create and to enact integrated policies. This volume presents the experiences
of the Alpter project that, currently underway throughout the alpine arc, attempt to respond
by considering the terraces as intricate multi-use infrastructures on which to construct new
landscapes, new cultural, environmental and operational frameworks.
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The ALPTER project: a model of international partnership
Luca Lodatti, Domenico Patassini
Set up in 2003-2004, the alpter project was the fruit of input which
the regional authorities of the Veneto, Liguria and Lombardy had received from
their respective universities. The initial impetus came from renewed attention
to landscape, which the Charter of Florence had recognized as a man-made
territorial resource that required constant care and attention.
This partnership of humankind and territory is well illustrated by the terraced
landscapes of mountain and hill areas, where man-made artefacts are the
simple and harmonious products of human settlement and activity; where
building techniques and models of land use reflect local energy resources
and the need for stability of terrain.
The alpter project was set up to try and reverse the gradual abandonment of
such terraced areas. This is a problem on a large scale and can result not only
in the disappearance of productive terrain but also in an increase in hydrogeological risks, the loss of biodiversity and the destruction of a rich cultural
heritage. Studies revealed both the scientific and socio-economic importance
of such sites. On-site observation and the resultant projects combined
a number of areas: architecture and geology, tourism and agriculture,
geography and urban design, planning and legislation.
The project’s aim was to: develop a commonly-shared method that might
be used in surveying the terraces; study technologies and models of land
management for specific application in such areas; implement schemes for the
redevelopment of productive activity.
Work Group and Project Partners
Italy:
The Regional Government of the Veneto: Planning Department
The Regional Government of Liguria: Department of Territorial, Landscape and
Environmental Planning
The Regional Government of Valle d’Aosta: Department of Agriculture, Natural
Resources and Land Protection
irealp (Institute for Economic and Ecological Research within the Alpine Area)
Slovenia:
University of Lubiana: Faculty of Architecture

Austria:
Universität für Bodenkultur, Vienna: Institute of Landscape Planning
and Conservation
France:
a.d.i (Association for Infographic Development)
Switzerland:
The Region of Bregaglia
Observing Partners:
unesco - Office for Scientific Research in Europe
slowfood
Universities involved in the Project:
iuav, Venice: Departments of Urban Design and Planning
University of Padua: Department of Geography
University of Genoa: polis Department
University of Milan: Institute of Human Geography and the Department
of Land Sciences
University of Turin: divapra
The above-described group involved members from various sectors of activity –
in particular, regional governments and local authorities, research institutes and
those concerned with territorial planning and management. However, once the
activities of the project got underway, the aim was to involve those from other
areas of activity. Hence, a terraced landscape network was set up drawing
together others interested in such schemes, with a website (www.alpter.net)
serving to gather information and attract participants.
All in all, by the end of three years’ work the project involved some 92 bodies
active in the area of the defence of terraced landscapes. Fruitful relations were
established at a national and international level with bodies working in
landscape protection and the promotion of farming and tourism, with
agricultural associations, with NGAs active in environmental protection, and
with international study groups concerned with the exploitation of territory. The
work also extended to embrace themes related to the issue of terraced
landscapes, with particular attention being paid to the definition of norms and
procedures for environmental protection.
The network set up by alpter thus expanded beyond the official partners
directly involved in the project, with the result that the scheme embraced much
more than the interests of just a few limited bodies.

Figure 1.
Geography of the “enlarged”
partnership involved in the
alpter project.

[1.]
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Introduction
Enrico Fontanari, Domenico Patassini

Throughout the world, terraced landscapes are one of
the oldest signs of human settlement; a defining
characteristic of the terrain on both sides of the Alps,
they have a clear symbolic value within both the
mountain and foothills areas. Financed by the joint euIntereg HIB programme “Alpine Space”, the alpter
project [Terraced Landscapes within the Arc of the
Alps] studied the variety of such terraces, bringing out
some common features in both their current state and
the processes of change they are subject to.
Areas of terraced landscape have gone though periods
of development and decline, the latter often resulting
in the collapse of terrace walls and hence the gradual
abandonment of such areas. Given the variety of
reasons for such decline, it is no simple matter to
define strategies that might be followed in restoring
these territoral features and/or exploiting the potential
of those terraces that remain. Spread throughout the
entire arc of the Alps, the areas of terracing examined
in this volume sometimes differ in date, construction
technique and function. However, in each case, the
projects presented are focused on the goal of
redevelopment.
These pilot schemes are interesting in themselves, but
also because they provide an opportunity to compare
different approaches to planning. A transverse reading
of their results serves to suggest “integral” policies that
might be adopted to reclaim these complex structures.
Within changing contexts, each project looks in detail
at the multiple functions such terraces had – not only
in farming and other productive activities but also as
hydro-geological features and as a defining characteristic of landscape. Individual terraces, entire terraced
slopes, settlements within such terraced environments
and the remains of what was once an integrated system
– all these provide valuable material for a new overall
project regarding territory as a whole.
One challenge here was to avoid falling into mere

nostalgia for a lost past that can never be recovered.
The development of terracing had to make a real
contribution to the way people actually live nowadays;
and if this was to be the case, then local communities
had to be involved in the practical schemes of
reclamation and recovery.
Though dealing with different areas of the Alps, the
projects addressed a single question: how was the
difficult, costly and time-consuming maintenance and
exploitation of terraced areas to be reconciled with the
needs and requirements of contemporary modes of
human work and, above all, settlement? Clearly it was
essential to recognize certain territorial requirements:
defence against hydro-geological risk, the protection of
bio-diversity and the need for territory to be exploited
in a sustainable manner. However, these alone are not
enough when one has to reclaim and redevelop
terraced landscapes. This is why the projects
considered it was essential for local communities to be
involved in the process of redevelopment. Primarily, of
course, this decision recognized that local communities
have certain “rights” over such local assets. However, it
was also inspired by the fact that each scheme involved
not only the physical project itself but also a range of
financial incentives and the detailed definition of
principles and norms to be applied in the management
of territory and in work upon buildings and other
man-made structures. The projects also provided
experimental evidence of how new technologies might
be introduced and how terraces might be put to
innovative uses.
Based upon the exploratory studies that are outlined in
ample detail within the accompanying volume of the
alpter Atlas, the approach here and the measures
proposed are a practical expression “in the field” of the
Europe Convention on Landscape.

7
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A move beyond nostalgia
Enrico Fontanari

This book outlines the first results of works carried out in
all the countries in the area of the Alps that have
participated in the alpter project. The main aim of the
overall scheme was to develop instruments which, while
respecting the fact that terraces were originally created in
a very different socio-economic context, could be used to
redevelop them as a viable locus of a modern way of life.
Still underway, these first experimental schemes are, in
effect, part of a research project aimed at developing
approaches to planning that will make it possible not
only to preserve terraced landscapes but also breath new
life into them, overcoming their association with a life of
hardship and poor economic opportunities (something
which has led to the gradual decline of many such areas
in the Alpine region).
One important feature of all the projects currently
underway was the acknowledgement that the process of
planning had to be a process of research, in order to
understand what we often overlook or simply cannot see:
the specific characteristics of – and, above all, the values
associated with – these landscapes.
The historical values concerned are often forgotten. Not
only did terraces have an ecological-environmental role –
serving to develop certain techniques of construction, to
protect terrain and to offer a locus for biodiversity – but
they also had a clear socio-economic importance. These
latter must be understood if we are to identify the reasons
why such landscapes went into decline, and thence
understand how they might once again become viable
economic assets within the modern world.
Another aspect that should certainly not be forgotten is
the aesthetic importance of such terraces in the perception
of landscape. This is a crucial aspect of our construction
of landscape as value: recognition that we appreciate as
“landscape” a material organization of terrain and
territory that was the product of a culture which certainly
did not set itself such landscaping goals in first creating
these features. The subsequent importation of “artifice” is
10

a culturally significant operation, in which we bestow
aesthetic value upon something that was not seen in
aesthetic terms by those who created it. In doing so,
however, we also set ourselves the objective of intervening
in a process which, if left to continue undisturbed, would
lead to the loss of those landscapes features themselves, to
their obliteration as a result of natural processes. (In the
case of terraced landscapes, the main “culprit” is the
advance of woodlands.) Within a complex physical reality,
we recognize values and opportunities which lead us to
take action in order to halt a natural process that would
ultimately result in the disappearance of that reality.
One significant consideration in drawing up the projects
was the recognition that terraces are man-made
landscapes. In effect, in these areas humankind did not so
much construct within territory as construct territory
itself. A process of “artificialization” of the natural
environment was undertaken, in order to facilitate
human survival, enhance crop yields and improve socioeconomic circumstances. And it is the fruit of this
process of artifice that nowadays we are striving to
“reclaim”. Such a realization raises doubts with regard to
a number of past measures which were predicated solely
upon a concern with preservation.
Up to date, the values mentioned above have very often
been considered in isolation from each other, with focus
on one (primarily the value of historic significance) to the
exclusion of others. This has meant that, particularly
amongst planners, there has been a predominantly
protective attitude towards terraced landscapes, resulting
in an approach that was satisfied simply with identifying
such features, defining their perimeter and then laying
down norms of conservation. The schemes developed
within the alpter projects strive instead to redevelop and
revitalize such landscapes. Their aim is primarily
operational, embracing not only physical intervention
upon terrain itself but also the promotion of specific
social and economic policies. Each of the projects
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presented here is predicated upon a rather wider view of
the task of planning as including not only actions upon
territory but also the definition of policies to be applied
by the bodies responsible for the administration of that
territory.
In part the result of the strategy adopted in the alpter
projects, this new approach to the safeguarding of
terraced landscapes is something whose significance
should be stressed. The schemes launched by local
authorities and by the eu are now openly striving not
only to preserve such landscape features but also to
exploit their under-used potential. This will reverse the
progressive and, apparently inexorable, decline of such
areas, which had resulted in people moving elsewhere
and terraced landscapes being left to lose their character
and identity.
The current interpretation of the task of preserving and
redeveloping terraced areas brings together two main
areas of action which all too often are dealt with in
isolation from each other.
The first of these areas involves questions relating to
hydro-geological protection, undoubtedly a serious issue
of great importance. Neglect and increased risks of
hydro-geological imbalance result not only from the
process of urbanization but also from the gradual
abandonment of efficient and age-old systems of
territorial organization which had continued to play a
role in the stabilization of terrain and the protection of
inhabited areas. How are these processes to he halted?
The real significance of this issue is borne out by the ever
more frequent emergencies caused by natural disasters. If
dealt with in isolation, it can result in the protection or
restoration of only limited portions of the existing
terraces (perhaps together with other forms of action to
protect and safeguard territory). However, what such
measures fail to address is the question of how such work,
which absorbs substantial human and financial resources,
is subsequently to be maintained.

A number of the projects for the restoration of old
terracing which are discussed in this book illustrate the
second area of intervention: the identification of new
forms of sustainable economic activities for such sites.
Here, high costs and difficult working conditions are not
the only obstacles to be overcome. There is also the
problem of establishing truly remunerative economic
activity in areas which, on the whole, were originally
intended for subsistence production or for crops such as
tobacco, which occupied the interstices of agricultural
production. Here again, if this type of action is dealt with
in isolation from other considerations there is the risk of
taking a fragmentary approach which covers only a
limited area of territory. The danger then is that schemes
do not meet the necessary criteria of “durability”; that
they prove inefficacious in exploiting the new potential
for land use that is emerging in the area of the Alps.
The experience of the projects described in this book
brought out two important criteria that should act as
guidelines if one wishes to avoid these dangers. One is
the need for the definition of the entire course of the
project to be predicated on the concept of “integrated
planning”, with the identification of all the aspects to be
covered and the agents who will be involved. This means
that actions must be coordinated beforehand. There
must be coherent development of the vision embodied in
the project and of the research to be carried out in order
to investigate, analyze and interpret the area of landscape
where one wishes to intervene. One of the prime aims of
the planning process should be to identify and establish
synergies between the various characteristics and
objectives of the different schemes – be they concerned
with the assessment of hydro-geological risk, the
experimentation of new types of crops, the study of the
relation between terraces and built-up areas (very often
the former now stand on the borders of what have
become urbanized areas) or the trial of new forms of
access and infrastructural organization.
A move beyond nostalgia
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An integrated approach to the redevelopment of terraced
landscapes also facilitates more efficient exploitation of
the new opportunities arising from the growing number
of different uses for such sites (primarily as
recreational/tourist facilities). And this leads us on to the
second criteria that should also serve as a guideline for the
projects: the challenge to see terraced landscapes “with
new eyes”.
When one is discussing the protection and
redevelopment of these areas of landscape, one should
not focus primarily on the preservation of an attractive
stretch of landscape but rather upon the opportunity that
one has to create a new landscape out of the “leftovers”
from the material culture that preceded our own. Whilst
acknowledging the importance of these places as part of
our cultural heritage, one should also develop plans and
projects that are not predicated upon memory; that can
look beyond nostalgia for a past that has gone for good.
In short, one should adopt the concept of territory-aspalimpsest. The principles derived from the recognized
aesthetic values embodied by terraced landscape should
be applied in the construction of new landscapes of
which terraces are a crucial central component. This
creation of new landscapes requires an ability to see
places in a new way, and – as so often in the past – art
can be very important in providing us with such “new
eyes”; after all, it was art which played a key role in the
very construction of the concept of “landscape”. The
work of artists often heralds a new view of things, which
in this case means contributing to a vision of terraced
hillsides that goes far beyond the mere bucolic, that
opens the way to a new perception of this landscape as
such. Art can make a contribution to the emergence –
and acceptance – of a new image of terraces as assets
equipped with new infrastructures (perhaps on a
territorial scale) or else as more private urban spaces
serving as recreational or cultural facilities for the
community as a whole. And as we have already seen from
12

Enrico Fontanari

the productions of Land Art – or the more recent
developments of Environmental Art – art can also
present the terraces themselves as products of art.
Such a vision can facilitate the process of redevelopment
and technological innovation that (particularly at an
infrastructural level) is necessary if terraces are to undergo
economic revitalization. In effect, what is terracing if not
a territorial infrastructure, a sort of new form of fixed
social capital? The introduction of new structures that
exalt this infrastructural function – for example, new
forms of access, cableway links, or other types of
technological network – is probably indispensable. And
if such processes of transformation are to succeed, it is
important that such features be seen not as intrusive but
simply as new components of a new type of terraced
landscape.
One final but very important aspect to consider is that of
“identity”, whose central role was recognized recently in
the European Convention on Landscape. As they exist
today, terraced landscapes have a collective value arising
from their link with a certain period in history. However,
they also form a decisive component of a local identity
for that section of the population which still remembers
the historic era that produced them. And if we are to
work to transform these terraces (while, of course,
maintaining their structural characteristics) for whom are
we creating this new landscape? Consideration of who
will actually use these new places thus becomes an
important component of the integrated planning
process.
During the planning experiments undertaken within the
alpter project, various hypotheses were put forward
which are still being explored. For example, there are a
growing number of users as a result of the expanding
recreational/tourist market in the Alpine foothills, which
means that one not only has to develop new forms of
access to such areas but also new ways in which to exploit
their aesthetic potential. Then there are the city- and
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town-dwellers who, for a variety of reasons, leave urban
centres to live in these areas. How are terraced hillsides to
be used to create a landscape environment for these
people, who are not part of the rural population but
rather the result of the “explosion” of cities? How is the
potential for transformation of terraced landscape to be
exploited for these new users?
Finally, there is the possibility of new agricultural use. In
this area, the projects looked into the use of immigrant
labour, which often has experience of working terraced
fields and thus might adapt more easily to the difficult
working conditions. The presence of immigrants here
might also bring about the introduction of interesting
new types of crops.
With regard to the socio-economic value of terraced
landscape, this latter possibility is also of great interest. It
demonstrates how these rural zones might serve as an
instrument for the social integration of new immigrants.
Thus, redevelopment of terraced landscapes may well
provide an opportunity for a first experiment in the
construction of a multi-ethnic landscape.

A move beyond nostalgia
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Instability of terraced landscapes: methods of risk analysis
within the alpter project
Gerardo Brancucci

Within the studies that form part of the alpter
project particular attention was focused upon the
evaluation of the risks facing man-made terraced
hillsides.
In Italy it was the Universities of Genoa, Padua and
Milan, in France the University of Nice, which
experimented various methods of enquiry aimed at
developing scientific procedures. A range of conceptual
approaches was adopted in order to develop a wide
range of measures that might applied be on a wide
scale in detailed studies of the structural strengths and
weaknesses in terracing.
Other chapters in this work highlight the fact that
terraced hillsides pose a problem that can no longer be
ignored; like all man-made structures, they require
constant maintenance and particular care in the way
they are used. If these requirements are not met, any
structure will go into decline. This is particularly true
of terracing, where neglect and decline can have serious
– and sometimes disastrous – environmental effects on
lower valley areas.
The University of Genoa developed a large-scale onsite methodology. The experiments involved two
sample valleys, the Val Bisagno (96 square kilometres)
near the city of Genoa and the Valle Argentina (180
square kilometres) at the western end of the Ligurian
coast, plus a small area of a few square kilometres
around San Bernardino in the Cinque Terre National
Park. The research looked at single terraced hillsides in
order to identify how different forms of instability
might be related to the structural characteristics of the
type of retaining walls present. Apart from the
objective problems posed by difficulty of access and
the fact that a number of terraces were overgrown, this
method proved valuable for two main reasons: it was
relatively easy to acquire on-site data (thanks in part to
the prior analysis of aerial photos and orthogonal
photomaps) and to identify the areas at risk of
16

instability. Applicable on a regional scale, the method
is complemented by a geographical archive that makes
it possible to cross-reference results with the other
information already possessed by the bodies responsible for territorial management.
The studies carried out by the Universities of Milan
and Padua were more detailed in focus and more
concerned with the development of instruments of
enquiry. However, they both adopted different
approaches.
The University of Milan studied such systems in terms
of the hydro-geological behaviour of terracing
structures. The results highlighted that, whilst on the
one hand, the flow of water within such terrain is of
great benefit to agriculture, on the other it is this
presence of water which makes terracing structures
unstable: the degree of such instability varies sizeably
according to the amount of water circulating within
hillside terrain. The on-site studies made it possible to
set up a very reliable model to forecast possible risks on
the basis of an assessment of the relation between the
circulation of water within the hillside and the thrust
exerted against the retaining walls. This data is
important because it allows one to identify the
optimum flow of water within terraced terrain – that
is, one that combine the best results for agriculture
with the most acceptable levels of risk for terracing
structures – and thence identify the type of crops that
are most compatible with these levels of water supply.
In conceptual terms, the University of Padua project
was similar to that developed by the University of
Genoa. However, it adopted a quantitative approach
and made use of sophisticated new lidar technology
(Laser Imaging Detection and Ranging), which makes
it possible to acquire a remarkable quantity of data of
exceptional precision (in theory, image resolution is 11.5 points per square metre).
As the authors themselves point out, the technique
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does have some drawbacks: not only is data expensive
to collect and process, but its acquisition is
substantially hindered by the fact that terraces are
overgrown (a problem also faced by the methods
adopted in Liguria). What this means is that the Padua
method is applicable only in certain situations: on
wide open hillsides that have little or no covering
vegetation. I would also add that the method is still
subject to a rather high margin of error, particularly in
the presence of trees or shrubs. However, given the
development of ever better data-filtering software,
there is no doubt that this approach has one great
advantage: it makes it possible to carry out surveys
quickly and thus at regular intervals, hence providing a
valid system for the constant monitoring of terrain.
The French study looked into the role of terracing in
preventing land erosion, focusing in particular on the
protection it offers along the roads that flank the river
Roja. Here various types of instability were identified,
varying in relation to the use/non-use of the terraces
and to the various characteristics of the retaining walls
themselves (for example, incline, width and depth).
These characteristics were thus seen in relation to
threats faced by road structures in the area investigated.
More than a method proper, this approach consisted of
a survey technique employing GIS technology.
Put briefly, all of the studies revealed that we still have
a long way to go in our understanding of terraced areas
and how they actually “work”. This may seem rather
contradictory given that the terracing themselves were
built using a strictly “common sense” approach
inspired by great sensitivity to the characteristics of
terrain. But whether the method of enquiry was on a
regional scale or of more narrow focus, it brought out
something which may perhaps be described as
stunningly obvious: those areas of terracing which
present the lowest risk of instability are those where
there is still some kind of human settlement (and

therefore use). Obviously, it is not these areas which
should concern us (at least not as long as that human
settlement lasts). What is required is the development
of methods for the study and reclamation of areas
where there is no longer such settlement and where
there are the most evident signs of decay and decline.
In effect, a range of methods has to be developed so
that we can map the risks to terraced areas quickly and
efficiently, to then propose strategies for mitigiting
their effects. Only when we have a complete picture of
these areas can we intervene with planning procedures
that will improve conditions in mountain areas. This
will not only result in better opportunities for those
living in the mountains but might well stimulate a
return to such areas – particularly to the lower valleys,
where terracing represents a crucial problem.

Methods of risk analysis within the alpter project

Figure 1.
The alpter network.
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Risk assessment of terraced landscape in Liguria
Gerardo Brancucci

The territory of Liguria is of a complex morphology
characterized by the presence of steep slopes and
erosive torrents. Terracing here dates back centuries
and as previously pointed out (see the description of
the region’s geomorphology) played an important role
in restricting soil erosion. However, that role was
severely undermined when, as a result of industrial
growth within the region, people moved away from the
mountain areas and the system of terracing was left to
go into slow and inexorable decline. This process of
decay can without any doubt be defined as a key cause
of the hydro-geological instability of the slopes of
Liguria, and as such is to be studied in order to develop
the instruments best suited to remedy it. Working on
behalf of the Regional Government of Liguria, the
team from the University of Genoa that participated in
the alpter project focussed on the development of a
method for assessing the risks arising from the gradual
abandonment of terraced hillsides. As is observed in
Shresta et al. (2004), terraced hillsides cannot be
studied using traditional methods as they constitute a
man-made environment, where the dynamics in the
behaviour of terrain have been modified.
The evaluation of the risks faced/posed by terracing
requires a method that makes it possible to identify as
quickly as possible the places where the situation has
become critical. It is impossible to adopt a “blanket
approach” in intervention to protect terraced hillsides,
so what is needed is a tool that enables one to establish
which areas should get priority.
Given the scale of the problem when seen in the region
as a whole, the first step was to identify the main
characteristics of individual areas of terracing. This was
done by the compilation of a specific information
sheet that covered such features as surface area, state of
maintenance, land use and the evidence of instability
(the three categories of “wall buckling”, “rupture” and
“total collapse”). The survey information – and the
18

subsequent analysis of the data gathered – was carried
out hillside by hillside, following the method
illustrated by Carrara et al. (1991,1995). The validity
of this “hillside scale” is borne out by the fact that
terracing forms a mutually interdependent system of
support: if there is a decline in the maintenance of just
one part thereof, the entire system suffers as the result
of a sort of “domino effect”. If nothing is done about
the collapse of a single stretch of terracing, the entire
hillside suffers eventually.
The data collected in the field was then processed
using gis and examined in relation to the geomorphology of the territory concerned: gradient,
degree of exposure, lithological characteristics. The
cross-referencing of the data then made it possible to
identify the factors that have a critical influence on the
stability of terraced hillsides.

the sample areas: the hydrographical basins
of the bisagno and argentina torrents
The sample area within the Cinque Terre National
park was not included in the overall processing of data:
given its small size, it could not be considered as
representative and therefore did not serve the primary
aims of the project.
The survey of the Bisagno torrent resulted in the
development of certain morphological-statistical
parameters that brought out the relations between the
structures of the terracing and the type of hillsides
where they were to be found. These parameters then
served to develop a model that might be used in
identifying the areas of terraced terrain where there
were risks of instability (brancucci, paliaga, 2006).
The validity of this model was then tried out in a
survey of the Valle Argentina.
The water basin of the Bisagno torrent covers an area
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of about 96 square kilometres. The substratum is made
up of marly limestone, argillites, slates and schist. The
terrain is steep-sloped and, at a short distance from the
coast, reaches up to a maximum of 1,000 metres above
sea-level. The climate is typically Mediterranean along
the coast, whilst further inland the winters can be
harsh; the average rainfall varies between 1,600 and
1,800 millimetres (Brancucci, 1994). Within the basin
the main forms of terrain instability are the result of
debris flow, surface landslides and some sizeable paleolandslides (these latter themselves now the site of large
areas of terracing). In the lower part of the basin there
is a high risk of flooding, a phenomenon which in the
last 40 years has caused considerable damage and some
fatalities.
More than 20% of the basin is occupied by terraced
terrain, most of which is now in a state of total or semitotal neglect.
The basin of the Argentina torrent extends over more
than 180 square kilometres and has similar
morphological and lithological characteristics, with
steep slopes and even higher maximum altitudes
(Monte Saccarello reaches up to more than 2,000
metres above seal-level). In both torrent basins, most of
the terrain instability is to be found on the north- and
south-facing slopes, which are of steeper gradient. It is,
however, distributed equally between cultivated and
abandoned areas (in the former occurring independently of the type of land use). Finally, the instability
seems to be concentrated on the smaller rather than
the wider slopes. The lithology of the substratum,
which in part determines the drainage qualities of the
terrain, does not seem to be a decisive factor in either
zone; however, this observation is yet to be proved
conclusively. Such a result, which might appear to
contradict the usual models of erosion, might be
explained by the greater importance to be attributed to
other parameters affecting stability: gradient, exposed

position and the characteristics of the techniques used
in building the retaining walls. The first factor is
related to the intensity of the processes of erosion,
whilst the second plays a role in determining weather
conditions (in both areas, these included heavy rainfall,
often associated with strong southern winds). The
third factor (construction techniques) plays a role in
determining the efficiency with which the terrace walls
withstand the thrust exerted by terrain.
The north-facing slopes revealed a greater incidence of
instability, which can perhaps be explained as due to
weather conditions: in fact, these slopes are generally
colder and wetter and, at higher latitudes, are more
subject to the freezing and frosts that accelerate the
crumbling of the dry-stone terrace walls. This
observation of the link between exposure and terrain
instability – together with analyses to-date of the
available data – suggests that gradients of 30° and
above are those at risk. There is yet to be in-depth
research into the apparent lack of relation between
human settlement/use of terraced terrain and its
susceptibly to landslides. One first, rough-and-ready,
explanation of this might be that the techniques used
in restoring the walls are inadequate or unsuitable,
particularly with regard to the permeability of such
structures. This would mean that such “restored” walls
are just as dangerous and harmful as those which have
been left to decay and crumble.

Risk assessment of terraced landscape in Liguria

Figure 1.
Map of the areas concerned:
1. The Bisagno torrent
2. The Argentina torrent
3. San Bernardino (Cinque
Terre National Park).
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Models of water flow and the damage
it can cause within terraced landscape
Tiziana Apuani, Marco Masetti, Alessio Conforto

Common to many hillside and mountain areas in Italy,
landscape terracing serves two primary functions: it
makes terrain more stable by breaking up the gradient
of slopes and also creates the conditions for agricultural
development in otherwise inaccessible areas. However,
in changing the morphology of the terrain, such
structures also cause a radical change in the hydrology
of the hillside as a whole: the presence of nearhorizontal “steps” tends to restrict the flow of water
downhill, with water being absorbed into the soil and
then running underground.
While being beneficial for agriculture, an increase in
the amount of water can stimulate certain hydrogeological processes that may have serious short- and
long-term effects upon the efficiency of the dry-stone
walls. The two main processes that occur in the subsoil
are closely interrelated. On the one hand, the
underground water may carry with it fine silt which it
then deposits against the “free surface” of the drainage
structure represented by the walls themselves. On the
other, the increase volume of water present can result
in greater interstitial pressure behind the wall
structures.
The first process, the accumulation of clayey-muddy
deposits, gradually reduces the permeability of the
walls as the gaps between individual stones become
blocked up. Once this process starts, it tends to
develop with ever greater speed. The fact that they have
been “washed free” of the fine components which
interfere with infiltration means that the flat terraces
absorb more water, which thence flows underground
against the walls. Furthermore, the presence of silt
leads to an increase in the number of weeds sprouting
within the dry-stone walls. Their growth stimulated by
the increased availability of humidity, these plants in
turn make their contribution to stimulating the
deposit of fine silt, thanks to their networks of roots.
Without adequate maintenance of the wall structures,
20

the entire process thus continues to accelerate.
The second process mentioned above is stimulated by
the increased absorption of water and thus related to
the first. The increased thrust of the retained earth
against the walls is the result of the greater weight per
volume of saturated soil, which thus compounds the
hydrostatic thrust due to neutral pressures.
Clearly, the processes of drainage/water flow behind
the dry-stone walls is affected by the
dynamics/quantity of the delivery of surface water.
Heavy rainfall, existing soil humidity, and the
contribution made by man-made additions to water
supply (for example, through irrigation) all have an
effect upon drainage conditions, resulting in complex
interaction between the stability of the terracing walls
and the various hydrological processes within the
hillside.
National and international regulations (d.m.
11/03/1988, BS 80021, Eurocodice 7 – Part 32) all
require that knowledge of the hydrological processes at
work on sloped terrain is a necessary part of the
assessment of retaining-wall stability. The transitory
water flow within the terrain directly behind such walls
can only be adequately understood by the development of mathematical models for such flow
conditions.
The aim in this paper is to study a real situation – that
of the Val Chiavenna – in order to analyze the
development of infiltration/filtration conditions
within a terraced hillside. The goal is to identify the
conditions that can be detrimental to the proper
functioning of a “terraced hillside” system – “proper
functioning” being understood as embracing not only
the walls’ stability but also their agricultural role.
In October 2006 eight tensiometers were buried at
different depths on three different terraces along one
stretch of hillside. These provided constant measurements of the water pressure within the “pores” of the
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Figure 1.
Monitoring the neutral
pressures at the pilot site
of Chiavenna (upper right).
General and detailed graph
(below) of the reaction
to an episode of registered
rainfall (upper left). (2007;
“Ardito Desio” Department
of Land Sciences, University
of Milan).
Figure 2.
Advance of humidity
as the result of an episode
of rainfall on anisotropic
terrain. The variation
in pressure at the soil pores
(in kPa) along the hillside
(a) and through a section AA’
(b) (2006; “Ardito Desio”
Department of Land
Sciences, University
of Milan).

[1.]

[2.]

Models of water flow and the damage it can cause within terraced landscape
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[3.]
Figure 3.
Outline of the horizontal shift
(in millimetres) along
the height of the wall:
a) extrados; b) intrados
(2007; “Ardito Desio”
Department of Land
Sciences, University
of Milan).
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underground terrain (the neutral pressure). The results
brought out some fundamental features of the way
neutral pressures develop directly behind retaining
walls (Fig. 1). These included: a) the influence of the
seasons, and even of the time of day; b) the rapid and
different ways in which different levels underground
respond to rainfall. The range of such variations never
exceeded the terrace’s capacity to deal with them, nor
was a total saturation pount ever reached, thus
indicating that the terracing was adequately
performing both its static and agronomic role.
Study of the physical-technical characteristics of the
material, carried out both on site and in the laboratory,
made it possible to draw up graphs illustrating the
characteristics of the materials in conditions of partial
saturation. The data acquired from the monitoring
could be used to develop a well-calibrated finite
component mathematical model that provided a fine
tool for forecasting the hydraulic behaviour of terrain
as water conditions varied. This can be used either in
forecasts with regard to existing structures (What effect
will certain episodes of intense rainfall have on
underground water pressure and thus upon the
stability of the walls?) or at a planning stage (What
level of irrigation should be maintained in order to
guarantee optimal water supply for a particular crop at
a particular time of the year?). The model also allows
one to assess how the main hydrological features (water
content, neutral pressures, speed of water infiltration,
etc.) vary across the hillside and hence how they
change over time in relation to the different conditions
of water supply (Fig. 2). Such analyses also make it
possible to highlight how the hydrology of the terrain
directly behind the retaining walls changes as these
latter gradually lose their natural drainage capacity due
the above-mentioned depositing of silt.
The results generated by the model are a fundamental
contribution to our understanding of the ways in

which dry-stone terracing walls can be deformed as a
result of the changes in the levels of saturation of the
terrain they retain. The analysis of such deformations
was carried out using a second model, within which
the two main components (retaining wall and terrain)
are recognized as distinct units. Readings and tests,
made both on site and in the laboratory, provided a
detailed picture of the structure and physical/
mechanical properties of both of these units. Changes
in the stresses put upon the geometry of the system
meant that the model could be used to identify the
limit conditions of stability and also predict the type of
movement that different types of stress would most
likely produce (for example, the tendency to bulge and
burst, indicated by the increase in horizontal
deformation spreading from the base of the wall
upwards. See Fig. 3).

1
d.m. 11/03/1988: (1988), Norme tecniche riguardanti le indagini sui terreni e sulle
rocce, la stabilità dei pendii naturali e delle scarpate, i criteri generali e le prescrizioni
per la progettazione, l’esecuzione e il collaudo delle opere di sostegno delle terre e delle
opere di fondazione, g.u. 1/06/1988, n. 127 suppl.
2
Eurodice 7 - Parte 3, Uni Env 1997-3: (2002): Progettazione assistita con prove in
sito.
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Landsliding in Goriška Brda
Blaž Komac, Matija Zorn

1. flysch in goriška brda
The ridges of Goriška Brda are mostly sedimentary
flysch rock composed of layers of sandstone, marlstone,
slate claystone, and limestone or calcarenite ranging
from a few centimetres up to half a meter thick.
Flysch presents a landslide hazard due to its
permeability and ability to retain moisture. The low
resistance of the rock to movement is also indicated by
its frequent folding, which is the consequence of
tectonics in particular (Pavlovec 1965, 100). A second,
equally important cause of landsliding is the hilly relief
with steep slopes.
The most important cause for landsliding is abundant
or intensive precipitation that causes the groundwater
to rise and burden the slope. Here too, the relief or the
formation of the earth’s surface plays a large role since
the majority of landslides are triggered on steep
concave slopes where water flows combine. Human
activities play an important role as well: landslides and
landslips frequently occur on intensely cultivated
surfaces such as vineyards and along roads.

2. landslides in goriška brda

the fifty-year return period level. In the period between
September 28 and October 13, 433 millimetres of
precipitation fell, an average of 31 millimetres per day.
On the previously saturated bedrock, the intensive
precipitation at the beginning of October 1998
triggered numerous landslides that occurred frequently
in southern Goriška Brda especially. Due to the
spatially limited data on landslides and the fact that
northern and southern Goriška Brda differ relative to
geological composition, we were only able to elaborate
a landslide hazard probability map for southern
Goriška Brda. There were more than 800 landslides
alone that affected farming land and caused property
damage in southern Goriška Brda. In this 41.32 square
kilometres area, landslides covered 1.7% of the surface.
In October 1998, according to data from the
Municipality of Brda, the damage to agricultural land
alone totaled 250,000 euros. The subsequent government aid to farmers totaled 26,000 euros.
Vineyards were the most affected, and forests and
meadows to a lesser degree. Cultivated fields, which are
mostly located on flat areas, were the least affected.
The majority of landslides occurred in vineyards,
which cover about 40% of the surface area of southern
Goriška Brda and more than 60% of the slide areas.
This is linked to the fact that the vineyards are often
located on steep terraced slopes. About 10% of the
landslides occurred in the forests that cover a third of
the Goriška Brda area. Less than 10% of landslide
hazard areas are covered by meadows, and about 20%
each by cultivated fields and orchards. Landslides
occurred on about 3% of the built-up areas, which
include infrastructure such as roads.

Abundant precipitation triggered many landslides in
January 1962 according to Grimšižar (1962, 9). The
triggering of these landslides in Goriška Brda was
caused not only by abundant precipitation but also by
man as well.
In the fall of 1998, precipitation in Goriška Brda was
abundant. On September 6, as much as 114 millimetres
of precipitation fell, and on September 13, 100
millimetres. Both precipitation events reached the fiveyear return period level. On October 6 of the same year, 3. methodology of landslide map elaboration
as much as 175 millimetres of precipitation fell in a 24hour period. This means that the precipitation reached We elaborated a landslide hazard map for the Goriška
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Brda hills using the Dempster-Shafer algorithm
(dempster, 1968; shafer, 1990). The work involves
comparing the significance of individual landslide
factors based on field work data. We elaborate a partial
map for each factor showing where there is a larger or
smaller probability of landsliding in the studied area.
On the basis of the described model, we have
elaborated a landslide hazard map for the southern part
of Goriška Brda. The map illustrates the possibility of
landsliding during precipitations with a fifty-year
return period level. It is particularly applicable for
defining areas where the largest probability of
landsliding exists.

4. landslide hazard map
On the map, landslide hazard is presented in fourteen
classes with a colour scale ranging from blue (the
lowest landslide hazard) through green to yellow and
red (the highest landslide hazard). We defined the
classes by arranging the frequency distribution of the
digital landslide hazard map with the values between 0
and 1 according to the arithmetic mean. The classes
include a standard deviation of 0.1 and there are 13
classes; class 14 presents the 1998 landslides.
About half of the territory in southern Goriška Brda
has a landslide hazard in classes 9-14, and a third in
classes 11-14. A quarter of the territory has a landslide
hazard lower than class 6, and about 18% of the
territory has no landslide hazard.
Comparing the proportion of the surface area of
different types of land use in the landslide hazard areas
with their proportion over the entire southern Goriška
Brda, we determined that landslides occur more
frequently in intensely cultivated plantations,
particularly in vineyards but also in olive tree
plantations and other permanent plantations. Because
24
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the proportion of vineyard areas relative to all the
landslide hazard areas is larger than that for the entire
southern Goriška Brda, landslides occur in vineyards
more frequently than might be expected. This, of
course, is the consequence of human activities and to a
certain degree of natural factors as well.
In contrast, more landslides and landslips are
statistically expected to occur in forests (relative to
surface area) than the number of landslides that
actually occurred in 1998. Similarly, more landslips
and landslides are statistically expected in built-up
areas (including infrastructure) and in areas with
mixed land use (farm land and forest).
The most landslides occur in areas where the rock
layers are oriented northeast, followed by southwest
and northwest orientations. To identify the orientation
of the rock layers, we used the 1:25,000-scale
Structural Map of Goriška Brda elaborated by
Gospodariã (1962, supplement 15).
The majority (48%) of the landslides were triggered at
inclination from 12° to 20° (23-37%), almost a
quarter (22%) at inclinations from 6° to 12° (1122%), about a sixth (17.7%) at inclinations from 20°
to 32° (38-63%), and a ninth (11.6%) at inclinations
below 6°(below 11%). Almost by definition, landslides
do not occur above 32° (63%) because the dominant
geomorphic process here is falling rather than
landsliding. On such steep slopes most loose material
is constantly falling to lower positions, and therefore
only a small number of landslides have occurred here,
encompassing 0.1% of the surface of all the landslide
hazard areas. The frequency distributions of
inclinations in southern Goriška Brda and of the
landslide hazard areas in southern Goriška Brda have a
statistically significant positive connection (N = 35,
Pearson’s correlation coefficient (r) = 0.99, t test =
34.6).
A quarter of the landslides and landslips occurred at
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Figure 1.
South Brda landslides in 1998
and the landslides described
in Grimšižar (1962). The map
shows the major landslides
that occurred in the south
of the region of Goriška Brda
in 1962, as described
in Grimšižar (1962), and most
of the minor landslides that
occurred in October 1998.
Figure 2.
Indication of risk areas
in the area of the town
of Brda, Brda south. The map
of the south of the region
of Goriška Brda shows
the possibility of landslides.
The map was created using
the Dempster-Shafer
algorithm and the data
regarding about 800
landslides that occurred
during the period
of abundant rainfall
in October 1998.

[1.]

[2.]

inclinations below 10° (18%), a half at inclinations
below 14° (25%), and three quarters at inclinations
below 17.5° (31%). The landslides were most frequently
triggered at inclinations between 11° and 15° (20 and
27%). Almost a tenth (9%) of the phenomena occurred
at 15° (27%), and slightly fewer at 11° and 13° (20 and
27%). In the landslide hazard areas, inclinations of 10°
to 17° (18 to 31%)are more frequent than elsewhere in
southern Goriška Brda. The frequency distributions of
inclinations for the landslide hazard areas and for

southern Goriška Brda are very similar (correlation
coefficient is 0.96, hi square is 7.6 at N = 46).
That the majority of landslips and landslides in
Goriška Brda in 1998 occurred at a distance of about
70 meters below the ridges is consistent with the above
observations. It appears that with such precipitation, a
flow of water forms on the surface and in the
weathered debris at a distance of several dozen meters
below a ridge that is strong enough to saturate the
ground and move the material to lower positions.
Landsliding in Goriška Brda
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Throughout southern Goriška Brda, the parts of the
slopes with a large landslide hazard are most frequently
located at distances of forty to one hundred meters
below the ridges. In southern Goriška Brda, there are
relatively few major landslides (only a few dozen), and
the majority of earth movements are small landslides or
landslips during which only the upper layer of the
weathered debris slides. A quarter of the landslide
hazard slopes in Goriška Brda are therefore shorter
than twenty meters, and half of them are shorter than
fifty meters. Only a quarter of landslide hazard slopes
are longer than 100 meters.
A comparable indicator is the distance from
watercourses. In southern Goriška Brda, landslips and
landslides occurred at an average distance of
approximately 130 meters from watercourses. A tenth
are located at a distance less than 30 meters, a quarter
at a distance less than 60 meters, and a half at a
distance less than 115 meters. A quarter of the
landslips and landslides are located more than 180
meters from watercourses.

5. determining the landscape hazard relative
to specific landscape elements
We compared the landslide hazard map with several
natural geographical and principal social-geographical
landscape elements to try and establish the landslide
threat to them.
Vineyard terraces play an important role in the lives of
a large number of people in Goriška Brda (AÏman
Momirski, L., Berãiã, T., Fikfak, A., Smolnikar, M.,
Volgemut, M. 2007), so we therefore calculated the
correlation between the terraced areas and the
landslide hazard classes. In southern Goriška Brda,
terraces cover about 1955.5 hectares. Most of the
terraces are situated on slopes with inclinations below

[3.]
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23° (43%), and half are on slopes with inclinations less
that 13° (24%). Only a quarter of the terraces are
located on slopes with inclinations above 17° (31%),
and barely a tenth on slopes with inclinations above
20° (37%). Just over a tenth of the terraces are located
on slopes with inclinations below 6° (11%). An
inclination of 32° (63%) is important from the
geomorphological viewpoint since on steeper slopes
the dominant geomorphic process is falling rather than
landsliding. About three hectares or 0.1% of the
surface area of all vineyard terraces in southern Goriška
Brda are located on such slopes.
Although sloping surfaces are suitable for cultivating
grape vines, the data that as many as half of the
winegrowing terraces are situated in areas where a
relatively high probability of landsliding (landslide
hazard classes 9-14) exists is significant. A quarter of
the vineyard terraces are situated on areas with low
landslide hazard (classes 1-5). Altogether, the terraces
in southern Goriška Brda cover 17.62 square
kilometres or about 41% of the surface area.
Comparing the distribution of terraces in southern
Goriška Brda relative to inclination and hazard, we can
see that for inclination, the frequency distribution is
close to normal while for hazard it shifts to the right of
the distribution. For inclinations in classes, the center
of the frequency distribution (modus) is close to a
third of the distribution (with 13° of the total 39°; 2481%), and for hazard is approximately two thirds of
the distribution (through class 9 of the total 14 class).
We can conclude that complex natural processes
reflected in the landslide hazard have greater impact on
the location of vineyard terraces than just the surface
inclination.
One tenth of field roads run on areas with inclinations
below 2° (4%), and a fifth on areas with inclinations
below 6° (11%). As many as half of the field roads run
on areas with inclinations above 12° (22%), and a

quarter on areas with inclinations above 17° (31%).
One tenth or 62.9 km of the field roads run on very
steep areas with inclinations above 22° (41%). More
than two thirds of the 629.48 km of field roads run on
landslide hazard areas. A quarter of the field roads are
located on areas in landslide hazard classes 10 to 14,
and on a half of the field roads, the landslide hazard is
higher than class 6. About a quarter of the field roads
are not threatened by landslides since 110 km of these
roads run on areas where the landslide hazard is lower
than classes 7.

Landsliding in Goriška Brda

Figure 3.
Basic geological map (sfrj).
The geological map
of Goriška Brda reveals ample
areas of flysch. The flysch
in the south of the region
differs from that in the north
as the latter also includes
rubble and limestone.
The high mountains
in the north are made up
of limestone. The valley beds
are full of alluvial sediment.
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An assessment of the threat to the terraced areas
along the Brenta Canal: an approach based on lidar
Andrea Ninfo

Figure 1.
3-d dem view, with the two
areas concerned highlighted.
Maximum and minimum
altitudes a.s.l: 1,060
and 150 metres respectively.
Figure 2.
Geometric diagram
of the terraced surfaces.
Figure 3.
Volume retained by single
terraces in a test area
situated in the San Gaetano
fan.

The following study arose from the availability of highprecision altimetric data (1-1.5 points per square
metre) acquired through the use of lidar (Laser
Imaging Detection and Ranging). The aim is to
develop a semi-automatic method for the assessment of
the stabilized volumes contained within the terracing
at two areas on the right bank of the Brenta Canal.
Processed by Massimo Mason, the altometric data was
kindly supplied by the authority responsible for the
river basins of the upper Adriatic. The following table
gives its salient features
Readings taken:
February-March 2002

gps: Trimble

Flight vehicle used: Helicopter

Camera:
Rollei dc 4000

Altitude of flight path:
Instrument: Telemetric-optech
2,500-3,000 feet above ground
altm 2033
level
Inertial: applanix

Relative error and absolute altitude:
15 cm a 1σ

Developed just a few years ago, lidar technology has
aroused great interest amongst those involved in the
study or management of territory. In effect, the
technology is continually being improved, gaining
wider and wider use. There are however some
drawbacks to its use in altrimetrical surveys: the high
cost of the equipment, the power of the computers
required to process the data generated, the difficulty
and imprecision caused by the algorithms used to
“remove” tall vegetation (trees and shrubs). These latter
features are rarely identified and subtracted as they
should be, given that the morphology they present is
difficult to distinguish from that of areas of slight
outcropping or small accumulations of detritus or
colluvial deposits.
The topographical basis used was a digital elevation
28

model (dem; resolution 1 pixel per metre), with points
xyz defining a starting ground that corresponded to
the bare terrain stripped of all vegetation (though with
the methodological limitations already mentioned).
Trials were carried out with various interpolation
algorithms (tin with linear interpolation; inverse
distance weighted; nearest neighbour) and with various
filters (mean; low pass) (yilmaz, 2007). The greatest
differences between the variously interpolated dem
came with morphologically variable terrain, such as
hillsides, whilst there were negligible differences on the
more “regular” surfaces of the terraces themselves. As a
result of the trials, it was decided to opt for a tin with
linear interpolation. As one can see from Fig. 1, which
shows the two areas studied, the terraced surfaces show
up well in the dem.
One of the aims of the research was to estimate the
volume of detritus and “landfill” soil retained directly
by the wall terracing. Under the action of gravity, this
volume could start moving once again should the drystone walls collapse completely. Given that a “rigorous”
geo-technical approach would require sampling and
lab tests to determine the material’s weight per volume,
internal cohesion, gradient of repose and other factors,
one opted here for a simplified evaluation. This used
only the variables that could be measured either
directly or indirectly from the survey of the topography
itself using a semi-automatic gis procedure.
To this end, two areas of different gradient were
chosen: the terraces of the fan of San Gaetano (average
incline < 18°) and those upon the steeper slopes above
the village of Mattietti (average incline >35°).
In the latter case, the volume was calculated by
subtracting the actual dem from the “natural” dem (that
is, without terracing). To do this, lines were traced
running adjacent to the base of the terrace retaining
walls, attributing to each the altitude as determined by
the dem. This made it possible to “reconstruct” the
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“natural” surface area. For an area of 1,860 square
metres, it was calculated that there was a volume of
1,540 cubic metres of material retained by the terracing.
In the San Gaetano area, the surface of the fan is made
up largely of alluvial deposits. The low gradient (12°17°) meant that we also considered the gradient of
repose when estimating volumes. This gradient was
fixed at around 35°, an approximate figure based on
those for moderately compact soil of medium-large
“grain” (pellegrino, aversa, 2003). A schematic
geometric model was created of the terraced surfaces;
see Fig. 2, which also gives the formulas used in the
calculations. To measure the height of the walls, two
filters of a maximum and minimum were applied to
the dem (kernel 3x3), with the resultant rasters being
subtracted from each other. The result was then
converted by vectoral analysis to obtain a set of points
that incorporated the height, h; from this was derived
a range with the associated value of x (x=h/tgα). The
calculation of the volumes (V1-2=(hm*xm*L)/2) was
carried out whilst maintaining the order of the pairs of
values. The volumes were calculated with a frequency
L that could vary from 1 to 1.4 metres.
Processing of the data produced a figure of around
12,000 square metres for the area concerned, with 740
metres of walls of average height 2.8 metres retaining a
volume of 5,349 cubic metres.
In the Mattietti area, the main threat is directly linked
with the possibility of the material within the terraces
sliding downhill as a result of the collapse of the
retaining walls themselves. Given the high gradient of
the slopes (more than 35°), the blocks of terrain could,
once they become mobile, continue to slide now into
the valley below.
Assessment of the San Gaetano fan suggested that the
main threat was linked with fluvial processes. In
natural conditions, the terrain here would begin to
move due the erosion caused by the river Brenta at its

[1.]

[2.]

[3.]
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base and the flow of water from the small basin located
up valley from the fan itself. The threat is particularly
accentuated along the channel that runs lengthways
through the fan, carrying almost all the flowing water
directly towards the Brenta. This main watercourse,
known locally as the vallegone, inhibits the process of
constant re-formation within the fan. Automatic
sampling of the drainage network (threshold area of
contribution: 100 square metres) using Taudem and
dem (tarboton, 1997) has confirmed that should the
vallegone ever become obstructed, a large part of the
San Gaetano fan would be subject to flooding (Fig. 4).

Figure 4.
Drainage network as derived
from dem imaging. In red,
the point where the occlusion
of the main watercourse
(the vallegone)
was simulated.

[4.]
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The role of terracing in hindering land erosion
within the Roya and Cians Gorges
Mohamed Ben Jeddou, Jean-Marie Castex, Andrée Dagorne, Gourguen Davtian

The various human settlements which overlook the
roads through the gorges of the Alpes-Marittimes date
from the period when agriculture and environmental
modification in this area were only just beginning.
What role might the agricultural terraces play in
protecting the roads which cut their way through these
gorges? Two cases, on a different scale, were taken into
consideration: the upper valley of the Roya between
Fontan and Saint-Dalmas-de-Tende (Fig. 1) and the
narrow gorges of Cians to the north of Rigaud (Fig. 2).
In both cases there is a sizeable risk of “falling rocks”.
The Permic cover of the upraised rock base (solid or
schistose pelite) and of the Triassic rock layers
(sandstones and feldspar) is inclined in the same
direction as the incline of the gorge. There are a
number of joints between the rocks layers; however,
the surface slopes cut by the recent erosion of the
gorges by the two watercourses are free of loose rocks.
These roads, which link the upland settlements with
the coast, bear quite heavy traffic but are precarious
(terrier, marçot, sedar, 2003). Hence an increasing
number of safety barriers have been installed: steel
nets, raised either vertical or spread across the rock
face, and reinforced concrete studs. These features have
been added primarily at the level of the cut rock face,
but they are also to be found on some of the slopes
above them. It is on these latter areas that terraces of
agricultural land can play a role in preventing land
erosion, as the terrain retained by the walls could hold
back rocks, absorb running water and stimulate the
growth of vegetation.
In effect, one can see a correlation in the upper valley
of the Roya (Fig. 1) between certain narrow paved
sectors laid out alongside the road and the absence of
modern protective steel nets (which were obviously
judged to be less necessary here). On the contrary, in
the narrow gorges of Berghe and Paganini, such
protective features are much more common (in red on

Figure 1.
Terracing and the road
in the upper valley
of the Roya.

[1.]
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Terracing and the roads
in the gorges of the Cians.

[2.]
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the map), especially where terracing is further away
from the road.
The area of Ciabanoun (Ciamanoun in 1868) offers,
on a more detailed scale, a picture of the complexity of
the factors at work. In the valley of Ciabanoun Nord
(Fig. 2, sector N) there are now recent protective
installations alongside the road. The pelite rock layers
are inclined in the direction of the gradient and bear a
covering of grass or trees (poplars, elms, ash and
various types of fruit trees). Even with limited
irrigation, the terrain has proved suitable for
agriculture. The road is overlooked by vegetation in
wide terracing of slight gradient, which plays a role in
preventing erosion: the water of the streams is
contained artificially and irrigates the plants. In the
southern sector (Fig. 2, sector S) the situation is
different. Above 400 metres, the rock surface is
fragmented, with the terracing some way from the
road; this has made it possible to install a covering net
of large circular links. But what would have happened
in this sector if the water running downhill had not
been held back by the terracing and thence flowed into
the specially-dug channels alongside?
These two examples highlight an unexpected modern
use for old terracing originally laid out to serve
agriculture. It indicates the role that such features can
still play as one of the measures taken to protect the
roads which are cut through the valleys.
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Introduction
Michele Freppaz, Alberto Agnelli

Hillside terracing was a feature developed and created by
humankind to facilitate settlement and agriculture in
otherwise difficult conditions. To meet agricultural needs,
hillsides were, in effect, re-modelled to offer greater areas
of flat terrain and to exploit the alignment of the slopes.
This made it possible for agriculture and settlment to
develop in mountain areas, even in zones of particularly
steep gradient.
The creation of terracing meant that the width and angle
of slopes was altered, and this geometrical modification
made it possible to limit erosion and also obtain more
efficient control over the downhill flow of surface water.
Varying in building materials, techniques and form,
terraces are to be found throughout the world. In Europe
they are a characteristics feature of vast areas of foothills
and are primarily used for the cultivation of vines, for
groves of olive or chestnut trees, or else to provide
meadow/pastureland.
Agriculture in such areas labours against various
disadvantages: the disintegration of the subsoil, the often
difficult location of the land farmed, the limited
possibilities for introducing mechanization, the scant
entrepreneurial spirit of the landowners themselves and
the “marginal” nature of such farming. However, these
negatives are often evened out by the favourable weather
conditions in such foothill areas, which make it possible
to raise typical local crops of high quality. Hence, over all,
terraced areas are suitable for agricultural activity and can
produce very satisfying results. This chapter will describe
various projects for the redevelopment of terraced
agricultural land within Europe.
One fundamental feature affecting productive activity
within such areas is undoubtedly the quality of the soil
that is used to fill in the space created by the bands of
terrace walls. Questions relating to the chemical-physical
properties of this soil – the way it changes according to
types of use or what happens to it when the terraces are
abandoned – are often either ignored or unvalued. Such
36

aspects were however investigated in the Valle d’Aosta,
where a pedological study looked at the suitability of
terraced hillsides for use in vine-growing. Not only were
the soil types analyzed in detail, but there was also detailed
comparison of different types of terracing (covering such
things as alignment, position and age, as well as the types
of farming techniques present).
In the Brenta region a pedological study was made of the
area around the town of Valstagna (near Vicenza), which
has been profoundly changed by the presence of man.
Here, the aim was to assess the varying agricultural
potential of the land – that is, its suitability for the
cultivation of traditional fruits (apples and pears), vines,
fruit shrubs and medicinal herbs.
The alpter project also looked at technical aspects of the
creation of new terracing, putting forward proposals
regarding planning and construction, together with an
evaluation of costs. This was the case, for example, in the
study relating to the terracing of Medana at Goriška Brda
in Slovenia .
There are also case studies which discuss the redevelopment of old terracing for the cultivation of crops typical
of specific geographical areas and climatic conditions. For
example, there is a study of the olive grove in Valle
dell’Estéron in the south of France, where preservation
and redevelopment of the terracing was made possible
after grazing animals had been used to remove the
vegetation that had overgrown the area.
Another example of redevelopment was in Liguria. Here,
the study looked at an age-old grove of citrus trees, where
the dry-stone wall terracing was rebuilt and local varieties
of citrus trees were replanted.
One further case is that of a chestnut grove in the
Bregaglia region (Switzerland). This involved restoration
of the wall terracing, attentive “maintenance” of the
chestnut trees themselves, the thinning of shrubbery, the
reintroduction of pastureland and the promotion of
tourism.
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Soil quality and fertility: studies in the Valle d’Aosta
Michele Freppaz, Alberto Agnelli, Barbara Drusi, Silvia Stanchi, Cristina Galliani, Valeria Revel Chion, Ermanno Zanini

The terraced terrain of the lower Valle d’Aosta studied
as part of the alpter project falls within the jurisdiction
of the following towns: Pont-Saint-Martin, Donnas,
Arnad and Montjovet. The study looked at land
currently being used to cultivate vines and land where
such activity came to a halt about thirty years ago. In
each sample area two or three different sites were
chosen, which varied according to type of terracing,
location and alignment and the methods used in
growing the vines (in espaliers or pergolas). Here,
pedologcal profiles were drawn up on the basis of
observation and the description and analysis of samples
in accordance with recognized methods.
The soils, in which the effects of human activity was
clear and had had a fundamental role on soil quality,
were all classified as Technic Camisols (Escalic) (wrb,
2006). The prefix technic serves to indicate the presence
of man-made artefacts within the first metre of depth
(the terrace retaining walls), whilst escalic serves to
indicate the presence of a stepped terrace surface.
The vines studied were between 12 and 30 years old.
The soil profiles revealed a slight process of change,
with the development of AP levels (linked to
cultivation) and B cambic levels, relating to an incipient
stage of development. The soil in abandoned terraces
was in no substantial way different from that in those
still used as vineyards.
The soil is fairly deep, ranging from 64 to 110
centimetres. This characteristic is linked to the
abundance of stone in the area, which made it possible
to build robust retaining walls of some size.
The soil texture (granules of less than 2 millimetres)
varies both between the different areas studied and
within a single area. Generally it increases with depth.
The variations in skeletal content is due to the
variations in the manner in which the terraces were
constructed and used (depending both upon different
building techniques and the availability of manpower

and machinery). All of the soils examined were rather
coarse in fabric, consisting predominantly of sand
particles (2-0.05 millimetres), with the quantity of silt
(0.05-0.002 millimetres) ranging from 5% to 30%.
Texture (in water)of the soil in the vineyard of Arnad-Ville (ao, Italy)
Sand
Coarse

Medium

Silt

Clay

Fine
%

Arnad I
Ap

47.2

12.5

31.1

7.2

2.1

EB

36.3

14.9

36.6

10.2

2.0

Bw1

35.9

15.6

40.5

7.9

0.2

Bw2

33.9

15.3

39.3

11.4

0.2

BC1

35.1

13.0

37.3

14.3

0.2

BC2

36.3

15.8

37.5

10.2

0.2

BC3

52.7

15.9

22.6

8.6

0.2

Ap

21.5

12.2

43.5

22.5

0.3

Bw1

19.6

10.8

42.9

25.7

1.0

Bw2

17.1

11.2

48.4

22.7

0.5

Bw3

21.4

11.2

43.4

23.5

0.5

Bw4

14.5

9.8

44.6

30.1

1.0

Bw5

24.2

9.9

38.4

26.4

1.0

BC

19.3

9.0

41.9

29.5

0.2

Arnad II

Arnad III (abandoned)
A

27.2

21.0

45.0

6.8

0.0

AB

22.5

14.1

45.4

18.1

0.0

Bw1

26.9

12.0

38.5

21.7

0.0

Bw2

26.4

13.9

43.2

15.6

1.0

Bw3

28.5

12.1

37.6

20.8

1.0

Bw4

22.0

13.2

41.6

22.1

1.0

BC

24.8

14.6

39.3

21.2

1.0
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Figure 1.
Pergola vines in the study
area of Arnad (photo:
A. Agnelli, 2006).
Figure 2.
General view of the study
area of Arnad (photo:
A. Agnelli, 2006).
Figure 3.
Pedological profiling
in the abandoned sub-area
(Arnad III) (photo: A. Agnelli,
2006).
Figure 4.
Detail of the study area
of Arnad with the three
sub-areas (1. Espalier vines;
2. Pergola vines; 3.
Abandoned area). The line
defines the area of study,
the purple polygons
the vineyards. Scale 1:10,000.
Released by the ctrn
on 13/03/2002, authorization
n. 505.
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[1.]

[2.]

[3.]

[4.]

As for the mineral content, it was fairly consistent,
given that the soil in the various areas all shares the
same pedological substrata (fluvial-glacial deposits
derived from gneiss and mica-schists). The minerals
present were quartz, micas, plagioclases, kaolinite,
amphiboles and pyroxenes, with scant quantities of
expandable minerals and traces of serpentine (PontSaint-Martin, Ronc and Arnad). The reaction of some
soils was sub-alkaline (Arnad), of others sub-acid

(Donnas and Montjovet) and elsewhere acid (PontSaint-Martin, especially at the Rondias location, where
the pH values were between 4.2 and 5.7).
The total carbon (C) content decreases with depth,
passing from readings of 2-12% in the Ap levels to less
than 1% for the rest. The same change was also seen in
the nitrogen content. An exception to this was found at
the Ronc site of Pont-Saint-Martin, where the presence
of a paleo-surface (Ab level to a depth of about 30
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centimetres) was confirmed by increase in the content
of both carbon and nitrogen. In the surface levels of
Arnad and all the various levels tested at the Donnas 1
site (Reisen) and the Ronc site (Pont-Saint-Martin),
phosphorus was present in quantities above the
threshold shortage level (from about 20 to 80 mg/kg-1)
established by the method used. In the other soils there
were low quantities of phosphorus. The variations here
could be due to the different practices used in
cultivation of the land (fertilizers and other additives).
The basic exchange components are satisfactory in the
surface levels, becoming less so at depths of more than
25 centimetres. The main component here is calcium,
followed by magnesium, potassium and sodium.
Exchangeable cations in the soil
of Arnad-Ville vineyards (ao, Italy)
Ca
Mg
K
cmol(+) kg-1
Arnad I
Ap
32.17
EB
17.88
Bw1
11.18
Bw2
8.78
BC1
7.59
BC2
4.25
BC3
3.26
Arnad II
Ap
10.68
Bw1
7.90
Bw2
9.21
Bw3
9.18
Bw4
7.37
Bw5
7.34
BC
7.43
Arnad III (abandoned)
A
20.13
AB
6.00
Bw1
4.07
Bw2
5.84
Bw3
6.25
Bw4
6.50
BC
6.62

Figure 5.
Location and definition
of the territory administered
by the towns in the lower
Valle d’Aosta covered
by the study.

Na
[4.]

1.44
2.57
0.82
0.77
0.72
0.51
0.46

0.49
0.25
0.07
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.04

0.04
0.09
0.06
0.07
0.07
0.11
0.06

1.18
0.77
0.87
0.62
0.57
0.51
0.51

0.34
0.17
0.13
0.12
2.25
0.12
0.13

0.06
0.06
0.08
0.02
4.40
0.06
0.07

3.60
1.13
0.72
0.67
0.62
0.57
0.67

0.48
0.37
0.21
0.15
0.10
0.09
0.09

0.09
0.09
0.03
0.03
0.06
0.06
0.08

In general, the soils revealed no significant limitations
for their use in agriculture, except for the fact that their
coarse fabric and low content of clayey minerals meant
that they did not retain water very efficiently. This is
why the most recent facilities (at Arnad 1) include an
irrigation system to make up for the low water reserves
within the soil. As for the use of manure and other
organic additives, this is definitely to be advised as it
improves the soil’s ability to both absorb and retain
water.

Soil quality and fertility: studies in the Valle d’Aosta
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The terraces of Goriška Brda - Case study of Medana
Lučka Ažman Momirski, Andreja Škvarč, Ivan Kodrič

1. introduction
For the purpose of the alpter research project, new
terraces were built on a site located in southern
Goriška Brda in the settlement of Medana. The area of
the settlement of Medana is 130 ha. Terraced sites in
the settlement cover 57 ha, which is 44% of the total
area.
The entire Medana settlement is very suitable for
vineyards, from the point of view of climate and slopes,
as well as soil. Therefore, it is mostly covered with
vineyards (55%).
The map of the terrace aspect of Medana shows that
29.5% of the terraces are oriented towards the north
and 29.5% towards the west, 24% towards the east and
17% towards the south.
The minimum elevation of the terraces is 67 metres
while maximum elevation is 186 metres.

2. methodology
We used three different methods to define the building
method for the terraces.
The first could be called the traditional-agricultural
method, which is mainly used for the construction of
terraces. It means applying agronomic and agricultural
experience and practice.
The second is the geological-geotechnical method,
which is commonly used in civil or geotechnical
engineering. This method is not regularly used for the
arrangement of agricultural areas and will most
probably not be used in the future.
The third is the comparative method, according to
which we compared various features of elaborated
plans for terraces, and which was used to define the
most suitable plan for actual execution.
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3. the case of terrace construction
in goriška brda
The plot of this pilot project is located on a hill slope.
It has a triangular shape and measures 0.93 ha. The
chosen plot is located adjacent of the Dobrovo-Vipolže
main road and is easily accessible.
The minimum elevation of the plot is 72 metres and
the maximum elevation is 103 metres. The average
terrain inclination is not excessive: on average it
reaches 21%. The lower part is steeper and here the
inclination is 23-26%, while the upper part has the
inclination of 15-17%. The plot has northern and
partly western exposure.
Previous land use of the plot was grassland. Terraced
vineyards were planned for the plot.
Traces of land levelling performed in the past were
visible on the plot. The plot and its field roads were
levelled to ease machine-cultivation and access.
The slope was assessed as geomechanically stable.
People tell that parts of the plot are unstable, prone to
land slides and are unsuitable for terraced vineyards.
Dense and diverse vegetation were found locally on the
plot, proving that the soil is locally moist, but no
springs of underground water could be found on the
slope.
Recommendations for terrace arrangements for
vineyards and orchards were considered in preparing
the plan.
According to the recommendations vines in a vineyard
can be arranged in single-row terraces, double-row
terraces, double-row terraces with a passage for a
tractor between the row and the slope, or multi-row
terraces. Orchards can be arranged in a single row, with
fruit trees at the edge of the terrace or on the slope of
the terrace.
Different inclinations of the hill slope (calculated as
having a 15% inclination, 30% inclination, 50%
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Figure 1.
Brda: terraced landscape
in winter.
Figure 2.
The work project.
Figure 3.
Sections of the area covered
by the project.

[1.]

[2.]

[3.]
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Agrarian law in Slovenia covers: the planning of agricultural development; agricultural measures
and policies to be adopted; the quality and labelling of agricultural produce; the sale of such
produce; public back-up services for the agricultural sector; the database necessary for informed
agricultural policies; the institutions required to implement the law; research work; the furtherance
of training and other professional skills; inspections. The law also regulates methods
for the application and implementation of the Common Agricultural Policy and of development
policies that conform with eu regulations.
The law regarding agricultural terrain regulates its use, protection, sale and location,
as well as covering agrarian operations and common-land pasturing and grazing.

inclination) and the width of the terrace plain influence
the total width of the terrace, as well as the height and
length of the terrace slope. A building permit is required
if the height of the terrace exceeds 1.5 metre.
When constructing a terrace it is important to make
the inclinations of terrace slope in such a way that the
slopes remain stable without landslides. The terrace
slopes also need to become overgrown with greenery
in a short time. It is important to define the proper
height of the terrace slopes, because this conditions
and limits the use of various tractor attachments when
maintaining the terrace slopes. The cheapest and
fastest way of mowing or mulching the slopes has to
be chosen.
The steepness of the field roads is also important. It
should not exceed 15% for the use of single-drive
tractors. Field roads with 20 to 22% inclination are
only suitable for the transportation of heavy loads
downhill, and field roads steeper than 25% can be very
dangerous in bad weather conditions.
Excess rainwater should be led away from the terrace
plain via the road to the drainage system.
Drainage should be prepared to carry off underground
water and other sources of water.
Winegrowers, fruit growers, owners or renters of the
land property must obtain appropriate permits and
information before the construction of the terraces
starts. The legal basis is the Agriculture Act and
Agricultural Land Act.
All regulations from the agricultural sector (Agricultural Land Act) and spatial planning sector
(Spatial Planning and Management Act, Regulation
on the categories of demanding, less demanding and
simple construction works, on conditions for the
building of simple construction works without a
building permit and on the categories of work on
construction works and the attached land) must be
respected.

Figure 4.
The area of the project
before the work to move
earth.
Figure 5.
The project area after
the completion of work.
Figure 6.
Terraced areas to the south
of Brda.
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Cleaning of growth and stone pick-up were not
necessary; however, it was necessary to mow the grass.
Chemical analysis showed the soil to have low
phosphorus content and suitable potassium content.
The pH of the soil was moderately acidic, and the
percentage of humus was suitable for a vineyard.
According to the traditional presence and frequency of
the terrace type in the local surroundings (Goriška
Brda), taking into account the steepness of the slope
and based on growing the highest number of vines per
hectare and at the same time ensuring minimum waste
of the land, the recommendations suggest the use of
double-row and triple-row terraces. The width of the
terrace depends on the number of rows and on the
canopy training system. For construction of the
Medana terraces, the suggested width of the terrace
plain was 3.4 metres for double-row terraces and 5.8
metres for triple-row terraces.

4. making a plan
An exception in the arrangement of terraces for the
vineyard in Medana was the elaboration of a plan for
the construction of the terraces. According to written
sources such initiatives date back to 1959. In everyday
practice the construction of terraces does not follow a
pre-made plan, but rather the experience of
winegrowers, agricultural experts and builders-dozer
drivers.
The purpose of the plan is to arrange the terraces
entirely according to reliable data and carefully
considered decisions so that the consequences of the
arrangement can be anticipated. This procedure of
construction of the terraces would thus be rational, i.e.
assuring higher stability of the terraces, the least
quantity of earth shifts and the largest possible area of
usable land.
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A geodetic survey was required due to the fact that the
fundamental topographic plans do not provide enough
information about the individual parcels. The survey
covered a larger area than the area of the plot and was
made for a 1 metre height.
The arrangement of new and the reconstruction of
existing terraced vineyards with cuts and fills interferes
with the former geomechanically balanced system.
Digging provokes marl-softening processes. The latter
consequently leads to the following changes:
– thicker disintegrated clay layers on the slopes,
– increased water permeability of the surface layer, and
– the possibility of water penetrating deeper into the
cracked flysch base.
For these reasons it is important to follow the line of
the stable configuration of the old terrain during
planning and the process of construction.
The composition of the base soil was investigated with
10 exploration shafts. According to the research, the
thickness of disintegrated clay on the slope varies. The
layer is thinner than 0.2 metre in the area of the
connection road on the slope crest, whereas locally it
exceeds 4.5 metres. The graphical cross-section of the
terrain was based on these results.
The following effects were analyzed:
– the effect of the shear angle of the earth on the
terrace slope on safety when the terrace was 1 metre,
1.5 metre and 2 metres high;
– the effect of the disintegrated layer thickness, i.e. 1 metre
and 4 metres, on the stability of the sample slope when
water is between the disintegrated layer and the marl;
– the effect of the underground water level in the
disintegrated layer on the safety of the natural slope
when the layer is 1 metre and 4 metres thick;
– the effect of the shear strength of the earth on the
safety of the terrace height (approximately 1.5 metre)
against the slide of a wedge out of the disintegrated
layer on the marl base. A wedge can be created when

[4.]

[5.]

[6.]
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the disintegrated layer is pushed onto the side of the
marl slope during construction of the terraces.
The geomechanical analysis confirmed the ratio
between the height and width of the slopes to be 1:1;
however, it is worth considering that plants and roots
on the slopes play an important role in the analysis.
There are two ways for plants with underground roots
to influence the stability of the ground:
– initiate suction;
– function as reinforcement.
In order to improve the stability of the terraced slope,
it was recommended to configure the lowest slope at a
ratio of 2:3.
Terraces can be planned and constructed using three
different approaches to the arrangement of the slopes:
– the terrace slope is overfilled;
– the geometry of the terrace fits the geometry of the
terrain;
– the terrace is cut in.
When the slope is overfilled the problem that occurs is
that the slope can absorb a lot of rainwater, which plays
an important role as a feature causing landslides.
Cutting the slope speeds up softening and
disintegration of the marl deeper in the ground. In the
long term this increases the vulnerability of the slope.
The most suitable approach is where the geometry of
the terrace slopes matches the geometry of the terrain.
Based on these facts several plans were prepared. All
the plans were a combination of approaches for
adapting the cross-section and ground plan to the
geometry of the terrain.
Due to a lack of experience in preparing the plan for
the arrangement of terraces, instructions for
construction of straight ground-plan terraces were
used. In the first attempt the terraces were planned in
the direction of the stratum lines of the terrain in the
lower part of the plot and in the second attempt in the
direction of the stratum lines of the terrain in the
44
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upper part of the plot. The terraces laid out in the
general direction of the stratum lines of the terrain
were also planned.
Individual plans were compared according to the
quantity of shifted material, which remained relatively
constant. However, the direction of the shifts varied.
When constructing straight ground-plan terraces
material needs to be transferred from the middle of the
plot to the edge. When constructing terraces laid out
in the general direction of the stratum lines of the
terrain the material should be carried from the bottom
to the top of the plot.
The final plan was a combination of the plan for
straight ground-terraces and terraces laid out in the
general direction of the stratum lines of the terrain.
Using this approach, material was taken from the edge
of the plot, mostly needed for road levelling. In the
bottom part of the plot, material needed to be shifted
on each terrace.

5. realization
Three bids were collected for the realization of the
terrace arrangement. The bids differed substantially
from each other and all bidders considered their own
previous experience when setting their prices. This was
justified by the fact that the bidders needed to be
surveyors, plan makers and constructors, all at the
same time. All the experience that was required for this
work was experience with building in flysch, due to the
prior detailed analysis and elaborated plan.
The terraces and the road were enclosed with pales in
accordance with the defined ground plan and altitude
points.
The grass layer at the top of the plot was the first to be
removed.
After the first terrace was constructed, work continued
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[7.]

[8.]

Figure 7.
Terraced vineyards
with double-line vines.
Figure 8.
Terraced vineyards
with double-line vines,
with a track for a tractor.
Figure 9.
Terraced vineyards
with several lines of vines.
Figure 10.
Gradient of slopes
in the areas covered
by the project.
Figure 11.
Direction of water flow
in the area covered
by the project.

[9.]

[11.]

by simultaneous planning and constructing the
following terraces using a bulldozer. Eighteen terraces,
11 triple (5.8 metres wide in the top part of the land)
and 7 double terraces (3.4 metres wide in the bottom
part, where the slope is steeper) were arranged. The
total length of the triple terraces is 531 metres, and 600
metres for double terraces. The height of the terrace

[10.]

slope was 1.5 metre. Minimum terraces length was 22
metres and maximum terraces length was 104 metres.
Regarding the earth analysis, the terrace plains were
fertilized by the winegrower. After that the terraces
were dug up with a digger. The depth of the digging
was approximately 1-1.2 metre. Then the scarp of the
terrace was planed with a special digger blade. The
inclination of the scarped slope was set at 1:1.
The field roads were constructed at the same time as the
terraces. The turning points at both ends of the plot
were specially levelled and adjusted to a uniform
steepness. Shallow trenches were built across the roads,
directing the rainwater away. The construction of a
drainage for getting rid of the underground water, i.e.
the source, as part of the pilot project was not necessary.
The terraces were finished by September 2006 and
planting was scheduled for springtime, so the
winegrower seeded the terraces to protect the ground
from surface erosion and to compact the soil. Barley
was seeded in October 2006 over the entire terraced
plains. During the winter the whole area was
overgrown with it and therefore protected.
The terraces of Goriška Brda - Case study of Medana
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The barley was mulched, the soil cultivated and the
grapevine grafts planted in April. At the same time as
the vine grafts were planted they were supported with
wooden posts and wire.
In total the size of the vineyard area is 9,321 square
metres, the terrace plain area is 4,959 square metres
and that of the paths is 2,629 square metres.

6. conclusion
Because of bad weather construction of the terraces
took 4 weeks. Effectively, the terraces were constructed
in 3 weeks.
After building the terraces, a post-project monitoring
was carried out. It confirmed that the terraces were
built according to the plan and only a small deviation
was found in the lower part of the plot.
The main question in implementation of the method
used for constructing the terraces is the question of
cost. The builders – dozer drivers have 30-40 % less
work when constructing terraces according to a plan,
but additionally other experts have to be involved. The
estimate was that when constructing terraces according
to a plan, the cost remains the same, but the quality of
execution is improved.
Among the advantages of the method is the
cooperation of different professionals and the short
construction time of the terraces.
The disadvantage of the method is the lack of
professionals for planning and construction processes.
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Cultivation options on the terraces of the Canale di Brenta
Adriano Garlato, Andrea Dalla Rosa

The study area is localized in the Municipality of
Valstagna (vi), which is situated mid-way along the
Canale di Brenta between the Asiago Plateau and
Grappa massif. The study concentrates primarily on
localities, all of which are on the hydrographic right of
the Brenta River, at altitudes between 250 and 500
metres.
The slopes investigated are composed of dolomite; they
have very steep inclines and small incised valleys. The
average annual temperatures vary between 10 and 13°C.
The average annual rainfall is about 1,450 millimetres,
with highs in late spring and autumn and lows in the
summer and in February. The precipitation level
remains high during the hottest months, with monthly
values of more than 100 millimetres.
The soils of this territory cannot be studied without
considering the profound transformation provoked by
human intervention, which has clearly been the major
factor in the formation and evolution of the existing
conditions. The imposing terraces built to increase the
cultivable surface area ended up completely restructuring the pre-existing ground (Fig. 1).
The fertile layer of the soil is very shallow, around 30
centimetres deep, and rests directly on inert material
composed of coarse fragments of rock (dolomite).
These two strata are often “sealed” by a few centimetres
of sandy material that lies between them and keeps the
soil from being washed away (Figs. 2 and 3).
The textures are average or moderately fine with an
ordinary skeleton. The colour is very dark brown
everywhere and is derived from the high content of
organic matter (1.5-3%).
Drainage is moderately rapid with a quick run-off.
Due to the thinness of the layers, the available water
content (awc) is very low, about 55 millimetres.
The reaction is always sub-alkaline or alkaline, with
pHs varying from 7.5 to 8.3. The total limestone is
between 40 and 75%, while the active limestone,

which is responsible for the indissolvability of iron and
phosphorous, is never particularly high and comes out
somewhere between 12 and 20 g/kg.
Charting the soil’s water balance makes it evident that,
despite the very low awc values, the deficit in all of the
stations1 is fairly contained due to the precipitation in
the summer months.
The final goal of this work is to evaluate the alternative
types of cultivation that might be feasible on the
terraces. The study does not account for technical
factors, such as limited mechanization, difficult access
to the ground and the lack of irrigation systems, all of
which place strong limitations on the profitability of
any agricultural operation.
The choice fell back on crops that have always been
cultivated in the pre-alpine valley environments,
selecting the ones that seemed to offer the highest
added value: apple-trees, pear-trees, grapevines, small
fruit and officinal plants. Anything requiring intensive
cultivation and a high rate of mechanization was
excluded. This included tobacco, which was once the
major reason for building these terraced systems.
The agronomic assessment of the various types of
arboreal cultivation – apple-trees, pear-trees and
grapevines – was made based on a methodology
developed by the Region of Emilia Romagna. It takes
into account those soil characteristics that can directly
impact plant growth and excludes issues related to
climate and management. These three types of
cultivation turn out to be strongly limited by the soil’s
shallow rooting depth; the layer of fill and the pebbles
and gravel that make up the structure of the terrace
cannot retain water and therein limits root
penetration. This limitation can be partially overcome
by micro-irrigation systems (eg. drip). The limitations
due to the alkaline reaction are minor.
In the case of grapevines, it should be pointed out that
the limitations have repercussions on the quantity that
47
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Figure 1.
The considerable height
of the terraces is due
to the steep inclination
of the slopes.
Figure 2.
Terrace soils: there is an
abrupt shift, of about thirty
centimetres, between
the fertile soil and the inert
fill material.

[1.]

[2.]
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is produced. They do not, however, tell us anything
about the final quality of the product, a factor that, in
contrast to other arboreal species, strongly conditions
this cultivation’s return.
Another aspect to keep in mind for arboreal cultivation
is the structural risk that might be posed by the
pressure exerted by the roots on the terrace walls and
by the full weight of the heavy woody mass on the
terrace itself.
Among the various options small fruit was also
considered, given its low mechanization requirements,
its high profitability and its easy adaptation to different
climatic conditions. The cultivation of strawberries
and raspberries is slightly limited by the pH, which
should be somewhere between 5.8 and 6.5. The
profitable cultivation of blueberries has to be
completely excluded because it requires soils with a
highly acidic reaction and no limestone.
The soil reaction makes the study area well suited to
the cultivation of black currants and, visa versa, less
suitable to the cultivation of gooseberries and red
currants, as these fruits prefer soils with a neutral or
slightly acidic reaction. The rusticity of the blackberry
plant is well suited to the area’s conditions, but the
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Soil aptitude and use
In addition to characterizing the existing soils, the study aimed at evaluating the
various crops that might be cultivated on the terraces. The information gathered
tried to emphasize the pedological characteristics that can significantly impact
agricultural production and to provide an initial assessment that could be more
closely examined further on. The considerations that follow do not account for
economic factors such as limited mechanization, difficult access to the funds and
the lack of irrigation systems, all of which strongly limit the profitability of any
agricultural operation.
The choice fell back on those crops that have always been cultivated in the prealpine valley environments, selecting the ones that seemed to offer the highest
added value: apple-trees, pear-trees, grapevines, small fruit, potatoes and officinal
plants. Anything requiring intensive cultivation and a high rate of mechanization
was excluded. This included tobacco, which was once major reason for building
these terraced systems. In addition to the reasons listed above, the exclusion of
tobacco is further upheld by the disappearance of the local variety, which might
have justified a possible re-launch, and by the impossibility of being able to create,
in situ, some sort of finished product (cigars, etc.), a key factor in developing a
cultivation niche within the current monopolistic system for managing by-products.
Methodology
The classification of the apple-tree, the pear-tree and the grapevine used a rating
system (Region of Emilia Romagna, 2006) that assesses those characteristics inside
and outside of the soil that are capable of directly impacting plant growth. Climatic
characteristics and other elements (as a rule outside of the soil) that can influence
the operational practices, as well as the risks of soil and environmental degradation,
were excluded.
The following characteristics and properties were used:
– texture;
– reaction;
– effective rooting depth;
– available oxygen;
– active limestone.
Every characteristic was weighted differently according to its “degree of
importance”, which expresses the influence it can have in determining the profit
yield of the cultivation. Some of the limitations may be partially surmounted by
ordinary or somewhat out-of-the-ordinary cultivation practices (using iron to counter
the excess of active limestone, irrigation to compensate for inadequate rooting
depth, etc.). In order to reach an overall evaluation, the data from this analysis was
compared with irrigation requirements for the various types of cultivation.
Four classifications, listed in the following table, were established to define the
intensity of the limitations noted1:
Degree of limitation (intensity)
No limitations
Moderate limitations
Severe limitations
Very severe limitations

Classification
1
2
3
4

(e.g. drip) that aid the development of a more superficial root system and provide
the roots with an adequate water supply. As far as texture, available oxygen and
slope are concerned, there are no significant limitations; moderate limitations are
imposed by the alkaline reaction.
In the event of a new cultivation, it would be a opportune to assess the
characteristics of the root stock, giving preference to those that are better suited to
more calcareous soils and those that are resistant to low winter temperatures.
As far as irrigation requirements are concerned, the apple-tree has a cultivation
coefficient (Kc) that oscillates between 0.45 and 0.84. The Kc value of less than one
implies a minor evapo-transpiration and thus lower water requirements than expressed in
the previously mentioned more generic information (soil water balance). The irrigation
requirements for this type of cultivation are practically halved in the driest of years.
Another aspect to keep in mind, not only for the apple-tree but for all types of
arboreal cultivation, is the risk the new cultivation might pose for the stability of
the terraced systems by altering their existing structure. The efficacious building
technique that has allowed the terraces to remain in a good state of conservation
despite their abandon and their relative lack of maintenance does not exempt them
from marginal impairments. Even in the absence of proven studies, it can be still be
affirmed that the presence of arboreal plants accentuates this phenomenon
through the pressure their root systems exert on the inner terrace walls and by the
full weight of woody mass on the entire terrace.
Pear-trees
The considerations made for the apple-tree hold true for the pear-tree as well. The
major limitation, which is severe, is the effective rooting depth. With the exception
of the pH, the other characteristics do not impose limitations.
Degree of limitation (intensity)
1
2
3
FS F FL FA
S FS L AS
A (>60%)
FSA FLA
AL A
moderate,
slight,
good
imperfect
very slight

Pedological
characteristics

Degree of
importance

Texture

*

Available oxygen

*

Reaction (pH)

**

6.5-7.5

5.4-6.5 7.5-8.8

<5.4 >8.8

Slope (%)

**

<10

10-25

>25

Active limestone
(%)
Effective rooting
depth (cm)

**

<7

7-12

>12

***

>80

50-80

<50

As far as irrigation requirements are concerned, the same considerations already
expressed for the apple-tree remain valid in as much as they both have the same
cultivation coefficient.
Grapevines
In the areas under consideration, the soil characteristics did not differ enough to
show significant variations in terms of aptitude.
Pedological Degree of
characteristics importance

Tables of this sort were not used for potatoes and small fruit in as much as they are
not available in the relevant literature. In these cases, general considerations were
made based on the environmental needs, as described in the literature, of the
various types of cultivation.
Apple-trees
The classifications into which the area’s soils fall are highlighted in green in the
following table:
Degree of limitation (intensity)
1
2
3
FS F FL FA
S FS L AS
A (>60%)
FSA FLA
AL A
moderate,
slight,
good
imperfect
very slight

Pedological
characteristics

Degree of
importance

Texture

*

Available oxygen

*

Reaction (pH)

*

6.5-7.5

5.4-6.5 7.5-8.8

<5.4 >8.8

Slope (%)

**

<10

10-25

>25

Active limestone
(%)
Effective rooting
depth (cm)

**

<10

10-15

>15

***

>80

40-80

<40

In the areas under consideration, the soil characteristics did not differ enough to
show significant variations in terms of aptitude.
Based on the ratings in the table, it is evident that the cultivation of apple-trees is
severely limited by the shallow rooting depth. The layer of fill and the pebbles and
gravel that make up the terrace structure cannot retain water and therein limits root
penetration. This limitation might be partially overcome by micro-irrigation systems

Degree of limitation (intensity)
1
2
3
FS F FL L FA FSA S FS AS AL A A (>60%)

4

Texture

*

Available
oxygen

*

good

moderate

Reaction (pH)

*

6.5-7.8

5.4-6.5 7.8-8.4

8.4-8.8

<5.4 >8.8

Slope (%)

**

<10

10-20

20-35

>35

Active limestone (%)
Effective rooting depth (cm)

*

<5

5-10

10-15

>15

***

>90

60-90

35-60

<35

slight,
imperfect very
slight

Based on the ratings in that table, it is evident that the cultivation of grapevines is
severely limited by the shallow rooting depth. As far texture, available oxygen,
slope and active limestone are concerned there are no significant limitations;
moderate limitations are imposed by the alkaline reaction.
As far as irrigation requirements are concerned, the grapevine, if it is destined to
wine production, is among the least needy woody plants (Kc 0.30/0.61) and does
not require irrigation even in the driest of years.
In the case of the grapevine, however, the use of these schemes could be
misleading in that the limitations impact the quantity but do not provide any
information about the quality of the final product. In the case of wine, it should be
kept in mind that economic profitability is bound much more to the quality of the
final product than it is for other arboreal species.
1

For some types of cultivation, only three classifications were used, grouping III and IV (severe
limitations and very severe limitations) into one classification.
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high level of rainfall during the season in which they
ripen and are harvested (with the subsequent risk of
botrytis [grey mold] infections) and a pH around 8
caution against its cultivation.
Another option is officinal plants. While the manual
labour they require could be advantageous in an area
where mechanization is practically impossible, the
profitability of the cultivation presupposes an accurate
assessment of commercial possibilities. The plants that
adapt well to the area’s pedo-climatic conditions are
yarrow, adonis, wormwood, tarragon, gentian, iris, St
John’s wort lavender, sweet marjoram, mallow, mint,
psyllium, sage, thyme and saffron.

[3.]
Figure 3.
Section of the terraced slope:
the inner structure
of the terraces.

Analyzing the suitability of the alternative types of
cultivation that might be feasible on the terraces of the
Brenta did not provide very comforting results. The
limitations are often severe and considerably diminish
the economic return. The considerations are limited to
the agronomic and nutritional aspects and do not
assess economic factors that, leaving aside debatable
monitizations of environmental and landscape value,
penalize the agrarian re-use of these surfaces to an even
greater extent.

1
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Water balance was measured at stations at Oliero, Bassano and Lusitana.
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“Col delle ventidue ore”: the vegetal landscape
in the terraced fields of the Canale di Brenta
Leonardo Filesi1

introduction
The following considerations are the result of an initial
study aimed at getting to know the vegetal population
that is spontaneously overtaking an agricultural area of
indisputable historical and panoramic value. The scope
of the work is two-fold. On one hand, it provides a
reflection on the area’s particular floristic and vegetal
characteristics, which also highlights its naturalistic
value. On the other, and precisely in virtue of the former, it seeks to secure a non marginal role for this
spontaneous vegetation in the site’s future management.
geographic lithological and bio-climatic
framework
The study is concentrated on the vicinity of the Pian
delle Casarette (photo 1). It focuses primarily on the
terraced slopes of “Col delle ventidue ore” but also
takes into consideration the entire terraced area above
Valstagna (VI), from Piangrande to San Gaetano, at
altitudes ranging between approximately 200 and 600
metres above sea level. The substratum is composed of
dolomite and dolomitic limestone, which is usually
found in massive seams or with generally indistinct
stratification. On account of manipulation and local
karst phenomena, the permeability rate is that of a
highly developed area (aurighi et al., 2004).
As far as climate is concerned, the conditions are
probably closer to those of Bassano del Grappa, the
thermopulviometric diagram for which is reported
below (Fig. 2). Being at a somewhat higher elevation,
the values for area’s temperature and precipitation can
be said to be somewhere between those of diagram and
those of the thermopluviometric station of Foza
(which is at a higher altitude).
Bassano del Grappa, which is 129 metres above sea
level and is classified as an upper supratemperate
thermotype (rivas-martínez, 2004) has an average T
of around 2°C in the coldest month of the year and a

T of around 22°5’ in the hottest month of the year.
The average precipitation is around 1,200 millimetres
a year; the ombrotype is humid. Temperatures in Foza,
at 1,027 metres above sea level, are lower: the average
T in the coldest month of the year is around 0°C and
the average T in the hottest month around 16°5’. The
thermotype of reference is upper supratemperate. The
precipitation levels are high (about 1,850 millimetres);
the ombrotype is hyperhumid.
floristic features
The area’s vegetal species provide a good sampling of
the flora present in the non-limestone–dolomitic
sector of the Veneto. Species such as Moltkia
suffruticosa (Fig. 3) (endemic to the foothills of the
Vicentine Alps, with disjunction on the Apuane Alps),
Campanula carnica (Fig. 4) (sub-endemic with an area
centred in the Eastern Alps), Moehringia bavarica
(Southern– Illyrian Alpine), clearly characterize its
biogeographic area. According to Rivas-Martínez et al.
(2001), it belongs to the Eurosiberian Region, Alpine
Province, Eastern sector (in contact with the Apennine
Balkan Province, Paduan sector).
The flora in the meadows of the non-terraced slopes
moves appreciably away from that of the arid
neighbouring meadows, such as those, for example, of
Mt Grappa (busnardo, lasen, 1994; lasen, 1995).
Certain species, such as Molinia arundinacea and
Gladiolus palustris, are quite common on the slopes,
indicating the flow of water, which is an uncommon
phenomenon in environments characterized by karst.
The availability of water is confirmed by the presence,
in less exposed areas, of Frangula alnus (a shrubby
species typical of damp shrubby environments).
The analyses of the flora provides another interesting
hint: the wide presence of species generally found at
higher altitudes, in particular Centaurea alpina (Fig. 5)
and Globularia cordifolia, as well as the above51
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Figure 1.
Terracing at Pian
delle Casarette,
“Col ventidue ore”.
Figure 2.
Thermopluviometric diagram
(according to Bagnouls
and Gaussen) for Bassano
del Grappa.
Figure 3.
Moltkia suffruticosa
(photo P. Cornelini).

[1.]
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[2.]

[3.]

mentioned Moltkia suffruticosa. These species probably
manage to vegetate at the lower limit of their altitude
range because of the widespread availability of water
previously mentioned. In my opinion, however, the
usually high values of luminous radiation coming from
the particular exposure conditions are not to be

excluded (the bioindication values refer to Pignatti,
2005). The name “Col delle ventidue ore” is actually
derived from the function the site has taken on as a
natural meridian for the town of Valstagna. In its
Italian usage, it means that the sun shines on the hill
for up to two hours before sunset (Chemin, in verbis).

Leonardo Filesi
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[5.]

Figure 4.
Campanula carnica
(photo P. Cornelini).
Figure 5.
Centaurea alpina.
Figure 6.
Asplenium trichomanes
subsp. inespectans on mos.

[4.]

terrace vegetation
The vegetation of the terraces, and even more so that of
the dry walls, present interesting analogies with what
Sarzo (2007) has described in detail for the Trentino. In
the lack of sure references regarding the dates of
abandonment, I will limit myself to describing the most
mature vegetal formations and the dynamic trends that
can be observed in the field. Though the terraced surfaces
still show traces of ancient cultivation (vineyards, in
particular), they have by now, in most cases, lost those
elements typical of the vegetation infesting the
cultivation (Stellarietea mediae) and of the first and
successive post-cultivation states referable to Artemisietea
vulgaris. There are also a vast number of shrubby
formations in which other species that are common
elsewhere are found: Spartium junceum, Ulmus minor,
Cornus sanguinea, Cornus mas, Crataegus monogyna.
More significant in ecological and distributive terms is
the presence of the Amelanchier ovalis, a Mediterraneanmountain species typical of carbonate substrata. In the
places where enough time has passed for spontaneous
reforestation, typologies typical of this area can be noted:
mixed woods dominated by Ostrya carpinifolia with
Fraxinus ornus, Quercus pubescens, Cornus mas referable to
Buglossoides - Ostryetum carpinifoliae, which at lower
altitudes (around 300 metres above sea level) are enriched
by more thermophile species, such as, for example,
Cotinus coggygria.
Immediately above the terraced systems considered here (at
around 650 metres above sea level), one finds beech-woods
mixed with floristic elements typical of the Aremonio-

[6.]

Fagion, as well as Fagus sylvatica and Ostrya carpinifolia and,
as far as arboreal plants are concerned, Taxus baccata, Sorbus
aria, Fraxinus ornus, Acer pseudoplatanus. Even the
underbrush is consistent: Lonicera alpigena, Cyclamen
purpurascens, Polygonatum multiflorum, etc. The area
surveyed is a beech-woods on the slopes of Mt Cornone at
650 metres above sea level with SE exposure. It has a 30%
inclination, on which highly visible rock crops out and a
considerable amount of loose sedimentary rock is found on
the soil (covering around 90%). In accordance with Buffa
et al. (2006), we can affirm that it is a forest community
afferent to alliances with that gravitate toward the east
(Aremonio-Fagion, Carpinion orientalis).
vegetation of the MASIERE
There is little interspecific competition on the walls.
What is determinant are the importance and the
intensity of the limiting factors: hydration and nature
of the substratum, exposure, and the frequency and
type of the eventual disturbances (brullo, guarino,
2002). The highly critical conditions the walls generally
impose on the vegetation have led to the rapid selection

“Col delle ventidue ore”: the vegetal landscape in the terraced fields of the Canale di Brenta
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of species with a preference toward those that stand out,
in abundance and frequency, among the numerous
accidental species which can occasionally take root in
the mural habitat (arrigoni, rizzotto, 1994). All of
the dry walls (masiere) investigated in this study were
high enough to exclude the portions in which the direct
influence of the vegetation on the terraces above and
below was sometimes felt.
Like all strongly selective environments, the walls accept
a restricted number of species that give life to a fairly
wide community. The most typical communities found
in the area are characterized by the presence of a few, very
faithful species: Asplenium trichomanes subsp. inespectans,
Asplenium ruta muraria, Sedum album and, with less
regularity, Campanula carnica, Cymbalaria muralis,
Melica ciliata. The association to which these
communities may be referred is the Asplenietum rutaemurariae-trichomanis widespread throughout in Central
and Atlantic Europe, bound to hilly or sub-mountain
sites and occasionally present in the mountains of the
Mediterranean area. In the most typical populations the
association has a layer of moss adhering to the rock (Fig.
6), which evidences the dynamic role they have played in
fostering, through their presence, the rooting of
cormophytic species in such a selective environment.
The rocky habitats are the primary sites from which the
species best suited to living permanently on the walls are
derived. The habitat of the upper part of the wall, in
particular, shows a greater affinity with the primary
habitat and hosts a type of vegetation entirely similar
those present on the carbonate rocks lying horizontally
below. It is a practically monospecific community
characterized by Sedum album that, to some extent, has
contributed to determining the stability of the masiera.
The community is referable to Alysso alyssoidis-Sedetum
albi, which has also been verified by Sarzo (2007) for the
southern Trentino. The typology is considered a priority
habitat in the ec Directive 92/43.
54

considerations
The places visited have a flora abounding with
elements that have very different ecological needs.
They are home to interesting forest, shrub and
herbaceous communities, which are priority habitats
under the ec Directive 92/43 and should be examined
in much greater depth. Among the various options for
revitalizing of the area, option zero, which aims solely
at supporting naturalistic, cultural and panoramic
touring, could turn out to be dangerous for the
stability of the slopes and the conservation of their
soils, the systems of which are artificial but still require
maintenance (vaudour, 1991). Promoting the reutilization of least part of the terraces for agricultural
use, one might think toward cultivation niches that
make it possible to take advantage of those conditions
under which species commonly found at higher
altitudes manage to thrive, such as, for example,
officinal mountain plants or certain productions of
Apennine sites with similar physical environments.
What comes to mind are the lentils of Castelluccio di
Norcia (Monti Sibillini) or the productions on the
slopes of Gran Sasso d’Italia, the lentils of Santo
Stefano di Sessanio and the saffron of the Piana di
Navelli. What is essential is that the area’s the vegetal
and floristic value remain unaltered by fertilizers and
pesticides, as Lasen (2007) has feared in the
communication in which he emphasizes, among other,
the importance of the semi-natural habitat.2
Department of Planning, University Iuav of Venezia
My thanks to Antonio Sarzo who made his valuable study on the rural terraced
landscape of Senter available to me even before it was published.
My thanks to Silvio Scortegagna for the pleasant excursion during which many
interesting points upon which to reflect came out.
My thanks to Angelo Chemin for his impassioned historical reconstruction but,
above all, for his availability and for the good times we spent in the wine bars,
which contributed a great deal to familiarizing me with this area.
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Donkeys and terracing in the Valle dell’Estéron
Jean-Marie Castex, Andrée Dagorne, Francis Gorda

tthree reasons for using animals
to extirpate brushwood
From October 2005 to February 2007 four donkeys
from Provence were brought to a terraced area overrun
by a copse of white oak. The woods had taken over an
ancient olive grove below the village of Sigale (Font
Léger) as well as some formerly cultivated lands above
the village (Le Carteiron).
The site covers an area of more than 700 metres,
extending from Estéron (357 metres) to the top of La
Cacia, an expanse that, fed by a valley breeze, might be
easy prey to flames if fire were to break out.
Mechanical extirpation, however, was too costly and
would have been quite difficult on the terraces less
than 5 metres wide. In just three weeks, however, four
donkeys were able to extirpate a hectare of ground.
Hunters in the area had also proposed repopulating
this sunny ridge with 60 to 80 moufflons and 20 to 25
roe deer. It was difficult, however, to count on the
hunting association’s capital to cover extirpation.
The “closing in of the landscape” that was provoked by
a very fast natural reforestation had created wellknown drawbacks. Among these were inconveniences
for inhabitants and for tourists, the latter of which
truly appreciate re-treading ancient pathways in the
rediscovery of a centuries-old landscape “built” on a
human scale. There, bearing witness to the past,
various works in dry stone – walls, “clapiers” or the
removal of stones, structures of all types: huts, shelters,
ovens, wells and drinking troughs – await to be
exhumed from the brush.
Not only do donkeys not damage the terrace walls but,
moving in single file from one level to the next, they
make a sure breach. They always follow the same route,
mapping a “path” oblique to the slope. This dynamic is
as important as the practice of extirpation in conserving
the terraces and the slopes, as evidenced in Figs. 2 and 3.

the extirpation in sigale
From October 2005 to April 2006 and from
December 2006 to February 2007, four donkeys lived
in a park of about three hectares (Font Léger). In April
2006 they were taken to another ten hectare area where
they stayed until December 2007. Both areas were
fenced in with highly visible electric wire.
The donkeys grazed about freely. Moving from one
area to another, they blazed trails as they worked their
way through masses of high shrubs and, in doing so,
opened corridors on which light mechanical means
might later eliminate the remains. The transformation process begun by the donkeys was continued
through the treading down and consequent breaking
up of the dry stems. The extirpation of the brushwood would not follow until later. At this point the
ground gave birth to a thin grass, which is highly
appreciated by all herbivores (some plants even attract the moufflons). This evolution is represented in
Figs. 4, 5 and 6.

a cost containment difficult to beat
Handling ten hectares of land required 1,500 metres
of fencing, for a total expenditure on materials and
labour of 700 euros (250 euros of which were for the
charger). Somewhere between another 400-600 euros
were spent on the livestock (hay, salt, medicine,
veterinarian), for a total of 1,100-1,300 euros, 450
euros of which could be reclaimed after pasturing
(the value of the charger, the wire and the stakes).
The final cost was an expenditure of 700-800 euros,
or 70-80 euros per hectare, as opposed to the cost of
a mechanical extirpator, which comes to about 300400 euros per hectare. What should be kept in mind,
however, is that these machines can only be used on
55
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[4.]

[5.]

[6.]

Figure 1.
Intervention area.
Figure 2.
Passageways in the walls
used by the donkeys.
1. Existing passageways used
by the donkeys as they move
from one terrace to another.
2. Sustaining wall
of the terracing.
3. Terraced surface.
4. Beginning of a landslide.
5. Paths along which
the donkeys have passed.
6. A section of terracing
that has begun to give way.
Figure 3.
Passageways arranged
to prevent erosion during
the donkeys’ stay.
7. Diagonal path kept free
for the donkeys, which will
continue to use the first path
chosen.
8. Pathway covered by stone
and thus not useable.
9. Beginning of a landslide
covered in the same way.
10. Cavity of the passageway
and parts that have begun
to give way, covered by grass
to prevent a landslide.
11. Pit in which the stones
that have broken off from
the lower level of the
terracing are gathered
to avoid having them strewn
about.
Figures 4.-6.
Land and donkeys.

surfaces that are wide enough to hold the fragments secondary effect is set off, through the growth of a new
and in not practicable on terraces that are narrower grassy cover that is highly appreciated by the fauna and
than 5 metres.
in particular by the local ovine (from which the walls
must eventually be protected...). Last, paths and
landscapes that may useful for tourism can be
a small space, a valuable example
rediscovered.
Extirpation by donkey is advantageous is several
different ways. First, the costs are contained. Second,
even narrow terraces that are covered with brush and
cannot be accessed by mechanical means can be
cleaned without damaging the walls. Third, a positive
56
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Bringing a historical citrus grove back to life
Annalisa Cevasco, Angela Rollando

In collaboration with the gal Appennino Genovese
[box] and the B. Marsano Scholastic Institute for
Agriculture and the Environment and as part of the
alpter Interreg IIIB Alpine space project, the Region of
Liguria has begun to restore a citrus grove in the
terraced area known as “Podere Costa” and situated in
the locality of Sant’Ilario (Genoa).
This locality was one of the first areas in Liguria where
prized floriculture and horticulture took on major
importance in generating agricultural income. The
Podere has long been in the hands of the B. Marsano
Institute, which, ever since its founding in 1882, has
played an important role in disseminating knowledge,
ability and skills on a scale that reaches far beyond the
local.
Some time ago the Institute launched a study and
training programme focused on the knowledge bound
to the territory of the Province of Genoa and on the
local traditions tied to its culture, be they agricultural
practises, varieties from long ago or trades. These are
the reasons why the Institute was considered the most
qualified entity to undertake the interventions foreseen
by this project, especially those of an educational and
instructional nature.
The pilot area was chosen for its high demonstrative
value, its centrality and its easy accessibility, all of
which make it possible to guarantee greater fruition
and better management.
The project was realized under and by the education
programmes offered by the gal Appennino Genovese and the
B. Marsano Institute. It has involved both students and faculty
in restoring the existing dry walls, as well as reconstructing
others, inside the 6,000 square metres that make up the Podere
Costa. The work has been carried out on the basis of restoration
techniques established in accordance with the guidelines in the
“Manual for the revitalizing the agricultural terracing”, which
was one of the scheduled outputs of the alpter project.
The restored terracing will be used to cultivate species of

The gal Appennino Genovese s.r.l. is a local development agency financed by both public and private
funds. It has been operating since 1997 with the goal of spreading innovation and promoting economic
growth in the territory of the Province of Genoa.
The agency now has 24 public and private members, including the Province of Genoa, the Genoa Chamber
of Commerce, the eight provincial mountain communities, the associations representing the various economic
sectors, and the company that manages provincial public transport operating outside the city limits.
The gal Appennino Genovese is aimed at stimulating the socio-economic development of the territory
of the Province of Genoa with particular emphasis on its marginal areas. It has distinguished itself as Local
Development Agency operating in collaboration with institutions, local entities, entrepreneurs, associations
and businesses on the basis of an integrated and shared (bottom-up) approach.
The gal has drafted and implemented two Local Development Plans (Leader 2 and Leader +)
for the provincial territory, as well as ten Interreg IIIb and IIIc projects focused on four macro-areas:
Services and enhancement of the quality of life, Sustainable tourism, Enhancement of environmental
resources, and Improved accessibility.

Figure 1.
Podere Costa in Region
of Liguria.
Figure 2.
Podere Costa, plan.

[1.]

[2.]
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[4.]

[5.]

typically Ligurian citrus fruits, some of which are
particularly valuable testimonies of the region’s traditions
and culture, such as, for example, the pummelo (Citrus
grandis), the mela limonina, the arancio pernambucco, the
limonina, and the chinotto di Savona (Cytrus Myrtifolia),
a small citrus fruit that, for its quality and its scent, has
also entered into the ranks of Slow Food.

Local olive trees, which is to say the olivo rossese, the
olivo lavagnina and the olivo pignola as well as other
centuries-old varieties of roses used in making syrups,
such as the rosa rugosa, the rosa muscosa and the rosa
gallica, will also find their place on the terraces restored
by the pilot project.
When the revitalization work is finished, the project will

Annalisa Cevasco, Angela Rollando
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[6.]

[7.]
Figures 3.-6.
Podere Costa.
Figures 7. and 8.
Mela limonina.
Figure 9.
Lemons at Podere Costa.
Figure 10.
Chinotto at Podere Costa.
Figure 11.
Olive-trees Podere Costa.

[8.]

[9.]

[10.]

[11.]

be completed with signboards and informative panels
that will make it highly educational. Examples will be set
through the illustration of the alpter project and the
illustration of the revitalization, including the techniques
employed in building the dry walls and the varieties of
plants that are to be cultivated there. The area will be of
service to schools, companies or private citizens.
Bringing a historical citrus grove back to life
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Revitalizing a historical chestnut wood
Silvio Werder, Franziska Andrei, Mirko Beti, Maurizio Michael1

About 2000 years ago the chestnut tree began to be
cultivated in the valleys of the foothills of the southern
Alps. The fruit was meant to be harvested, the trees
themselves cut for wood. With industrialization and the
increasing importance of business and commerce,
however, these woodlands and the practice of cultivating
chestnuts were progressively abandoned. Over time, new
crops (corn/potatoes) replaced the chestnut as a basic
form of nourishment and many chestnut trees were razed
so that the woodland fields could be cultivated by
mechanical means.
Difficult accessibility, the land’s complex conformation
and the lack of adequate economic incentives led to the
woodlands’ progressive abandon. Slowly invaded by other
more competitive forms of vegetation, they will soon –
without human intervention – completely disappear.
The present situation “photographed” by due projects:
– “caring for the woods”, a cartographic project by the
regional forest services (conditions as of September
2005). A project to survey and classify the current
surface conditions in comparison to those of the
original woodlands;
– an interconnection project (see regulation manual).
A project to foster bio-diversity and enhance the
natural environment through the support of farmers
who are carefully managing the area with an
interesting bio-diversity.

Durigna 2: brushwood, cultivation obstructed by stone
blocks lying on the ground, dry walls largely destroyed
and overrun by vegetation.
Durigna 3: greater cultivation, only a few vegetal
successions, small walls and terracing in good condition.
Reclamation
Reconstruction of the destroyed and vegetationcovered walls by students doing coursework as
apprentice masons.
Surface cleaning by volunteers.
Caring for the chestnut trees with the help of the forest
services.
Restoration and re-cultivation of the terracing based
on the concept of interconnection.
Farzett
Current state
Strongly impacted by vegetal succession, walls in
good condition, the most extensive wall systems in
the project.
Reclamation:
Private undertaking. Three-phases of goat grazing, recomposition of the terraces.

Tourism
Initiative: regional forest services.
three reclamation projects: in durigna, farzett Tourist area with a traditional farmhouse, restored in
and in the vicinity of the brentan woods
accordance with local theory, and a museum displaying
the tools used in cultivating chestnut trees.
Durigna areas 1-3
Area where tourists can gather chestnuts, bridge
connecting to the Brentan woods, expansion of the
Current state
educational pathways.
Durigna 1: partially cultivated with falcate surfaces,
Silvio Werder, regional planner, Coira; Franziska Andrei, Trifolium, Agogno;
partially brushwood, dry walls in the cultivated areas in Mirko
Beti, Forest Office Sotto Porta, Soglio; Maurizio Michael, coordinator of
good condition.
development projects, Castasegna.
1
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Figure 1.
Intervention area, location.
Figure 2.
Tourist map.

[1.]

[2.]

Revitalizing a historical chestnut wood
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Figure 3.
Area for tourism: traditional
farmhouse rebuilt using local
theory: a small centre
for welcoming groups
and holding training sessions
and meetings, and a museum
displaying the tools used
in cultivating chestnut trees.
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Three studies
Lisa Garbellini, Daniele Magni

Over the centuries terracing has become an inseparable
element of the landscape. Today, however, the high
costs of agriculture in these areas increase the risk of
their abandonment. Among the various possibilities
for up-grading these “built structures”, tourism is
thought to make an important contribution.
The terraced landscape can be a tourist attraction in
and of itself (a niche for rural, naturalistic,
wine/gastronomic tourism) or, more commonly, a
component of an integrated tourist package. The
terraced landscape can offer attractive elements to a
wider and more articulated tourist system. With this in
mind, the offering of the terraced areas was analyzed by
means of a questionnaire submitted to the various
Alpter partners, each for their own pilot areas.
This was complimented by a study on the perception
of the terraced landscape addressing the existing
demand for this type of tourism. The study was limited
to Austria and, as such, the results refer to a particular
typology of terracing. They demonstrated the extent to
which the “banded” terraced landscape is appreciated.

Terraced Areas Promotion
title
Valbrenta Team
participant involved
Sport Group “Valbrenta Team”: Private
Municipality of Valstagna (I): Public
objectives
Promote the sport and leasure activities linked to the river in the terraced
valley of River Brenta
intervention modalities
- Sport activities: rafting (courses and races), trekking, fishing,
hydrospeed & hot dog
- Visit to geological sites of interest (caves)
- Accommodation in historical buildings
- Educational farm
- Yearly event on the river: “Palio delle Zattere”
results
Enlargement of the tourism presence along the river.
In 2001 organization of the World Championship of Rafting
lenght of the project
From the ’80s to today
financial data (budget)
yearly budget
problems
Lack of coordination with other local tourism offers
transferable success factors
- Integrating sport activities and tourism in terraced areas
- Exploiting other territorial resources beside terraces (the river)
- Accommodations facilities in historical buildings
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Interest in terraced landscapes
Lisa Garbellini, Daniele Magni

The results of the first study were not particularly
homogeneous. Some partners only referred to one
terraced area, others only to the region in which they
are found. Only two partners reported data on tourist
flows. This lack of homogeneity did not allow for
comparative analysis, though it does make it possible
to examine certain topics more closely.
For the sake of simplicity, the structure of the
questionnaire has been followed below.

tourist attractions in the host territory
The following table reports the attractions in order of
the frequency with which they were cited by the
Attraction

Frequency

Mountains

7

Culture

6

Sport

5

Landscape

4

Wine/gastronomy

2

Rivers and lakes

Dealing as we are with countries of the Alps, the
mountains were cited, of course, by practically all of
the partners. In second place, the partners noted those
attractions that offer tourists something to do during
their stay, such as the possibility of visiting places of
cultural interest or of taking part in some sort of sport.
The link between the terraced areas and the landscape
should be noted. These “built” landscapes profoundly
modified the appearance of the mountain and hill sides
on which they were built. They became an inseparable
element of the landscape and give life, today, to
cultural panoramas that, if opportunely enhanced and
promoted, could be a strong attraction.
Only two partners, finally, mentioned wine/gastronomy,

especially where the terracing is home to important types
of cultivation. In these cases, directing attention towards
a synergetic relationship between the agricultural food
product and the region in which it is cultivated can foster
the local dimension of free production–consumption,
even from the point of view of the “markets of the earth”.

flows
The data the Region of Liguria furnished on the flows
of tourism are considerably higher than those of the
other partners in as much as the terraced area under
consideration (the Nervi area) is found in the vicinity
of the city of Genoa, an important tourist centre that
registers far greater numbers of arrivals and presences
than those mentioned by the other partners. This is
why these values have been excluded in commenting
on the data gathered.
It is important to distinguish between the terraced areas
that are close to a well-known tourist centre and those
that are not. Those that are more well-known for tourism
are, for example, the Valmalenco, the pilot area studied
by Irealp; or Bassano del Grappa, the area chosen by the
Veneto Region. The number of annual arrivals in
Valmalenco (based on an average from 2001 to 2005) is
slightly under 30,000 (summing hotel and non-hotel
figures). Bassano, instead, registers (in 2004) more than
60,000. On the contrary, the average annual number of
people present in Valmalenco is around 130,000,
whereas that of Bassano in 2004 is more than 156,000.
The flows of tourism in the municipalities with terraced
areas outside the major tourist destinations are decidedly
more contained, with arrivals varying from about 6,000
in the pilot area of the Veneto (in 2004) to about 12,000
in Sondrio (based on an average from 2001 to 2005).
The 20,000 or so people present in the Veneto pilot area
(in 2004) reaches 35,000 in that of Austria.
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The main tourist attractions in the regions examined
are bound to the mountains, where the flows of
tourism are higher during the winter season (thanks to
skiing and other winter sports) than in the summer. In
absolute terms, the month that has the peak number of
people present is generally August.
In the analyses of the data regarding historical series
(Lombard, Austrian and Ligurian pilot areas) one notes
a substantial stability over the years, with a slight decline
in the number of people present in the 2005 season.
Having a centre of important tourist attraction near
the terraced areas is clearly a strong point in the their
promotion. If an excursion to the terraced area is well
communicated, it can be an interesting destination to
be integrated with or to diversify the tourist offering of
these centres.
While the best time to visit the terraced areas are the inbetween seasons, the mountain localities register the most
consistent affluence of tourists in the winter months. If
opportunely enhanced, these areas could foster a more
balanced numerical division of arrivals and presences.

– farms open to the public,
– tasting centres,
– educational farms,
– geo-sites.
These elements can be regrouped by type:
Reception
Wine/Gastronomy

Infrastructures

Attractions

Reception facilities
Restaurants*
Restaurants*
Tasting centres
Farms open to the public
Educational farms
Networks of paths
Specially equipped areas
Signboards
Sports facilities
Sites of cultural interest
SIC

Bio-sites
Geo-sites

* “restaurant” falls under two categories: reception and wine/gastronomy

The pilot areas analyzed reveal a good number of
services in the category of infrastructures (especially
paths and signboards), followed by that of reception.
While the reception facilities are not actually located
within the terraced area, they are often in the
immediate vicinity.
services and opportunities
Within the category “attractions”, the most frequent
The following table reports the structures present in reference is to “sites of cultural interest”.
the terraced areas in the order of the frequency with Wine/gastronomy, on the other hand, does not turn
which they were cited by the partners, beginning with out to be sufficiently valued in the terraces under
study. The only element that is somewhat constantly
those most frequently cited:
represented is that of “restaurants”; “farms open to the
– networks of paths,
public” only appear in two areas, while a “tasting
– restaurants,
centre” or “educational farm” only come up in one.
– sites of cultural interest,
Until now tourism in the terraced areas seems to be
– posters,
tied above all to excursions and walking. The most
– reception facilities,
frequently mentioned infrastructures are connected to
– specially equipped areas (e.g. picnic),
this kind of activities.
– sports facilities,
Considering the current trends in tourist demand, which
– bio-sites,
show strong growth in tourism tied to wine/gastronomy,
– sic (Sites of Community Interest)
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title
Program Proterra

– Informing, communicating and awareness-rising
on the theme of terraces
– Creation of an international network of terraced
areas in the 5 Mediterranean countries

tourism management of terraces: Council of
Maiorca (“Path of dry-stones”), Eco-Museum of
Roudule (terraces in a natural museum
framework).

participant involved
1) Council of Maiorca - Dep. of Environment (e):
Public
2) Ethnologic Museum of Denia (e): Public
3) Office of Environment of Corse (fr): Public
4) Trade Union of Stoneworkers of Baronnies
(fr): Private
5) Association “Pensée Sauvage” (fr): Private
6) Municipality of Retournac (fr): Public
7) Eco-Museum of the Roudule (fr): Public
8) Research Institute for fruitculture of Trentino
(i): Public
9) Agriculture Institute of the valleys of Naxos
(gr)

intervention modalities
1)Training courses, botanical garden, “Route of
dry-stone”
2) Museum spaces on terraces, cultural path and
depliant
3) Building course for young workers, botanical
garden
4) Cultural tourism paths, signals and depliants,
agro-tourism
7) Awareness-raising activities within the ecomuseum (7)
8) Awareness-rising for the local producers (8)
9) Project for certification of biological products
and agro-tourism

lenght of the project
1996-2001

objectives
Promotion of quality agriculture on terraces
– Developing a “sustainable” tourism on
discovery of terraced sites and of their products

results
Local strengthening of the tourism policies
toward tourism. Some of the of the partners have
become through the years examples for the

Terraced areas promotion

it is held that, at least in the terraced areas that are still
being cultivated, the greatest attention should be placed
on setting up areas for tasting and sites for selling typical
local products. On the terraces where grapevines are
cultivated, for example, it would be interesting to try out
an appropriate offering for tasting and selling the wine
produced. It would also be stimulating to involve (local
and non local) educational facilities in promoting the
cultural value of these regions through guided tours on
the terracing and at the farms, perhaps even at other
times of the year than those of traditional tourism.

events
Aside from a couple of exceptions, few events seem to
take place in terraces of the pilot areas, and none are
documented by data regarding the number of people
involved.
A few partners did, however, make note of events that
take place in the vicinity of the terraced area.
The organization of events and festivals might represent
a good vehicle for promoting the area. In particular, it
would be important to focus on events tied to wine/
gastronomy and, in general, on products cultivated on
the terracing. Just think, for example, of the “chestnut
festivals” that are held in Val Bregaglia and in the French
pilot area. Other partners have noted events less closely
bound to the terrace area. More than one area mentions,
for example, festivals tied to religious holidays or, as in
the Canale di Brenta, to summer activities or Catholic
recurrences, such as the “palio delle zattere”.

financial data (budget)
1,222,000 ¤ (50% eu)
problems
The network, on the othe hand, has not been
continued after the end of the proejct
transferable success factors
– Element of tourism promotion: Eco-museums,
cultural path, botanical gardens, training
courses (also for works)
– International networking
– European funding

information
Informative materials do exist in the areas analyzed,
but none of them refers explicitly and exclusively to the
terraced areas. And while the topic of terracing is often
included in other tourist material, the documentation
is often out-of-date.
The choice of whether or not to invest in illustrative
materials specific to the terraced areas will have to be
evaluated in relation to the kind and flow of tourist
demand expected in these areas. What is essential,
however, is that the terraced area be cited in the
informative materials about neighbouring areas so as to
promote greater awareness about them and to offer an
integrated proposal for tourism.

protection
Among the seven pilot areas under study, four are at
least partially subject to special protection (e.g. sic or
Nature 2000); one is a candidate for unesco’s World
Heritage program.
If, on the one hand, the fact of belonging to a special
protection zone is an element that enhances the value
of a terrace area and therein promotes its safeguarding,
it can, on the other, involve a series of constraints and
limitations in its fruition, which should not be
underestimated in cautious planning.

Interest in terraced landscapes
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Preferences and scenarios in Ödenkirchen.
Perception and demand
Arne Arnberger, Renate Eder

study area
The tourism demand for terraced landscapes was
assessed for a terraced area in Upper Austria, which is
located in the community of Ulrichsberg (for a detailed
description of the community, see Atlas). The terraced
area lies in the southern part of the community
surrounding the small village of Ödenkirchen. It covers
area of about 7.6 square kilometres and is situated on a
north-oriented slope at an altitude of 590 to 750 metres
above sea level. A part of the terraced landscape has
been under natural conservation since 2002. About
46% of the area is comprised of meadows and pastures,
38% forests, 12% agricultural fields, and 2%
settlements and streets. Different types of terraces
separate the small and elongated fields. These terraces
are slopes of different heights, slopes with meadows,
slopes with hedges, the larger ones of which even have
trees, hedges stocking on cairns of picked up big rocks,
dry stone walls, etc. Many terraces used for grain
productions have been transformed into meadows and
forests during the last decades.

method
An image-based stated choice approach was used to
investigate landscape preferences and destination
choices depending on landscape scenarios. Such a visual
multivariate approach was needed because it can control
for several landscape features. This allows quantifying
tourism demand for existing landscapes, for various
hypothetical or ongoing landscapes changes, or planned
developments, for example in tourism. Choice
modelling is a decision tool for local population,
stakeholders, tourism and regional planners.
Landscape scenarios were developed by manipulating
one representative image of the terraced area. The
70

resulting 128 landscape scenarios represented various
levels of potentially possible transformations into more
forested landscapes, more or less agriculturally
intensively used landscapes, landscapes which are
heavily used by tourism, landscape more or less
valuable for nature conservation, and a scenario
describing the existing situation (Fig. 1).
Landscape scenarios were generated in Adobe
Photoshop, following a statistical design plan
containing six attributes, each with at least four levels.
Factors potentially influencing landscape preferences
and destination choice included (1) number of slopes
ranging from the existing terraced-rich situation to a
situation with only one slope left, (2) several levels of
amount of hedges stocking on the slopes, (3) various
shares of land uses, i.e. forests, fields, meadows, (4) the
presence of orchards and pastures with cows, (5)
different signs of current agricultural use, i.e.
agricultural tractors and hay balls. Hay balls were
depicted in white and in green because of the longstanding discussion in Austria how impacting whitecoloured hay balls might be on landscape aesthetics.
The last attribute (6) described potential developments
in tourism. The number of tourists hiking in the
landscape ranging from 0 to 16 depicted people, the
presence of a restaurant integrated in a traditional
farmhouse, and two stations of an interpretive trail
characterized this attribute.
A questionnaire was conducted among the Viennese
population as potential tourists for this area between
September and October 2006. Destination choice
were assessed by asking 410 people whether the
landscape scenarios were so attractive that they would
stay in such a landscape for holidays, and for how long.
A binary logit analysis identified the influence of each
factor on the respondent’s choice of a landscape
scenario for vacation. The predictive capacity of the
binomial logit model was used to explore the likely
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[2.]
Figures 1.-4.
Example of four out of 128
landscape scenarios.
Each digitally calibrated
image depicts a different
combination of six landscape
attributes.
Figure 5.
Shares of respondents willing
to spend their holidays
depending on landscape
scenario and amount of
slopes.

[3.]

[4.]

[5.]

effects of different landscape changes on summer attractive level of each attribute could be identified. All
tourism demand and to identify the tourism potential. attributes included in the images contributed
significantly to destination choice. Results indicate that
terraces attract the landscape. A change from the
results and discussion
existing amount of terraces to one left would reduce the
willingness of respondents to stay for vacation in the
Based on respondents’ choices the most and least area at about 17% (see Fig. 2)! The vegetation on the
Preferences and scenarios in Ödenkirchen. Perception and demand
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slopes has a similar impact. Compared to hedge-free
slopes, slopes with hedges covering 40% of their length,
attract 10% more of the respondents. The presence of
pastures with cows and orchards, and high shares of
forest cover increase the willingness to stay, whereas
agricultural vehicles, hay bales, a field- and meadowdominated landscape, and high numbers of visitors as
well as a restaurant in the landscape are detracting from
the attractiveness. For a landscape intensively used by
agriculture the market shares decreases drastically
because of the lack of structuring elements such as
orchards, slopes, vegetation on the slopes and by the
presence of agricultural vehicles (see Fig. 1a). On the
opposite, a landscape scenario which provides a
structured, green and mystic setting, showing a mosaic
of different landscape elements including some forests
and without any noisy and smelling agricultural
vehicles, received much higher scores.
Summarizing, this pilot study revealed that the
terraced area of Ödenkirchen has a high potential
attracting visitors. Based on the existing situation close
to 60% of respondents would spend their vacation

Terraced areas promotion
title
Eco-museum of terraces of Cortemilia
participant involved
Municipality of Cortemilia: Public
Regione Piemonte: Public
intervention modalities
– Showcases: every year an expo within the local
“Festival of chestnut”, each time with a
different subject (Wine and landscapes, Objects
and stories, Traditional cooking, etc.)
– Publications: fairy tales, botanic and cooking
handbooks, video, catalogues of showcases
– Education: Educational labs, summer campus, trips
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here. Terraces stocked with vegetation have a strongly
positive influence on the destination choice, and are
therefore important not only for nature conservation,
but also for summer tourism. Maintaining the terraced
landscape should be of highest priority, although these
are difficult to manage because of slopes, narrow fields
and constraints in access.
One strategy to assist farmers maintaining terraced
areas is to earn additional income from tourism.
Prerequisite is, however, that such terraced areas,
particularly the slopes and walls, are attractive for
tourists. When a demand is given then strategies can be
developed for tourism. This approach has shown the
given tourism demand for such areas. When cultural
landscapes are to be used for tourism, the provided
tourism infrastructure must be carefully developed.
High tourism levels seem not fit to such areas.
Results of this study were presented to local and
regional stakeholders as well as to local population and
land owners. Concepts for the valorization of the
terraced area for sustainable rural summer tourism will
be developed.

– Paths: “Routes of terraces”, paths of popular
religion
– Promotions of local products (tasting days,
local fairs)
– Literary prices and price for the best recovery of
terraces
– Trips in other terraced areas for mutual
knowledge
– Theatre with traditional tales of terraced areas
(fairs, etc.)
results
Creation of a local centre of interest from the
territorial resources (terraces) through the effort
of the local population. Re-vitalization of a small
urban centre.

lenght of the project
From 1999 to today
financial data (budget)
About 200,000 ¤ per year
problems
In the first years, the territorial resources were not
recognized by the institutions and by the
population
transferable success factors
– Different approaches integrated (educational,
local products, literature and theatre)
– Relationship with local fairs for dissemination
– Interesting and particular activities (prices,
theatre, fairy-tales)
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Conclusions and good practices
Lisa Garbellini, Daniele Magni

Terraced areas promotion
title
Olive trees of the hill of Mont d’Or
(Provence, fr)
participant involved
Municipality of Manosque (40%): Public
Research Centre of Luberon (26%): Public
National Rural Management Fund (13%): Public
Conservation Fund of Mediterranean Forest
(13%): Public
objectives
Recovery of a historical olive trees plantation
after a fire

Recent trends in tourist demand (cf wto projections
for 2000-2020) underscore environmental, cultural
and rural tourism as growth sectors. This sort of tourist
is generally seeking something special, something
typical of the local area that distinguishes it from the
widespread trend towards phenomenon of homogenization and globalization. It can be assumed, therefore,
that there might be interest in light tourism tied to the
terraced areas.
The analysis presented by boku seems to further
confirm, in this particular analysis, a potential demand
for tourism in the terraced areas. From the supply side,
the survey shows that practically all the terraced are
well-equipped for excursions, thanks to networks of
paths and signboards (in respect to elsewhere, however,
Italy seems to be somewhat lacking in the latter). It
also shows that as far as wine/gastronomy is concerned
much more progress can still be made. Until now, there
have been practically only restaurants, and it appears
that there might be a demand for more recreational
facilities such as tasting centres.
In most cases the terraced area must still be understood
as an option to be inserted within a more integrated
tourist offer. The localities in vicinity of terraced areas
that have other important tourist attractions register
about five times as many tourist arrivals than those
municipalities in which the terraced area is actually
located.
Reception in the terraced areas can still be improved
upon but, in recent years, greater attention has already
been given to these sites, even in terms of promoting
tourism. The charts that follow present a few examples,
from different locations, of best practices for
promoting tourism in terraced areas.

intervention modalities
- Mapping and historical study
- Recovery works (bush cut, road building, etc.)
- Training course on terraces
- Publication of a guide for recovery

Terraced areas promotion
title
Candidacy of the territory of the terraced vineyards of the Rhaetian slope of the Valtellina for
unesco World Heritage
participants
Fondazione Pro Vinea “Vita alla vite di Valtellina” onlus: Private
Banca Popolare di Sondrio: Private
Province of Sondrio: Public
objectives
Recognition of the “outstanding universal value”
of the vine-growing landscape of the Valtellina
on the basis of the selection criteria established
by the Convention Concerning the Protection of
the World Cultural and Natural Hertiage adopted
at the General Conference of United Nations
Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization
(unesco) in Paris in 1972
intervention
Pro Vinea has conducted a study and prepared a
volume to present the application for candidacy.
On 21 January 2005 ProVinea presented an
application to the Italian Ministry of Heritage
and Cultural Activities requesting that the region
of the terraced vineyards of the Rhaetian slope
of the Valtellina be included in Italian World
Heritage Inventory, for subsequent inclusion in
the unesco World Heritage List as a “living evolution cultural landscape”

- Organization of the “Festival of Olive tree of
Mont d’Or”
- Tourism path (“interpretation path”)
results
Recovery of the olive plantation. Start of
spontaneous recovery among growers. Creation
of a local association of growers
lenght of the project
1989-1997
financial data (budget)
1,700,000 fr
transferable success factors
- Support of tourism activities to production and
recovery works
- Organization of public events (fairs, etc.)

project length
Pro Vinea was founded 2003. The project for Valtellina’s candidacy began 2005 and is awaiting
decision. A certain number of candidacies are
promoted each year
budget
The project received economic support from the
Banca Popolare di Sondrio and from the Provincial Administration of Sondrio
transferable success factors
In its efforts on behalf of the project working
toward World Heritage recognition for the terracing, Pro Vinea was appointed by the Province
of Sondrio to manage a rotating fund in the sum
of 4,500,000 ¤, for financing conservation
efforts on the terraced Rhaetian slope. In 2006
the magnitude of the fund was 1,074,403 ¤. It
was used to put into order the ramps that provide access to the terracing as well as the stairs
and sustaining walls; to restore drains and meteoric water drainage; and to clean up the uncultivated areas.
Although the road to obtaining unesco recognition by can be long and involved, the studies,
contacts and activities that have been set into
motion throughout the region have already
brought, and cannot do anything but continue
to bring, clear benefits to the terraces of the
Valtellina

results
On 1 June 2006 the Italian Ministry of Heritage
and Cultural Activities included the candidacy of
the Valtellina in the official Italian Inventory filed
with unesco for inclusion in the World Heritage
List, a list of the properties that each country
has the intention of proposing for over the
course of coming years.
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An integrated approach to revitalization
Enrico Fontanari

Reclaiming and revitalizing the terraced landscapes left
abandoned as a result of the profound changes in the
socio-economic reality that once produced them requires
the formulation of complex projects that are capable of
confronting the many varied issues the reality of terracing
puts forth. From aspects of a functional nature to those of
management, from the difficulty of finding resources to
problems of maintenance, many difficult questions must
be addressed and dealt with above all in a co-ordinated
fashion.
If these obstacles are to be truly surmounted and the goals
of revitalization actually achieved, it seems necessary to
plan interventions based on an integrated approach to all
the different issues alpine terracing involves. Among the
projects promoted with alpter programme, the one
currently underway in the region of the Veneto, in the
province of Vicenza, in the important terraced area
situated at the end of the Brenta Valley, at the threshold of
the Po Valley, is a pilot case of integrated design and, in this
respect, can be considered an example of good practice.
For an issue as complicated as that of the terracing, the
concept of integration is very important. It is an
indispensable tool in trying to go beyond the structural
causes that led to the abandonment of these territories and
in providing new reasons and new opportunities for
intervention.
The motivations that, despite the evident economic and
social difficulties, support the decision to launch a
programme to revitalize the abandoned terracing have to
be based on issues that, autonomous as they may be, are
integrated with one another so as to guarantee the interventions’ real effectiveness. Safeguarding the historical
rural heritage, preventing hydro-geological risks, enhancing place-memory and identity, and improving the
habitat and general living conditions, etc. must all be
approached together.
Planning an integrated project also means co-ordinating
and integrating the different opportunities revitalizing the
76

terracing can offer the local community: creating new
opportunities for an area’s economic development
(planting new crops and, in general, re-launching
agricultural–woodland–pastural endeavours; developing
tourism and recreational activities, etc.); encouraging the
creation of opportunities for integration and social
cohesion (creating jobs for new immigrants); defining new
identities for the contemporary terrace landscape that have
a social and economic return.
A necessary and indispensable condition in making
integration a key factor in terrace revitalization projects is
the ability to promote interaction and co-operation among
the various public and private players involved in the
process. A particularly interesting aspect of the Brenta
Valley project is the participatory and organizational
process that has been initiated between the public and
private entities. This experience represents a sort of test of
the future possibilities for public-private management and,
in particular, of the capacity of local entities to involve the
private sector.
Finally, over the course of the project presented in this
chapter, an interesting feasibility study was conducted on
the proposed choices. It has been paralleled by an effort to
monitor the project’s progress and, in the future, the effects
it will have on the territory and the local populations. The
feasibility analysis is particularly important in that it
provides the basis not only, ex-ante, for the project choices,
but also for mapping out and justifying future attempts to
seek financing from new sources alternative to those of the
European Community.
This last point represents one of the first interesting results
of the process established by this project, which lies in
having sustained a co-ordinated effort on the part of
various public entities in the use of regional funds included
under the programmes of expenditures for the rural sector.
The insertion of terracing under the heading of
reclaimable historical rural heritage is already a first
positive result of the actions taken to date.
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The “Parco del sole”: a project for the areas
of Mattietti and Casarette
Giuseppe Benetti, Angelo Chemin, Enrico Fontanari, Domenico Patassini

the historical, economic and territorial context
This project was launched in the framework of the
alpter programme and is designed to facilitate a process
leading to the restoration and territorial rehabilitation of
a terraced landscape in the area near Valstagna (Province
of Vicenza). The project area is located on the right of the
Canale di Brenta, a 24 km-long valley formation,
situated where the foothills merge into the Po valley, with
the river Brenta flowing through it.
The land is between 200 and 600 metres above sea level,
and contains a terraced system of great historical and
cultural value, which was once integrated from an
environmental and settlement point of view. The system
is characterized by a rage of micro-climatic, hydrogeological and pedological conditions. The upper reaches
of the system appear to have been totally abandoned for
at least half a century, and the lower reaches are partially
abandoned.
The characteristic crop in the area for almost four
hundred years was tobacco, which in the late nineteenth
and early twentieth centuries gave rise to a large increase
in the area under terracing. With the crisis in the tobacco
economy in the post-war period, however, abandonment
was rapid and caused a progressive weakening of the local
communities until their final collapse. Historically, the
creation of lower-yielding terraces at higher altitudes took
place only after the lower and middle slopes had been
exploited. Abandonment does not seem to have followed
this process of colonization in reverse. The community
and its structures were weakened simultaneously at
various altitudes and caused a general collapse of the
system, which halted only at the lower edge of Mattietti,
a hamlet located almost on the valley floor and in part
still occupied by the previous inhabitants (Fig. 1).
In addition to the demise of the local economy,
abandonment caused various forms of decline throughout the territory, with the following consequences: the

very poor state of conservation of the dwellings and the
simple outbuildings, with numerous internal and
structural walls collapsing; partial destruction of the
system of water provision and drainage; the collapse of
some of the terraces, often in areas of crucial importance
for the hydro-geological balance; the interruption of
paths and tracks; spontaneous tree re-growth because the
terraces were neither used nor maintained; only partial
use of some of the dwellings by their owners; a system of
property ownership so complicated and difficult to trace
as to recommend resorting to the enfranchisement of
longstanding occupants regardless of community
practice.
The planning instruments for the locality and a large area
around it, formulated from the 1960s onwards, tackle the
problem only partially and do not provide precise rules
for protection and remedial action. However, the recent
Inter-municipality Territorial Structure Plan, currently in
the process of adoption, attempts to reverse this
tendency, and proposes a well-structured and specific
typological and regulatory system, ensuring that both the
cognitive framework and the implementing regulations
take account of important recommendations developed
during the course of research conducted by the
University of Padua (Department of Geography) and
iuav University, Venice (Department of Urban and
Country Planning), as well as during the alpter project1.
The project is designed to encourage a strategy of recolonization of the abandoned places and their reidentification with the settlements on the valley floor and
in the mountains (on the Asiago plateau). To achieve this
aim, the project is divided into an action plan for each of
the two altitude levels (corresponding to the two
connected settlements), and proposes a model which
provides for the following:
a) publicly funded action to guarantee accessibility and
basic utility services, differentiated according to
altitude level;
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Figure 1.
Project area: current state.

b) incentives for private individuals (owners and
investors) for the restoration of real property in
accordance with criteria of energy efficiency,
protection of typological and morphological
characteristics and prevention of hydro-geological risk
and to encourage the start-up of productive, cultural
and service activities;
c) provision of matching funds to owners and investors
operating in the framework of the action plans and for
starting the activities specified;
d) management of cultural and service activities on the
basis of an agreement between the municipal
administration and interested parties.
Although it has inevitable limitations, the project
represents a possible model for constructive action that
could be applied to other terraced sites in the Canale di
Brenta.

the project area
The area covered by the project belongs to one of the
most extensive and interesting terracing systems in the
Canale di Brenta. The municipal area of Valstagna is
almost entirely covered by terracing, but the two most
significant areas as regards environmental value and size
are those of Mattietti - Col delle ventidue ore2 and San
Gaetano3 (Fig. 2). The entire terraced system is part of a
landscape for which the backdrop is provided by the cliffs
of Sasso Rosso, a particularly impressive geotype which
starts from Monte Cornone and extends as far as the
Ballerina and Carpenedi hills4.
The terraces (which are predominantly agricultural, with
a small proportion being used for grazing) sometimes lie
at a considerable height, allowing the cultivation of
steeply-sloping terrain which would otherwise be
unusable. There is a typical system of communication
between the valley floor, high altitude routes and access

[1.]
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A natural sundial
Angelo Chemin

The Col delle ventidue ore at Valstagna
Col delle ventidue ore is a small group of mountains which branches off from Monte Cornon
(1,065 metres), starting from an altitude of 760 metres a.s.l, down to where it reaches the
River Brenta at Ponte Subiolo, at 152 metres a.s.l.
Located at around 500 metres a.s.l is the typical mid-slope settlement of Pian delle Casarette.
The length of the hill measured along the equinoctial line joining Piangrande with Pian delle
Casarette and the River Brenta is 1,300 metres.
Col delle ventidue ore constitutes a natural sundial.
Its name (the hill of 22.00 hours) derives from the way hours used to be counted in Italy and
refers to the fact that, in general, the hill is still lit by the sun two hours before sunset, while
the rest of the valley is in shade.
The traditional Italian way of reckoning counts the hours from sunset, which coincides with
the twenty-fourth hour. At that moment, the day in progress finishes and the new day
begins, which in turn finishes at the following sunset.
Italian hours are unequal, so the hours of sunlight are reckoned as being shorter in the
autumn and winter and longer in the spring and summer.
This system was in use right through the nineteenth century, while the system of
astronomical (or “French style”) time-telling began to take root in the second half of the
same century. The Italian system worked well for dividing up the hours of useful light,
particularly for agricultural work.
In the case of Col delle ventidue ore, the gnomon consists of the plateau and the small
saddle of Piangrande, which allow the rays of the sun to illuminate the southern slope even
when the rest of the valley is in shadow.
The observation point and place of use is the village of Valstagna.
The particular position of the hill and of the Pian delle Casarette means that there is more
sunlight than at other sites. According to oral tradition, the wood needed for heating in the
winter was “half” what was necessary in the “hollow” of Valstagna, i.e. on the valley floor.
The site was abandoned in the early 1960s. The survey campaigns of the years 2005, 2006 and
2007 brought to light the presence of vines, which need a good amount of sunshine.
The place-name appears in official cartography only on the maps of the IGM (Army
Geographical Institute).
Geographical coordinates
piangrande
latitude 45°, 52’, 20”
longitude 11°, 39’, 15”
height above sea level (igm) 641 metres

[2.]

[1.]

[3.]

[4.]

[5.]

casarette eastern spur on the ridge with the olier valley
latitude 45°, 52’, 20”
longitude 11°, 40’, 00”
height above sea level (igm) 508 metres
The latitude of Pian delle Casarette coincides with that of Piangrande.
The time indication given by the hill is obviously approximate.
Taking the meaning of the place-name literally, it should be two hours before sunset in
unequal Italian hours. To illustrate this we have drawn up a table with the time of sunset and
the corresponding azimuth of the sun starting from the winter solstice, and the graph of the
times, both astronomical and Italian, for a horizontal sundial with the inn on Piangrande as
the gnomon.
Table of sunset at the Piangrande on the 22nd of each month
starting from the winter solstice, with the relative azimuth

December
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November

Sunset
16,31
17,04
17,49
18,28
19,09
19,46
20,07
19,55
19,11
18,12
17,16
16,36

Azimut
236° 11’
242° 04’
256° 12’
271° 50’
288° 38’
301° 04’
305° 53’
300° 46’
287° 52’
271° 14’
254° 52’
241° 20’

[6.]
Figures 1. and 2.
Graph of the horizontal
sundial giving astronomical
times calculated for
Piangrande, which functions
as a natural gnomon for Col
delle ventidue ore.
Figure 3.
Graph of the horizontal
sundial with the morning and
afternoon times, and in red

the time lines according
to the traditional Italian
reckoning.
Figure 4.
igm map of Valstagna
showing Col delle ventidue
ore and Pian delle Casarette.

The shadow is that cast
by Col del Piangrande.
Photograph taken
in mid-November.
Figure 6.
The natural sundial
in operation.

Figure 5.
Profile of Col delle ventidue
ore seen from Valstagna.
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Figure 2.
Terraced areas of Valstagna.
Figure 3.
Project action area:
place names.

[2.]

to the village of Foza, on the Asiago plateau. This system
integrates infrastructures and the inhabited nuclei, and is
the characteristic feature of an area which is much larger
than that which is actually terraced.
The name “Col delle ventidue ore” (the hill of 22 hours)
derives from its function as a natural sundial for the town
of Valstagna. In Italian usage, the term signifies that the
sun illuminates the hill until two hours before sunset. Col
delle ventidue ore and Casarette are typical settlements of
the mid-slopes and are characterized by the presence of
inhabited nuclei (rural courtyards) and by an exemplary
system for collecting and storing water5.
The district of Mattietti-Mezzorigo lies at the foot of Col
80
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delle ventidue ore and features a remarkable complex of
terraces which support both cultivated plots and
dwellings. The terraces, in the inner valley, are of
considerable dimensions, and the system for collecting
water consists of wells with inlets on the surface
connected with natural accumulations of water within
the rock formation (Fig. 3).
Two visual icons of the terracing in the Canale di Brenta
are the localities of San Gaetano and Ponte Subiolo6,
which cover the alluvial cone between the cliffs of Sasso
Rosso and the valley floor. This may be considered one of
the most important sites as it includes communication
systems between settlements on the valley floor, scattered
houses at the edges of the alluvial cone and agricultural
shelters, as well as ancient infrastructures for drainage and
collecting water.
In the floor of the valley there are various early-industrial
sites along the river bank, supported by terracing, the
village, which stretches along the road, and other
agricultural settlements, which extend as far as the edges
of the coppice. Unlike the previously-mentioned areas,
this place constitutes a closed rural system which
(because of the morphological features of the area) does
not have direct communication with the Asiago plateau
and tends to form an enclave.

components of the project
Col delle ventidue ore, Mattietti and San Gaetano are the
most important sites and require organic and integrated
project design. The present proposal constitutes a first
step in this direction, confirmed by the fact that a
number of project components have been on the agenda
for some time. They concern in particular:
1. a plan to join up the elevated route which touches the
alluvial cone of San Gaetano, Col delle ventidue ore
and Val Verta (the valley which climbs upwards from

Mattietti), with the road leading onto the Asiago
plateau. The junction is to be at the site of the inn at
Piangrande;
2. a route going up from Mattietti-Val Verta-Piangrande,
forming a direct pedestrian connection between
Valstagna and Foza, on the eastern edge of the Asiago
plateau;
3. exploitation of the position of San Gaetano on the
alluvial cone and of Mattietti at the bottom of the
valley;
4. rehabilitation of the mid-slope water-collection points;
5. the presence on the valley floor of two early-industrial
systems (Subiolo and San Gaetano);
6. methods of exploiting hillside systems of infilling and
excavation;
7. maintainance of the main road without altering its
route, its cross-section or the traditional appurtances
associated with it.
Col delle ventidue ore, together with the Mattietti area,
should be considered a single environmental and
historical-cultural unit. Together they represent the upper
and lower parts of an agricultural system which is one of
the most interesting, and most seriously deteriorated, in
the Brenta valley.
As regards the Mattietti area, the project provides for a
return to functional efficiency of the settlement as a
whole and includes a programme to restore the terracing.
As regards Col delle ventidue ore, the problem is a little
more complicated, as the proposed objective involves
rehabilitating the entire agricultural landscape, including
houses, terracing and cultivable plots, high-altitude
routes, systems for collecting water (wells, channels,
cisterns, etc.), cultivation of fruit plants and indigenous
floral species.
The following actions are envisaged:
a. the recovery and, where necessary, reconstruction of
existing buildings for cultural and sports tourism
purposes;
The “Parco del sole”: a project for the areas of Mattietti and Casarette
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b. facilities for the organization of small-scale agricultural
activities;
c. the provision of equipped premises for research, study
or training activities;
d. an equipped station linked to the Forest Rangers and
to the fire prevention associations, this being one of
the zones most at risk;
e. a nature station linked to the Lega Ambiente (League
for the Environment) and/or WWF with a small
workshop dedicated to the rural world of the midslope;
f. a logistical base for sporting activities in the Sasso
Rosso cave complex;
g. catering and accommodation facilities to support the
functions mentioned above.
The project is configured as an action plan of importance
for landscape under the terms of the Veneto Region’s
urban planning law no. 11/2004 and provides for a
mixed management model. The project components
concern: accessibility; the restoration and rehabilitation
of buildings, infrastructures and land; guidelines for
actions; rules relating to the use of the soil and building
regulations.

accessibility
From a geographical point of view the project concerns
two zones: the mid-slope connected with the valley floor,
and the zone at higher altitude. Access to the sites is
essential so the project avoids facile standardization and
seeks instead to combine two approaches. The first aims
to revitalize the mid-slope, connecting it via vehicular
access, rack railway and basic utility services to the valley
floor, while the second connects the upper reaches to
high-level access points, principally from Piangrande and
the road to Foza. The two approaches converge in a
design for a common network, but provide for various
82
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functions connected with residence and horticulture to
be located in the lower part, and with possible productive
and animal-rearing activities, recreation, cultural and
sporting activities in the upper part.
Improvement of the conditions of access is the basic
requisite for implementation of the restoration project
even if the means used are different: in the higher part,
access is by non-vehicular routes, whereas vehicle access is
proposed for the lower part, which is closer to the
settlements on the valley floor and the principal
communication routes.

land rehabilitation
The project is designed to provide for rehabilitative
action for two nuclei as regards maintenance and access,
and at different altitudes. In order to achieve the expected
functional outcomes and create the minimum conditions
for rehabilitation, it is proposed to carry out tree
clearance operations, make buildings and access routes
safe, improve accessibility (including the rack railway
from Mattietti to Col delle ventidue ore), and construct
(or where possible restore) the water and drainage
network, public lighting and underground facilities for
electricity, telephone (and possibly natural gas).
Action in the Mattietti area is directed mainly at restoring
the functional efficiency of the dwellings (including basic
utility services) and boosting the current agricultural
activities, involving both resident and non-resident land
owners.
Action on Col delle ventidue ore is more complex
because of the serious neglect and decay of the settlement
(Fig. 4). The project provides for the rehabilitation of all
the buildings which form the “cluster” on the high
ground and the reinstatement of the original agricultural
landscape. In particular the actions provide for:
a) restoration of the footpaths, of the tracks linking the
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Figure 4.
Col delle ventidue ore:
current state.

[4.]

properties and of the surface water drainage system. As
regards the provision of a water supply, it is hoped that
the local health authority will authorize the use of a
mixed system (mains water and natural supply by
means of percolation and hydrogenesis;
b) rehabilitation of the buildings (through restoration and
reconstruction). As well as housing permanent, seasonal
or occasional residents, the buildings will be able to
provide storage and service spaces for agricultural
activities (organic farms), for processing and marketing
(farmers’ markets), a logistical base for tourism and
sporting activities, catering and hospitality;
c) construction of a multifunctional station, primarily
dedicated to firewatching, but also to monitoring the
environment and in particular the hydro-geological
aspects, to energy experimentation, to maintenance of
the woods, terraces and buildings and to historical and
archaeological studies. The station will have a
loading/unloading area next to the rack railway;
d) construction of a nature and museum station with a
small display space and lecture hall.
The Municipality of Valstagna (which owns most of the

properties) can give fixed-term concessions (directly or via
competitive tendering) for the use of these properties to a
management association comprising the interested parties.
Bodies which might be interested include the Civil
Defence and Civil Engineering organizations, CAI (the
Italian Alpine Club) and users of rock-climbing training
facilities, sports organizers, schools such as the Parolini
Agricultural Institute and universities, archaeology/
speleology groups and environmental associations.

conservation and recovery of artefacts
and structure of the terraced landscape
Guidelines
Although the conservation of the old dry-stone walls is
correct from the point of view of environmental history,
it would be extremely difficult to use the same constructional techniques in the proposed new operations,
both because of the cost and because of the difficulty of
finding the skilled labour required.
The “Parco del sole”: a project for the areas of Mattietti and Casarette
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A territory built in stone and on stone ought to maintain
the memory of the constructional techniques and to use
them where possible. But where this is not feasible, it is
right to suggest techniques that are more suitable from
the point of view of the use of manpower, and materials
that are not only compatible but also consistent with the
older ones. In the case of new work, we must seek to
guarantee the use of original stone material and care in
working and laying the stones, particularly as regards the
dressing of the outer face and the overall colour
appearance.
One thing certainly to be avoided is “drowning” the
stone in a sea of cement mortar: that way the stones
would not be laid with the care necessary to ensure that
they were in independent static equilibrium. What is
more, the stone structure would end up unable to breathe
and would lack the permeability required to produce and
maintain the organic micro-environments in the crevices
of the wall and the adjacent soil7. Work constructed like
this would be born already dead, unbreathing, grey.
Although dry-stone walling (“masiera”, as it is known
locally) constitutes the supporting fabric of this difficult
and forbidding landscape, it becomes fragile when
cleaning and maintenance is omitted, because of the
stresses caused by heavy loads and vibration, particularly
in the area nearest to the top edge. For this reason it does
not lend itself well to supporting stretches of road and to
bearing excessive concentrated loads.
Where it is a question of supporting stretches of the road
or track connecting the properties, in order to carry small
transport or agricultural vehicles for working the farms
(indispensable for their recovery), it is undoubtedly
necessary to resort to other techniques than the
traditional ones, but these must be compatible from an
environmental point of view with the terraced landscape.
The most efficient system, particularly in the Brenta
valley where space is always very limited, is to build a
substructure in reinforced concrete, taking care to ensure
84
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that it has a high degree of permeability to water,
particularly at the base, facing it on the outer side with
well-dressed dry stone, suitably anchored to the
substructure and resting on the same foundations. In
situations which allow it, the technique of reinforcing
road foundations with geo-fabric bagging may be used.

Construction or reconstruction of dry-stone walls
In constructing a wall using stone laid dry, the stability of
the supporting course (foundation) is of particular
importance. In the absence of rock, the ground must be
excavated until stable material is found. This base must
then be made flat using a robust hardcore layer of wellbedded stones, preferably with the use of a binder (it is
advisable to use quicklime for this).
For building the wall up vertically, the stones are dressed
and laid using the “masiera” dry-stone technique: the
most massive stones are arranged at the bottom and
positioned at right angles to the face of the wall. A back
skin is then built up to secure them in place, and the
space behind the wall filled from above. For the infill,
broken stone and rubble is used to form the drainage
layer.
In order to achieve greater safety and strength, the
minimum indispensable quantities of mortar are used for
bedding (better if it has a quicklime base) between the
horizontal stone courses, without closing up the gaps for
the water to pass through, and without the mortar
appearing on the face side.
In the case of reconstruction, the stones which are being
reused are laid in their original positions, if necessary
using new stones squared and prepared to fit alongside
the originals. When reconstructing these “masiere” it is
important to put a layer of free-draining geofabric
between the rear skin of the wall (which must also be
permeable) and the soil. The fabric should be laid both
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vertically up from the foot of the structure and
horizontally at the top, below the layer of topsoil. This
prevents the soil being washed away and in time clogging
the drainage layers and channels of the “masiera”,
nullifying its permeability and threatening its static
equilibrium.
When the walling is completed, the entire surface must
be straightened and neatened using hammer and chisel.

Compatible activities
In large part, the safeguarding and conservation of the
terraces depends on their being put to compatible uses.
The areas exposed to the sun, and in particular the lower
and upper reaches of the terraces where the dry-stone
masonry walls accumulate the heat of the sun, should be
replanted with the particularly robust vines of the local
tradition (“American grape”, bacò and rabbiosa bianca),
and experiments should be made with new varieties.
Organic cultivation of vegetables should be continued
and encouraged, particularly peas, beans and potatoes,
because the terraces lend themselves well to these crops
and ensure good quality produce.
Experiments should also be made with new crops,
particularly aromatic plants, and small fruit such as
strawberries, raspberries and black- and red-currants, and
beekeeping should be stepped up. A return to the
cultivation of tobacco should not be ruled out, in
particular the production of the “local Brenta” variety but
using up-to-date techniques. As some reports show, new
levels of profitability could be achieved with the
industrial reconversion of the Consorzio Tabacchicoltori
Montegrappa s.c.a.r.l.. The consortium envisages
industrial production of the old type of cigars and the
local Canale di Brenta cut pipe tobacco, the brand-name
of which has already been registered.
These activities can be monitored and programmed

under the guidance and control of the Parolini
agricultural and environmental professional institute at
Bassano del Grappa. A specific agreement will need to be
signed between the Parolini Institute, the local authority
and the owners.
Marketing the produce presents an interesting
opportunity. In the cases, and there are quite a few of
them, where the terraces are cultivated by their owners,
more to keep faith with tradition than for profit, it often
occurs that production exceeds the consumption needs of
the family concerned. Production thus tends to reduce,
generating new forms of abandonment. Taking account
of the general tendency for the cost of living to increase
(particularly the basic necessities), and given that there is
a local market for produce, made up of new immigrants
to the area, it becomes profitable to collect largely organic
local produce and market it through sales outlets carrying
the brand of the countryside where it was grown and
which it contributes to protecting. The “farmers’ market”
model can be a useful reference.
Incompatible activities however must be avoided. The
planting of fruit trees, which is sometimes suggested, may
be destructive because of the action of the roots on the
equilibrium of the dry-stone walls. Keeping animals
(such as goats and sheep) on the terraces can have the
same effect, both because of the action of treading on the
top edges of the dry-stone walls, and because in pulling
the grass out of the holes in the walls to feed themselves,
they also dislodge not just the roots of the plants and
shrubs but also the soil and pebbles which secure the
stones. Sometimes and in certain conditions it only takes
the removal of a single pebble to undermine the
equilibrium of part of the wall.
The use of mechanical equipment on the upper edge of
a retaining wall can also be very harmful. In general we
can say that these solutions, which are sometimes
specifically designed for cleaning the terraces, cause
serious damage and must be well managed and
The “Parco del sole”: a project for the areas of Mattietti and Casarette
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monitored. In particular, the use of small animals and
mechanical vehicles must be strictly controlled and kept
at a safe distance from retaining dry-stone walls (about
1.2-1.5 metres), whether of terraces or tracks.

comply with the operations described above, and to be
backed up with the maintenance, consolidation and
rehabilitation of wells, cisterns, ice-houses, military
constructions and the seasonal mowing of the meadows.

Maintenance of the terraces

Water systems

The following operations are specified to ensure normal
maintenance and conservation, performed independently or as part of a coordinated routine, according to
need:
1. cleaning of the vertical surfaces by constant manual
weeding so as to avoid the formation of large clods of
earth with substantial roots. If pulled out violently,
they can bring with them the rubble that stabilizes the
masonry. In situations of abandonment particular care
is needed in removing by hand only the plant material.
Failure to clean the surface of the dry-stone walls
obstructs permeability by air and water and compromises their stability. If the retaining wall does not
allow the water to filter through, a downwards thrust
is produced which causes the wall first to bulge, then
to collapse. If bulging has occurred, the static equilibrium of the wall is permanently compromised and
there is no solution other than demolition and reconstruction;
2. avoiding planting at the top of the walls so as to avoid
penetration by deep roots;
3. repositioning the top course of stones so that it is
higher than the level of cultivated topsoil in order to
counteract the combined effects of slope, gravity, wind
and rain all of which tend to displace the soil downhill;
4. cleaning of the rainwater run-off channels, which are
sometimes made of stone and positioned inside the
embankments.
To reverse the trend towards abandonment, restoration
and reconstruction operations need to be adapted to

The manmade water system, consisting of wells, cisterns,
fountains and channels has been ruined by the
abandonment of the land, by the process of renaturalization and by the transformation of the
landscape.
The widespread woody maquis, the undergrowth which
was no longer cleared of dead leaves and new shrubs, and
the spread of uncultivated meadow areas, made the soil
impermeable. The system of water absorption typical of a
karst landscape ceased to function, and the springs dried
up. In addition, failure to clean and maintain the channels,
the drains and the water conduits reduced or destroyed the
efficiency of the system of wells, channels and cisterns,
The existing system of water collection, which is still
partially visible, corresponds to a form of land use that no
longer exists and which it is not feasible to recreate.
However, environmental rehabilitation of the area nearest
to the rural buildings to be rehabilitated, together with
clearance and cultivation of the terraced plots and the
most manageable meadows, may be sufficient to
reactivate, albeit partially, the existing system of water
collection, at least as regards the wells and cisterns.
The system is substantially intact and needs only
ordinary and extraordinary maintenance work and reroofing. For irrigation water, considering the average
rainfall of the area (1,600-1,800 millimetres per
annum), it seems appropriate to collect the rainwater
both by carrying out the works described above, and
by using other structures and simple channels laid at
the base of the retaining walls and connected to small
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Pian delle Casarette on Col delle ventidue ore: water and anthropization
Angelo Chemin
Pian delle Casarette is midway along the Canale di Brenta, north of Valstagna, and is the last guardpost towards the north on the right bank of the river.
Innumerable enclosures and strongholds mark this stretch of the valley. Canale di Brenta has always
been characterized by two apparently opposite aspects: it is an obvious and necessary place of transit
between the transalpine territories, the Alps and the Italian plain, and at the same time it is a place to
stop. It is an inaccessible place which has been patiently transformed by seeking out its economic and
environmental resources. The balance thus achieved is often a delicate one and the area is subject to
cultural influences from the innumerable places at the ends of the roads which converge there.
Pian delle Casarette lies at an average altitude of 500 metres a.s.l on the slopes of the hill known as
Col delle ventidue ore in the mountains to the north of Valstagna.
The settlement is structured around three separate residential nuclei, arranged on a system of terraces,
some as much as 8 metres high, which enable the cultivation of about 30,000 square metres of land.
The site forms an enclave from which the access routes from every direction can be controlled, and it
is in visual communication with other settlements and notable places in the Canale di Brenta, both on
the valley floor and on the mountain ridges. It is one of the candidates for identification as the
legendary City of Barentia “perched on the mountains”, which is mentioned by antiquarian writers of
the 17th-18th centuries.
A distinctive characteristic of the settlement is the system of collecting and conserving water, which
includes four different methods: 1. cisterns fed by stone channels which intercept and duct the surface
rainwater; 2. wells, locally called “fontane”, which intercept water from the surface aquifer and are
waterproofed only at the bottom; 3. cisterns which collect the rainwater directly from the gutters of
the houses; 4. pools formed within the rock by water dripping from the surface aquifer and by
condensation of atmospheric humidity. These caverns are not found on Pian delle Casarette itself but
in the adjacent valleys.
The dry-stone walls themselves allow atmospheric moisture to condense, creating a particular damp
micro-environment at their base where plants which are specially needful of water were grown.
The technologies used for collecting water suggest that the site must once have been occupied by an
ancient settlement, probably protohistoric, perhaps going back to the Iron Age; and yet we are
looking at systems which, using only the resources of the place, remained in use and unchanged until
the middle of the twentieth century. Six wells have been identified, plus one open “cistern”.
The agricultural wells marked on the working map with the numbers 1, 2 and 4 are of special interest.
They are completely buried and their mouths are marked on the agricultural terrain by a ring of stones
with an average height of 30 centimetres. The lower half of these wells is waterproofed and functions
as a cistern; the roof is a load-bearing dome which is not waterproofed, a feature that enables it to
collect water from the small surface aquifer and the moisture in the surrounding soil. On the surface,
little stone channels ducts rainwater into the wells, and it is precisely this complex system which makes
them remarkable.
- Well no. 1 is adjacent to the house with the oven. The stone channel is underpinned, for a depth of
about 80 centimetres, with coarse hardcore, and enters the well through a hole in the well-curb,
located so as to allow a rudimentary filtration, and with a stone which regulates the inflow. This
channel collects the water which comes from the access pathway, which in turn collects water from
the slope above and from the roofs of the neighbouring buildings.
- Well no. 2 is located in the centre of a large agricultural terrace on the spur of the hill. The feed channel
does not enter the well directly but supplies a drainage trap formed in stone. The channel rests directly
on the soil and its sides are constructed from vertical slabs of stone similar to those used for walling the
pastures of the Altipiano, while the bottom is made up of small cobblestones and clay. Beneath the
surrounding agricultural terrain, which has the depth of a spade and is made up of fine-grained soil
without stones, there is a substantial layer of pebbles which provides good drainage for the soil.
- Well no. 4 is the largest. The feed channel has stone sides and stone paving laid directly on the soil.
The channel runs directly to the curb of the well, slightly raised with respect to its base, and continues
in a semicircle round the opening of the
well, straightens out and its U-shaped
profile juts slightly over the edge of the 89 metre-high retaining dry-stone wall.
The base of this wall, which supports the
well and the terrace in which it is sunk, is
built of large blocks of stone in cyclopean
work. In the section of the channel
between the well and the edge of the
retaining wall, a small heap of stones
served to restrain the course of the
overflow water before the 8-metre drop.
Beside this section a stone was found
which served as a dam.
- Well no. 5 does not have stone feed
channels and is not waterproofed except
at the bottom. It is constructed on an
access route which leads from the upper
to the lower terraces, and the space is
formed by building the retaining wall to
the terrace above so as to form a niche It
is clear here that wells, supporting walls

and their respective positioning are designed so that the retaining walls can withstand the thrust of
the water even when the cistern-wells are full to overflowing.
- The so-called “cistern” is located in the upper part of the entire system. It has a circular section with
vertical walls and is open to the sky. Only the bottom is waterproofed with clay. In the years
immediately before the Great War, the community of the district decided to expand the cultivable land
uphill. A great debate then arose as to whether or not to build a large retaining wall, with consequent
excavation, uphill of this “cistern”. The fear was that this operation would alter the small surface
aquifer which fed the “cistern”. The retaining wall was built and the fontana lost its efficiency.
Well no. 5 was also a fontana.
A 20-minute walk away is the head of the valley of the Smira, where there is still a settlement, not
inhabited for the whole year, with a vegetable garden and an orchard. Water is obtained by using a
small channel, carved into the rock, to collect drips from a south-facing rocky wall. This discharges
into a cavern excavated in the rock, where there is a large waterproofed tank which also collects the
drips from the wall. The reservoir therefore comprises not only the water coming from outside but also
the condensation generated from the moisture-laden air and soil. A small example of hydrogenesis.
Another two springs/tanks, still active, are to be found in caverns lower down, in the vicinity of the
district of Mattietti. The water comes exclusively from drips and condensation.
The economy of the area was also supplemented by the quarrying of alabastrine stone. The site of
this activity was found in the reconnaissance campaign of summer 2006.
The greatest expansion in the population of the settlement took place in the years immediately prior
to the Great War, when it reached 80-90 inhabitants. It was abandoned from the middle of the
twentieth century.
The oldest settlement is the group of houses around a courtyard located on the south spur1.
The previous dwellings must have been of the local type of house with dry-stone walls and roof
thatched with grass or bundles of leaves. A ruined example remains in the neighbouring valley of the
Smira.
Evidence of the self-sufficiency of the community is provided not only by the numerous water stores
but also by the presence of a bread-oven, which is not found in other mid-slope settlements in the
Canale di Brenta area.
1

Austrian permanent land register, Valstagna, countryside survey of 1812.
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cistern-wells, (new ones will have to be installed to
supplement those that still exist). The expansion and
rationalization of this system will make water available
at the cultivation level. With the help of small pumps,
this water can easily be utilized for the irrigation and
treatment of crops. The water accumulated in tanks in
caves by dripping and/or by condensation thus
functions as a reserve, available for minor rural
activities, horticulture and small-scale animal rearing.
Resorting to high technology to increase the condensation of water in the caves, for example by blowing in
forced hot air, does not seem worthwhile for shallow
depths. The yields are relatively low in areas with limited
amounts of sunshine and constant ventilation. The
operations to be carried out for this purpose are:
1. cleaning and removal of accumulated soil from the
channels and troughs for ducting water;
2. internal cleaning of wells and cisterns;
3. removal of the plaster lining of wells and cisterns,
replacement of lining with a natural quicklime-based
plaster, reinforced where necessary with fibreglass netting;
4. plastering the internal surfaces with two or three coats
of slaked lime with possible addition of acrylic resin;
5. reconstruction of the protective covering and waterraising mechanisms at the well-heads;
6. possible installation of bactericidal lamps;
7. construction of channels at the foot of the retaining
walls for collecting water and carrying it to the
reservoir tanks;
8. construction and/or installation of reservoir tanks.
Restoring the wells and cisterns to operation enables the
plots to be reclaimed for growing crops compatible with
the ecosystem and to meet the needs of small and
medium-sized farmyard animals. For human drinking
purposes it is thought necessary to connect to the
municipal water main, with water being pumped from
Col di Mezzorigo to serve the Mattietti and Col delle
ventidue ore areas

[5.]
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Infrastructures
Availability of drinking water, access to the plots,
electricity from mains or a renewable source are crucial
pre-requisites for the launch of recovery operations.
Connection to the water supply consortium’s main is
easy, as the distance from this to Mattietti is about 160
metres, and to Col delle ventidue ore, 930 metres. With
the construction of a cistern and the installation of a relay
pump the problem is easily resolvable, with pipes on the
surface where it is not feasible to use buried pipes.
The electrical network at present stops at the hamlet of
Mori, with an overhead line with unsheathed cables
reaching the lowest houses at Mattietti. It is therefore
necessary to replace and extend this network to the
houses located higher up than the hamlet. It would seem
advantageous to lay a buried cable as part of the
underground services under the new link road to the
hamlet, and to connect to the existing buildings with
above-ground cable.
To serve the Col delle ventidue ore area with electricity
and water mains, the most appropriate solution is a
surface cable following the route of the rack monorail. As
this area is well exposed to the sun and air currents, it
would be possible to exploit renewable sources of energy.
The project’s provisions for the restoration of buildings
lay particular emphasis on passive and bio-architectural
solutions, with the use of solar thermal and photovoltaic
energy as well as wind energy, the generation of which
would be assisted by the two prevailing breezes.

Road network and connections between farms
Reclamation of the terraced areas must also involve the
creation of conditions necessary for the reuse of the
existing buildings and agricultural holdings and for
access. For this purpose a farm-to-farm-type road has

been designed to provide access into the Mattietti area,
with parking places and a turning area at the end. It will
allow access for the work vehicles needed for restoration
and extraordinary maintenance of the buildings, for the
reorganization of the spaces between the holdings and for
pedestrian access to the buildings (Fig. 5).
It is also proposed to construct a rack monorail, to
connect the Mattietti area to Col delle ventidue ore,
along the Verta valley. This will ensure vertical
connection between the two areas, essential for
transporting the equipment necessary for the
maintenance of the terraced area in the valley and of the
terraces on the high ground. It will also be a means of
transport for agricultural and horticultural produce, as
well as for the timber obtained by tree cutting and
clearance. This infrastructure is indispensable for the
renovation of the complex of existing buildings on Col
delle ventidue ore.
It can be said that the entire “system” constitutes the basis
for a possible eco-museum of the area’s material history.
The area can also be seen as a strategic point with respect
to the road and track network of the “mid-slope”, to the
high tobacco road and to the roads that provide the
connection with the Asiago plateau. The same area is
within easy reach of the underground complex of Sasso
Rosso and the Oliero valley, which connects it to the
karst lake of Subiolo and it is at the centre of a system of
defensive military structures dating from the First World
War and before.
All together, the area constitutes an environmental
context of exceptional value and beauty, which also has
considerable importance from a wildlife and botanical
point of view. The executive plan provides for: a)
upgrading of the routes connecting the properties
vertically and horizontally as necessary to allow
mechanization of the transport of equipment and
produce; b) reorganization of the connections between
the new vehicular road to the interior of the area and the
The “Parco del sole”: a project for the areas of Mattietti and Casarette
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[6.]

existing buildings; and c) the construction of shelters and
spaces to house vehicles and equipment, carefully
designed not to compromise the lines and the profiles of
the terraced landscape.

Constructional techniques and architecture of the landscape
The existing rural buildings are one room deep and are lit
by windows set mainly into the principal façade, which
in general is oriented for the best conditions of sunlight.
The classic arrangement is of two rooms with a central
staircase on each of 3-4 floors. Sometimes the houses have
only one room to a floor, with an internal staircase making
the vertical connection. In some cases the buildings are set
side by side and served by a common staircase which
connects the ground floor to the upper floors. The loadbearing perimeter walls are double thickness and made of
quarried stone, bonded with a quicklime-based mortar.
The stone inner walls are usually single thickness. The
rendering is generally carried out with crushed quarry
aggregate mixed with small quantities of lime-based
90
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binders. The buildings set on lower ground commonly use
washed river aggregate, sand and “half-round” gravel. The
lintels are in timber, with the exception of the buildings
rebuilt in the post-war period, where they are made of
solid bricks laid to form a flattened arch and rendered.
The corbels for the roof are generally of timber, projecting
from the framework of the roof8.
The horizontal loadbearing elements of the buildings –
stairs, floors, roofs – are made of timber with beams of
fairly slender section, squared or circular. Only the
outside stairs and the common internal stairs connecting
ground and first floors are in stone.
The roof-covering for the buildings is made of curved
terracotta tiles laid on timber boarding. The sanitary
facilities are outside, adjacent to the dung-heaps. The
outbuildings and the spaces devoted to the various
activities connected with the cultivation of the holdings
are at ground level, as are the stalls for sheltering the
animals and the cisterns for collecting the rainwater from
the roofs. Both the stalls and the cisterns are roofed with
barrel vaults constructed in stone, well-rendered inside so
as to protect the upper floors from smells and damp. The
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attic floors were used for processing and drying tobacco,
but for the initial drying it was spread on the low
ventilated walls of the parapets of the courtyards in front
of the buildings or on other temporary wooden
structures. The other simple outbuildings – woodsheds,
pigsties and haylofts – are constructed adjacent to the
main buildings, to the side or at the rear (Fig. 6).
The outside spaces were used for activities such as cutting
firewood, drying tobacco and grain, and slaughtering
small animals. This is also where children played and
community events took place. Besides the sanitary
facilities, which were often used by the inhabitants of
more than one house, the outer courtyards and spaces in
front of the buildings also housed the wells containing
water for domestic use, outside ovens for baking bread
and votive shrines with sacred images, although in fact
there are not many of these in the area concerned.
The paving of the courtyards, the ground floor rooms
and the living rooms of the houses, are made of cut stone
and concrete. The flooring at the upper levels consists of
wooden planks. The living room always contains a brickbuilt fireplace and a stone sink, with a wooden structure
to support plates, cutlery and pots and pans. These items
together with stone containers and small hand mills for
pounding salt, producing snuff or crushing grain,
constituted the only items of furniture strictly necessary
for the conditions of life at the time, apart from a few
tools for working the “fields”.

Figure 6.
Survey of existing buildings.
Figure 7.
Mattietti: rehabilitation
project.

Renovation of the buildings
Before the buildings can be reused, accessibility needs to be
improved, and they must be returned to functional
condition. This involves not just making the houses
habitable but rehabilitating the buildings and fixtures used
for other purposes such as woodsheds and small storehouses.
Because these elements are connected with restoration of

[7.]
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the land to productivity and the planting and care of
crops, the project stipulates a conservation approach,
particularly in the Mattietti area, including maintenance
of the previous intended uses, both as regards outbuildings (woodsheds and animal shelters but also
cisterns, etc.), and for the internal spaces used for activities
that were performed on the farms (wineries and stores).
Any additional spaces that might prove necessary will
have to be designed case by case: it is essential to ensure
architectural continuity either by adding on to present
outbuildings or by building within the terraced sections,
particularly as regards the storage of equipment (Fig. 7).
The existing buildings on Col delle ventidue ore are now
in a ruined state: roofs have fallen in and horizontal
structural timbers and walls have partially or completely
collapsed. The mortar used for the stone walls, itself very
weak, has been reduced to dust by the action of water and
frost, and the plaster has fallen off the walls. Recovery of
these buildings is clearly a very complex matter, with
technical and logistical problems.
Working on these buildings is not easy: the minimal
amount of space outside makes it difficult if not
impossible to use traditional mechanical means. The
walls which are still standing are not suitable for bearing
the weight of new floors, roofs and other incidental loads.
It is therefore necessary to build new loadbearing
structures capable of anchoring the existing walls, which
would remain as a historical witness of the type and
layout of the original building. Any vertical extensions or
enlargements will have to be executed with different
materials and constructional techniques so as to ensure
that pre-existing parts and features can be identified as
such. The situation suggests the preparation of a unitary
architectural plan for the entire complex.
The Municipality of Valstagna, which is the owner of a
considerable proportion of the land and buildings, will
have to coordinate a joint public and private operation or
otherwise purchase the properties owned by private
92
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parties, so as to make it possible to develop a quality pilot
project.

Use of materials, external spaces
In restoration and renovation work, the horizontal
structures and roof framework are required to be in
timber, based on types and sections drawn from a careful
survey of the pieces in their current state. The rendering
must be reapplied using binders based on natural lime,
with mixed river or quarry aggregate. It should have a
float finish in the manner of traditional renders, and
surface colouring should not be used. The stonework,
quoins, windowsills, doorsteps and stairs in restoration
and renovation work must match the original stone
materials in type and section, without introducing forms
extraneous to the tradition of the places. External paving
is required to be carried out using original techniques and
materials, excluding ceramic and marble tiles, or tiles
made of marble chippings, and inappropriate “mosaics”
with stones of various sizes and kinds embedded in a
concrete screed. The door and window frames are
required to be in timber or steel, natural colour. Frames
in aluminium sections or pvc are prohibited.
The rules do not allow the properties, nor the areas
surrounding the buildings, nor the agricultural holdings,
to be enclosed within masonry walls or iron fencing.
Erection of fencing with simple timber structures is
permitted where there are safety reasons relating to access
by people, or where it is necessary for working the
terraced holdings or rearing animals.
In the case of extensions and new rural buildings, as also
will be the case in the prospective unitary architectural
project for Col delle ventidue ore, different construction
materials (with technical and structural solutions which
relate to more modern architecture) are allowed for new
buildings adjacent to existing conservable structures,
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particularly for the roofs, but they must be consonant
with the landscape of the terraces.

sharing: feasibility requirements and local effects
of the project
The project has been drawn up in conjunction with the
community involved and with the administration of the
Municipality of Valstagna. This framework of shared
objectives is anchored to a hypothesis of added value,
which is to be ensured by integrated maintenance of the
environment and by the provision of services. The
principal components are indicated below.
1. Reconstruction of a community of interests that will
be capable of proposing appropriate ways and means
of recolonizing and managing the areas covered by the
project. This community will include private owners,
community groups, associations and public bodies.
Later it may also include other parties.
2. Rehabilitation of the area, re-establishment of its
former integration of people with place, access at the
higher and the lower levels, provision of water,
infrastructure and production facilities.
3. Restoration of residential buildings, annexes and
infrastructures, optimizing both the point and the area
energy balance.
4. Clearing the hillsides and making them safe. This is a
necessary operation, after many years of abandonment,
which provides for the clearing of trees and
undergrowth, and the cutting of coppices for the
purposes of cultivation. Initial action could be carried
out by the fire protection service. Tree clearance and
cultivation are connected activities and cannot be
treated as independent. Felling not only contributes to
the hydro-geological equilibrium of the slopes and to
reducing damage caused by any floods further
downhill, but can also constitute an independent

source of revenue. Currently it is an activity which
makes a loss because it is managed in an excessively
piecemeal fashion, being directed predominantly at
consumption by the family and under the monopoly
control of woodcutters who set the prices for treecutting. If tree-cutting and marketing of the timber was
managed by a consortium, including municipalities
and private parties, it could create various
opportunities, especially if based on minimum annual
supply thresholds with variable quotas (related to the
area of properties). These quotas, whether directed at
sale on the open market or sale at favourable rates to the
members of the consortium, should be treated as a
return in exchange for participation. By involving the
municipalities of Bassano del Grappa, Pove, Romano
and Marostica, where cycles of cutting oak and
coppice-wood are combined, it would be possible to
reach a territorial threshold of efficiency sufficient to
create a renewable energy production unit, fed by
timber waste resulting from maintenance, from
exploitation of the woodlands and by residues from
processing. The feasibility of this idea should be
assessed with respect to cutting cycles and average levels
of supply, of return per technology employed, of
environmental impact and of net benefit. This
operation of maintenance and clearance could be
accompanied by other operations of clearing canals and
ditches, (already being carried out by the Land
Reclamation Consortium), refuse collection and
environmental maintenance performed by sis (based in
Bassano del Grappa). The latter company could accept
community contributions, as used to happen with the
Tobacco Consortium. With this component of the
project it would be possible to launch an experiment in
integrated maintenance of the environment according
to a “light” multiutility approach.
5. Commencement of compatible and sustainable
production and service activities. Tree clearance not
The “Parco del sole”: a project for the areas of Mattietti and Casarette
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only produces firewood but also makes possible the
cultivation of sweet chestnut, partly for use as timber
(for making barrels, for example); on the terraced
land it allows the cultivation of vines and fruit trees
(still present and productive in some cases), of olives
even further north than the latitude of CampesePove. It also enables the production of vegetables,
beans, potatoes and fruit, small livestock farming and
beekeeping. In certain cases, growing in greenhouses
can be started. Production of tobacco can be more
selective than in the past, and can be started with the
aid of the Consortium. Some of these activities do not
concern the entire project area, but the territorial
intervention strategy which this project implements
could favour similar action in neighbouring terraced
areas.
6. Treating the project area as a component of a cultural
and environmental framework. Because of its size and
location, the project area can be considered a real
“operational nerve-centre”, an integral part of a “source
matrix” in the language of landscape ecology: it
connects the valley floor, and the river in particular,
with the Asiago plateau. The project is intended to be
suitable for adoption by the municipal administrations
of Canale di Brenta and the Comunità Montana by
incorporation into the Inter-municipal Territorial
Structure Plan (which is currently being adopted in
accordance with Veneto Regional Planning Law no.
11/2004) especially as regards strategies for restoration,
rehabilitation and integrated maintenance of the
environment, the rural, woodland and pastoral road
network, and the legislation. Implementation of the
project can be financed in part by the European fund
dedicated to Alpine Space (Interreg Objective 3),
which provides for the institution of an Alpine Agency
for Terraced Landscapes.9
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conditions and feasibility requirements
The project is accompanied by a feasibility analysis and
an advance assessment of additional internal and external
effects. The feasibility analysis considers the principal
technical and management questions and the financial
balance. The assessment of the effects concerns the
natural and cultural framework, the formation of social
capital (new business and European Community
practices for the project area) and the updating of
instruments and modalities for administering the
territory. There are secondary effects in terms of
communication and marketing.
The analyses and assessments take account of risk factors
and uncertainties (such as the exploitation of mineral and
quarry resources, environmental protection policies and
settlement pressures inherited from the variants
introduced during the transition period between regional
laws no. 61/1985 and no. 11/2004) and their applicable
components have been incorporated into the new Intermunicipality Territorial Structure Plan (pati) and into the
relative action programmes. These risk factors can have a
negative effect on the project, reduce its symbolic value
and undermine its effectiveness.

technical feasibility
Experiments in restoration already carried out or in
progress in the Canale di Brenta have highlighted
feasibility problems in the interventions specified,
principally for lack of skilled workers capable of using
traditional techniques of construction and restoration.
The project intends to tackle this subject with “training
workshops”, building on an experiment conducted
several years ago through a course financed by the
European Social Fund (esf).
Further technical problems concern the relationship
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between point restoration (of buildings, courtyards,
water drawing points), and territorial rehabilitation. The
terraces in the project area are an integrated system which
performs (performed) various functions: stabilizing the
slopes, water drainage and water provision, selection of
soils for different cultivation uses, internal access,
ecological equilibrium and energy production. The
project tackles the subject, proposing the carrying out of
point restorations and setting out rules for territorial
conservation and enhancement. These rules will be able
to contribute to updating of the local building
regulations and the rules for implementing the current
urban planning instruments. They can also contribute to
disseminating the necessary technical knowledge.

management feasibility
The project requires the participation of two groups of
public, private and third-sector parties. The first group
(core partnership) commits itself, by specific agreement, to
formulating the terms of the project and to planning the
process of acquisition, mobilization of local and other
resources, and involving other operators. The core
partnership includes the owners of the terraced land, the
Municipality of Valstagna, the Brenta Comunità
Montana, the Tobacco Consortium and the Land
Reclamation Consortium. The second group (late
partnership) includes parties which may be interested in
the project for specific activities (training for rock
climbing, livestock rearing, crops, tourism, training,
purchase or lease of buildings, etc.) compatible with the
general plan. The first partnership concerns the entire
project cycle (from design to implementation), while the
second is limited to a few phases, though creating new
opportunities.

economic and financial feasibility
in a european perspective
The project is based on an agreement between the
parties and is subject to analysis for financial feasibility.
For the moment the elements available are limited to an
estimate of the principal cost items, and an estimate of
how much property values have appreciated. The
proceeds (difference between costs and appreciation) are
calculated per building, and therefore per owner,
reinforcing the idea that the project can be viewed as a
local action of European development: development of
a community which is recreating itself, returning to a
place while there are still bonds of affection and
memory, or which is regenerating itself by
acknowledging the potential represented by
immigration; but also of a settlement which is beginning
to look upwards and which can attract the attention of
parties outside the Canale di Brenta.
An evaluation of this kind helps us recognize how costs
and benefits are distributed, and especially how to activate
possible compensation mechanisms (cross-financing). This
exercise will allow us to grasp the pecuniary effects of the
project and what is not pecuniary can be monetized,
including a number of external items, both positive and
negative. The other effects will be considered separately, to
complement the economic and financial analysis.
The estimate for property revaluation with reference to
the programmed investments proves to be relatively
simple as regards returning the buildings and rustic
holdings to functional condition. The estimate is more
complicated for the factors indicated below:
1. hydro-geological readjustment and consequent
reduction of the risk of landslides;
2. woodland and meadow clearance, corresponding
availability of biomass and reduction of discharge of tree
detritus into the river. Systematic clearance also reduces
the risk of fire, thus supporting the monitoring activities
The “Parco del sole”: a project for the areas of Mattietti and Casarette
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Figure 8.
Mattietti: projected road
and expropriations.

[8.]

for environmental safety provided by the fire services;
3. restoration to efficiency of the complex system of water
collection, with effects on the availability of water for
drinking, for service and productive use;
4. putting the plots of land under cultivation, starting
local agricultural production and operations for the
construction of an “agricultural park of the terraces”;
5. development of sporting activities and activities
relating to environmental tourism along the river
valley, on sites of special historical, cultural and
environmental interest and on the right and left banks;
6. training and research activities promoted by local
96
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educational institutions or universities, as happened in
the past with the University of Padova, iuav University
of Venice, and the Universities of Winnipeg (Manitoba)
and New Mexico (usa).
The estimate of costs is limited to the rehabilitation and
re-use of existing buildings and associated farm holdings
in the Mattietti area, in Val Verta, in Col delle ventidue
ore and in the wooded area.
The project provides for the execution of works on public
and private real estate to the value of over 3 million euros.
Add to this the costs for operations of environmental
restoration and rehabilitation (reorganization of the access
routes, rebuilding dry-stone walls, providing electricity
and lighting), which are all necessary for starting the
process of recolonization of the land.
These costs refer principally to the following construction
projects (including any necessary expropriations):
1. a penetration road continuing the route which
currently reaches the upper part of the hamlet of Col
di Mezzorigo, as far as the centre of the hamlet of
Mattietti. The road, with a practicable width of 3
metres plus lateral embankments, is provided with
parking areas and a turning area at the end (Fig. 8);
2. a water supply system extending the public water main
which currently serves the hamlets of Mori, Col di
Mezzorigo, as far as the hamlets of Mattietti and Col
delle ventidue ore. The project provides for the laying of
pre-insulated pipes, takeoffs, re-insulation kits, traps,
pumping stations and the corresponding electrical
pumps;
3. a sewer system connnecting the hamlets of Mattietti
and Mori;
4. public lighting on the new road as far as houses 1 and
2 in Mattietti. The operation provides for laying a
cable duct, construction of supporting plinths for the
lampposts and low-energy luminaires;
5. underground ducting for the provision of electricity,
telephone and natural gas as far as Col delle ventidue ore;
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6. a rack monorail for a distance of 850 metres from the
hamlet of Mattietti to Col delle ventidue ore for
transporting materials and/or people. The system is
complete with a tractor with a protective roof, driving
control panel, operator and goods carriage, rack rail
with toothed wheel and other necessary components;
7. making the terraces safe and reconstructing the
terraced structures (particularly the dry-stone walls), in
the vicinity of routes and embankments supporting
buildings. In areas not accessible to mechanical
vehicles, helicopter hire is proposed;
8. safeguarding and making safe the dangerous shells of
buildings, including clearing vegetation inside and
surrounding the walls, erection of service scaffolding,
consolidation of dangerous parts of the walls and
laying safety netting on the tops of walls. The
buildings affected are nos. 3, 4 and 5;
9. clearing trees (where necessary) from the terraced
structures to ensure their conservation.
Summary of costs for environmental restoration/ rehabilitation
Actions
Road and bridge
Water supply system
Sewers
Public lighting
Underground ducts
for electricity, telephone and gas
Rack monorail
Making access routes safe
Making buildings safe
Tree clearance
Total

Costs
277,040
74,305
9,000
17,995
80,452
109,750
20,000
15,000
Not estimated
603,542

The monetary benefits generated by these actions appear
to be not less than the overall appreciation of property
values. The non-monetary benefits which the project
generates contribute to creating the conditions for local
development and it would be reductive to “flatten” them
into an economic/financial dimension. By carrying out

these actions on buildings and infrastructures the project
will awaken slumbering mechanisms into motion and
arouse new ones: it contributes to developing social
capital (including the contribution of the immigrant
population), repositions the environment and the
historical and cultural assets in the business of governing
a “transit territory”, suggests new principles and rules,
and reminds the public of the beauty of places which
have no need of catchy messages to be appreciated.

added social capital
One aim of the project is the reconstitution of an embryo
“returning community”, the social revitalization of an
environment abandoned some time ago and the
exploitation of resources generated by recent immigration
flows. These are new activities which revive history
through the restoration and use of the territory, avoiding
simplistic ideas of a museum trail or theme park, but also
facilitating the “discovery” of places by new immigrants.
In this way the environmental and cultural assets of the
project area are returned to the traditional community and
interpreted by communities of more recent settlement.

full-world
The environmental effects are implicit in the operations
for restoration and rehabilitation of the project area.
They are principally concerned with: a) the equilibrium
between coppiced woodland, pasture, crops and
habitation; b) the defence of local biotopes; c) the
rediscovery of the terraced landscape on the basis of the
principles of landscape ecology and of a traditional
settlement environment; d) the stability of the hillsides
and the safety of the valley floor; e) the “passive” energy
efficiency of the settlement environments. The effects are
The “Parco del sole”: a project for the areas of Mattietti and Casarette
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Appendix: estimate of costs and revenues
The sums considered are the market price of the properties (buildings and land) in their present state (2007), the costs necessary for their restoration and/or
reconstruction, and their final value.
MATTIETTI
Gross areas
Buildings

Current values

Current market
costs

Renovation /
reconstruction
costs

Overall costs
renovation /
reconstruction

Total costs

Market values
per m2

Final market values

m2

¤/m2

¤

¤/m2

¤

¤

¤/m2

¤

G/1. 647.36

350.00

226,576.00

400.00

258,944.00

485,520.00

1,400.00

906,304.00

G/2. 660.75

300.00

198,225.00

650.00

429,487.50

627,712.50

1,400.00

925,050.00

G/3. 1,858.15

125.00

232,268.75

1,000.00

1,858,150.00

2,090,418.75

1,400.00

2,601,410.00

2,546,581.50

3,203,651.25

4,432,764.00

657,069.75
Land

Current value

2

m

¤/m

53,000

2.00

Appreciation of buildings
Appreciation of land
Overall Appreciation

Overall current value

2

Final value

Overall final value

2

¤

¤/m

106,000.00

9.00

¤
447,000.00

¤ 1,229,112.75
¤ 341,000.00
¤ 1,570,112.75

G/1 level of conservation good
G/2 level of conservation fair
G/3 level of conservation very poor
COL VENTIDUE ORE
Gross areas
Buildings

Current values

Current market
costs

Renovation /
reconstruction
costs

Overall costs
renovation /
reconstruction

Total costs

Market values
per m2

Final market values

m2

¤/m2

¤

¤/m2

¤

¤

¤/m2

¤

G/3. 771.00

70.00

53,970.00

1,100.00

848,100.00

902,000.00

1,200.00

925,000.00

848,100.00

902,000.00

925,000.00

53,970.00
Land

Current value

Overall current value

Final value

Overall final value

m2

¤/m2

¤

¤/m2

¤

15,000

0.30

4,500.00

5.00

75,000.00

Overall current value

Final value

Overall final value

Appreciation of buildings
Appreciation of land
Overall Appreciation

¤ 23,000.00
¤ 70,500.00
¤ 93,500.00

VAL VERTA
Land
2

98

Current value
2

m

¤/m

35,000

0.40

Appreciation of land

¤

161,000.00

Overall appreciation of the three areas:
Mattietti
Col delle ventidue ore
Val Verta
Overall Appreciation

¤ 1,570,112.75
¤
93,500.00
¤ 161,000.00
¤ 1,824,612.75

Giuseppe Benetti, Angelo Chemin, Enrico Fontanari, Domenico Patassini

2

¤

¤/m

14,000.00

5.00

¤
175,000.00
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interconnected and allow us to verify the conditions Brenta (pati, preliminary document), for the current
under which the specific environmental model to which Grappa Area Plan, for the Plan for the Area of the Seven
the project refers hold good.
Towns, which has already been adopted, for the Hydrogeological Structure Plan (pai), and for the Territorial
Provincial Plan itself, down to the management of
within a possible cultural framework
specific aspects of the protection of scis and spzs in the
Canale di Brenta and the Grappa massif. The project
In analytical documents of the alpter project and in many suggests principles and standards for the protection of the
studies carried out at iuav University in Venice, it has been terraced landscape and the reclamation of the terracing,
emphasized that the project area belongs to a territory in the dwellings and the simple outhouses.
which there have been repeated and violent “border
oscillations”. It is in fact the node of a “buffer network”
between the PreAlps and the Po Valley, between the Asiago communication
plateau and the Monte Grappa massif; a network in part
destroyed by the questionable settlement patterns that The project provides for dissemination of the results with
urban sprawl has imported into the Canale di Brenta.
the objective of drawing attention to the area in question.
A first effect of the project concerns the repositioning of To this end provision has been made for organizing the
the area in the cultural framework of the territory, and project information on a web portal and enhancing it
the benefit will be the more evident, the greater is its with comparative analysis of other terraced landscapes
contribution to the reconstruction of the network. But considered in the alpter programme and in other related
there are other more minute effects, which relate to a programmes
material culture which still has much to teach with its
system of collection and distribution of water, of See chapter 7.
orienting the buildings and of dry-stone construction, Which also includes the localities of: Spizzo, Col Mezzorigo and Ponte Subiolo, with
Smirna, Mori, Val Verta and Oliero valleys.
the rebirth of the courtyard, the return to the sun-ripened theWhich
also includes the Sasso Stefani locality and the Bastioni valley.
orchard, the restoration of watering places and springs Add to these the localities of Pian Valente, and the hamlets of Costa and Collicello,
in Val Frenzela, Lora, Onda, Oliero di Sopra and Oliero di Sotto.
which in the past allowed the construction of dwellings, Giaconi
A large open cistern located at the top of the terracing. Underground cisterns in the
the return to cultivable land. These effects are closely courtyards have a system of water collection consisting of paved channels which allow
connected with the environmental benefits, but also with the water to settle before being fed into the cistern. The latter is usually covered by a
false dome.
new hopes of life.
Subiolo, together with the Oliero caves, is one of the most important subterranean
1
2

3
4

5

6

“fine” government of the territory
The project has the potential for producing far-frommarginal effects on planning and local government in the
territory, providing guidelines and rules for the Intermunicipality Territorial Structure Plan for the Canale di

cavities in the entire area. It is a remarkable ecological and landscape feature, and
houses a speleology laboratory.
7
In this connection, see the contribution in chapter 6 by Leonardo Filesi.
8
In rare cases the corbelling may be executed with a course of stone laid horizontally.
9
The Agency will have a cross-border character and will include among its main
statutory aims the creation and exploitation of devices for the protection of terraced
landscapes, and the integration of national Codes with the European Convention; the
experience acquired will be useful in developing a “landscape law”. A complementary
objective concerns the devising of instruments for multi-area planning and
governance (agriculture, energy, parks, etc.).
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Laws and policies
Enrico Fontanari

The twofold effect – conservation and revitalization – of
the action to rehabilitate the terraced landscapes is already
anticipated in the legislation and regulations that govern
their territorial transformation. We present a few examples
of this framework of reference in this chapter.
On the one hand, it provides rules and guidelines for the
conservation of such places, laying down precise provisions
for the protection and safeguarding of terraced areas on
different territorial scales and giving indications and rules
for the conservation and restoration of artefacts, with
detailed statements as to the types of materials and building
technologies that may be used.
On the other, the construction of a legal framework also
represents an opportunity to identify unitary and
homogeneous segments of the terraced territories (at least
as regards certain main features), and enables the wide
variety of terraced landscapes to be organized into uniform
territorial areas (“terracing units”), a process that constitutes
a useful tool when it comes to organizing and targeting
public financing directed at the recovery of rural areas of
heritage interest.
This experiment, which involved particular efforts in
connection with the planning proposals for the Canale di
Brenta, represents a very important step towards the
implementation of public policies that are not limited
solely to underpinning action to restore terraces, but also
facilitate the redevelopment of production and foster the
start-up of new businesses that are economically profitable
and can guarantee the availability of the resources (financial
and human) required for maintenance of the terraces. In
this way, the foundations are laid so that action to recover
the terraced areas complies with the essential criteria for
both environmental and socio-economic sustainability.
As regards the prescriptive component that is directed
more at the safeguarding and conservation of these
landscapes, it is important to stress how, in the various
cases, emphasis is placed on a number of fragile aspects
needing protection and, in general, on a quite wide variety
102

of different components and resources to be safeguarded.
This is the case, for example, with the frequent allusions to
hydro-geological risk issues, the poor state of physical
conservation of the artefacts, the role of terracing as a factor
in making the most of water resources or the reference to
the high level of biodiversity in terraced terrain and to the
need to protect and enhance it.
The wide variety of components and territorial scale in this
complex situation involves the need to use legislative
instruments, principles and laws enforced by a number of
judicial and administrative bodies at different institutional
levels. In the case presented by the Liguria partners, for
example, and keeping in mind the type of issue addressed
(hydro-geological risk), territorial reference necessarily has
to be on a vast scale, often in the absence of clear legislative
indications, with all the complications that this causes
when it comes to setting and enforcing regulations.
Generally speaking, the lack of a unitary and coherent legal
framework to which reference can be made when setting
guidelines for terraced landscapes makes it difficult to
define and draft clear and easily manageable rules and
regulations, and this in turn complicates the task of public
administrations in controlling transformation by enforcing
planning instruments. Too often, public administrations
have been obliged to resort to forms of “indirect” defence
of terraced landscapes using laws and regulations taken
from other sectors of environmental protection and
territorial law, with the consequence that legislative
situation as regards this cultural landscape has been left
vague, unspecific and therefore often ineffective.
The more solid aspect of the regulatory system aimed at
the restoration and conservation of terraced landscapes
remains the part that deals with the physical features of
artefacts, where tradition and the experience of the
architectural and planning sectors have resulted in a greater
capacity for the definition of permissible forms of action
(especially as regards building materials and techniques).
When it comes to the relationship between laws and
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regulations on the one hand, and to policies supporting
rehabilitative action in terraced areas on the other,
especially as regards the economic activities that can be
developed there, both the Veneto case and the case of the
Bregaglie area in Switzerland feature elements of
considerable interest.
In both cases, there is a recognized need to support
planned actions with clear policies if there is to be any hope
of giving substance and “durability” to such actions,
particularly in view of the problems associated with the
expensive and difficult constant maintenance that these
places need.
The efforts that have been made in these case studies have
focused on coordination of the economic planning of
funding for rural activities in general and mountain area
activities in particular, with the aim of safeguarding the
heritage of terraced landscapes. This is an interesting
attempt to combine the allocation of cultural values
(historical heritage, memory and identity, etc.) to this
portion of the rural landscape with actions and policies that
bring into play the system for agricultural subsidies set up
by various institutional organizations (the European Union
and Regions in eu countries, central government and local
government in the Swiss case).
The concept that lies at the base of these legislative
experiments is that of combining concern for a territory’s
production processes and for those involved, with action to
conserve and manage the rural heritage, attempting to
identify an appropriate level of compatibility between
objectives targeted at safeguarding and transformative
action which is indispensable if these areas are to be
revitalized by redeveloping existing activities or introducing
new activities, which may also be of an experimental
nature. The new judicial and operational reference
framework defined by the European Landscape
Convention constitutes a backdrop for these initiatives and
provides a theoretical and legal precondition for them.
In conclusion, the ongoing experiment in connection with

Canale di Brenta seems interesting where it has proved
possible to connect the results of research projects
conducted in the framework of alpter with the territorial
planning action of the municipal authorities. The studies
conducted for the alpter research led to definition of the
various values that can be attributed to the terraced
landscapes, from cultural and identity values to those
associated with the prevention of hydro-geological risk.
The results of this research were then fully integrated into
the information base of the new Valley Master Plan1,
thereby providing a basis for the definition of action
policies and of protection guidelines appropriate to the
type of terracing in question.
It has therefore been possible to include terraced areas
among the territorial and landscape categories to be
protected, along with a series of specific measures for the
conservation and restoration of various artefacts. Steps have
also been taken to define the transformations allowed in the
different terracing units; these will then be regulated in a
specific manner in the territories of individual
municipalities and with special attention to those located in
urbanized contexts, which represent one of the aspects of
the new, complex relationship between the urban and rural
that characterizes the formation of the contemporary city.
The interpretation and classification of the terraced areas as
cultural landscape to be protected and promoted has also
enabled the category of terracing to be included among
those entitled to finance for safeguarding and redeveloping
the rural heritage at a regional level. The pre-requisites have
thus been established to make funding available also to
private actors, who represent the most fragile part of the
whole action to rehabilitate and improve the terraced areas
because of the considerable commitment it requires in
terms of financial and human resources.
The Valley Master Plan (Piano di assetto territoriale intercomunale, in accordance with
Regional Planning Law no.11/2004) involves all the municipal authorities in Canale di
Brenta.

1

Laws and policies
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Principles and laws of protection, conservation
and restoration for the terracing of the Canale di Brenta
Giuseppe Benetti, Domenico Patassini

The analysis of the terraced landscapes of the Canale di
Brenta carried out during the alpter programme and the
research activities coordinated by the iuav University of
Venice enabled “terracing units” to be identified (according
to altitude, angle of slope, texture, forms of settlement,
degree of decay, land uses) and a number of general
principles to be clarified.
Both principles and regulations have been proposed to the
municipal authorities of the Canale di Brenta involved in
drafting the Valley Master Plan called for by Regional Law
11/2004 (Campolongo sul Brenta, Cismon del Grappa,
Pove del Grappa, San Nazario, Solagna, Valstagna, Brenta
mountain communities), to the administrations of the
Province of Vicenza and the Veneto Region.

protection principles for terraced landscapes
1. This legislative outline identifies the fundamental
principles that should govern the protection and
enhancement of the historical, cultural, productive,
landscape and aesthetic components of the terraced
landscapes in Canale di Brenta, and takes account of
restriction orders, Italian law and European and
international obligations. The protection principles are
fundamental to management of the terraced landscape as a
whole and of its constituent components.
2. Protection of the terraced landscape takes place in
compliance with the following principles:
Protection and safety: protection of the terraced landscape
and cultural heritage that it contains constitutes the priority
element of interest and action of the local communities and
organizations responsible for governance of the territory.
Observance of the principles of protection and safety
guarantees prevention of natural and anthropic risks, helps
to mitigate the effects of calamitous events and reduces the
vulnerability of the territory. As regards the governance of
terraced land, there are provisions for actions designed to
104

ensure maintenance and prevention through ordinary
forms of programming and planning, encouraging recovery,
rehabilitation and environmental renovation in coordination with the system of assessment and prevention
operated by the civil defence authority. The bodies
responsible for governance of the territory work according
to the principle of prevention and precaution, adopting
appropriate measures in line with targeted and comprehensive scientific investigations and ensuring that every decision
is preceded by an assessment of the risks and potential
consequences if no action is taken. The investigative
analyses and the results of risk assessment processes are in
the public domain and must be made available to the local
communities in the most suitable forms;
Conservation and use of water: water is an integral part of
the terraced landscape. There are provisions to encourage
the identification (also via archaeological investigations)
and the conservation of the systems for collecting, storing
and using rainwater, drip water and groundwater. There is
support too for the restoration and conservation of wells,
tanks, small springs, mountain pasture dewponds and
other ad-hoc and network structures. There is
encouragement for the coordination of planning and
management activities to be undertaken in conjunction
with the consortia called Consorzi di bonifica operating in
the areas concerned;
Agricultural sustainability: cultivation of the terraces is a
guarantee of their protection and development. Traditional
and innovative crops must be compatible with the context
and must support the enhancement of a balanced
biodiversity;
Social re-appropriation: the return of the local population
and other interested parties to the terraces, whether on a
temporary or permanent basis, is another pre-requisite for
their protection. Financial incentives to return, associative
ownership, the updating of land registry and valuation
records, management of community land and tax relief
measures can all help to enhance social aspects and foster a
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sense of identity and belonging and to involve outside
parties. The social re-appropriation of the terraces must
foster the integrated and sustainable management of the
land, overcoming the constraints arising from the division
of property into lots and ensuring transparency of title to
community land (full or quiescent share);
Energy saving: protection and development actions must be
designed to save energy, using traditional construction,
production and residence models and supporting the
production of alternative energies that are compatible with
the context;
Ecological significance and biodiversity: with its morphology
and its construction types the terraced landscape
contributes to the formation of ecological niches and to the
development of biodiversity. Every protection and
development action must reinforce the ecological
significance and biodiversity of the context;
Transparency and democracy: the process of drawing up and
approving general and specific projects, programmes and
plans for terraced territories must provide for suitable
forms of publicity to ensure the consultation and
participation of the citizens, cultural and economic
associations and collective representation bodies and for
the use of appropriate ways of achieving connection and
collaboration. Participation of all parties directly involved
in the subjective judicial situations at issue must be
guaranteed through the widest possible publicity of the
procedures concerned. Decisions regarding the siting of
works and infrastructures must involve the widest possible
participation through public hearings or instruments of
governance of the environment and landscape;
Equity: the carrying out of protection and development
activities whether by public or private initiative, must take
place in a framework guaranteeing equal rights of use and
enjoyment and equal duties to protect and conserve the
terraced landscape as a common asset. In order to
guarantee the quality and efficiency of infrastructural
installations in terraced areas, the planning procedures may

provide for private parties to pay a share of the relative costs
in accordance with the criteria established by the national
and regional laws;
Legality of the territory: any transformation must be carried
out in compliance with the instruments of governance
currently in force in the area and with any laws or
regulations concerning terraced landscapes. Any action
which is unauthorized or otherwise in breach of such
regulatory instruments shall be subject to the penal, civil
and administrative penalties provided for by current
legislation. The municipalities participating in the Valley
Master Plan (pati) are responsible for exercising vigilance
and carrying out checks on urban and building
transformation work in order to ensure that it complies
with protection and development laws, with the directives
of planning instruments and with the instructions and
constraints attached to any building permits.

terracing units and guidelines
The following terracing units are identified in the plan1:
Terraced sites of high landscape value and important as regards
maintenance of the perceptual quality of Canale di Brenta
These are areas that need public or private action in order
to develop their ability to stimulate and respond to
tourism, for which their specific circumstances offer
considerable potential. There are no significant hydrogeological problems.
Concessions and incentives should be available to facilitate
public and/or private rehabilitative action in line with the
protection principles set out in Article 2. Rehabilitative
activities constitute an integral part of any action plan.
Terracing that is important as regards the hydro-geological
problem and performs a risk-mitigation function for settlements
further down the slope

Principles and laws of protection, conservation and restoration for the terracing of the Canale di Brenta
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These are areas for which high risk and ongoing decay
processes make it advisable to undertake the maintenance
or restoration of dry walls, water channelling systems and
surface drainage systems.
In cases where the water channels function as access routes
to terraces, settlements and the mountainside pathway
system, any restoration, rehabilitation or new construction
work on the access system must not alter the hydraulic
function, the natural morphology and the construction
characteristics of the infrastructure, such as dry-stone
coverings, types of water inlet and conduit sides, mulattiere,
intersections, etc.
Incentives must be provided for public and private risklimitation activities and for the maintenance and care of
the landscape, also for production purposes, provided that
the traditional settlement capacity is not exceeded.

The restoration of terracing systems in urban courtyards is
to be encouraged in order to replace or cover work carried
out in non-compatible materials.
Restoration, redevelopment or new building actions
must comply with the reconstruction principles
quoted above.

Terracing situated in intermediate areas between the
settlement and the slope in areas still used for family agriculture
These are areas whose territorial and landscape value
require the application of specific measures to ensure
protection of settlement types and patterns, and the
imposition of strict limits on building permits.
Permission should be available for actions to enhance
agriculture and tourism provided that they comply with
traditional types, shapes, building and energy production
technologies.

pilot regulations for the conservation,
restoration and development of terraced
landscapes: proposal for building regulations

Terracing situated within residential centres which features
partial overlap with existing buildings.
These are areas where the development of the settlement
has caused the fragmentation and reduction of water
filtering efficiency and the subdivision and interruption of
the terraced landscape. There must be measures to
encourage settlement and environmental reconstruction in
these areas with a view to restoring the unified character of
the terraced system, also from ecological and landscape
points of view.
106
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Abandoned terracing which is covered by vegetation
These are areas that are already seriously decayed and
difficult to recover. For this reason, it is recommended
that a managed process of re-naturalization be allowed
to take place, together with rehabilitation of the water
system. The aim is to reach a natural balance and a
sustainable water system, in partnership with the
forestry, catchment area and land drainage authorities.

Area: Mattietti - Col delle ventidue ore
A. Rehabilitation of terracing:
1. In the partial or complete reconstruction of dry-stone
walls, the incorporation of stone blocks into concrete mix
is not allowed, with or without the use of formwork. The
use of bedding mortar is acceptable (better if with a base of
quicklime), as is replacement of the rubble inner counterwall with horizontal layers of concrete interspersed with
layers of rough gravel in contact with the dry-stone face in
order to ensure free drainage.
2. The construction of a reinforced concrete inner wall
permitted only in cases such as where the dry-stone
masonry has to support new sections of road that are
particularly subject to heavy loads or an embankment
supporting a building. In such cases, the outer walling
must be of dry-stone masonry and special care must be
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devoted to ensuring free drainage of water from bother
inner and outer structures.
Where there is sufficient space, road sections should be
supported by the use of “reinforced earth” together with
geotextiles.
3. In the construction of terraces, a minimum amount of
bedding mortar may be used between the horizontal stone
courses to ensure greater safety and robustness, but the wall
must remain fully permeable for drainage purposes and no
mortar must be visible once the wall is completed.
On completion, mallets and chisels should be used to give
the whole face of the wall an even appearance.
4. Changes in the heights of terraces and in the areas for
cultivation (inclined) are not allowed.
5. The planting of fruit trees at a distance of less than 3.00
metres from the upper edge or from the bottom of drystone walls is not allowed. The planting of tall-stemmed
plants is not allowed.
6. The keeping of animals (sheep and goats) is not allowed
unless they are permanently penned. Wire or wooden
fencing for this purpose must be placed at least 1.5 metres
from the top or bottom of dry-stone walls.
7. The use of mechanical vehicles close to dry-stone walls
should be avoided.
8. Proper maintenance of the terraces involves the need to
remove weeds from the upper ridges of the walls and to
clean the gullies.
9. The cleaning and weeding of vertical surfaces should be
done by hand, taking care not to remove the smaller stone
components of the wall along with the soil around the
roots. This operation is indispensable to the free drainage
function of the walls.
B. Rehabilitation of dwellings and outbuildings:
1. Actions aimed at restoring and restructuring must take
place in an overall context of cultural, historical and
environmental conservation of the whole site, including
the rehabilitation of other artefacts, such as water conduits,
wells, tanks, ice houses, barns, pig-sties and military

buildings and the conservation of meadows.
2. All restoration work, both internal and external, should
be carried out with respect for and using traditional
techniques and materials.
3. Extraordinary maintenance work (replacing stairs,
floors, roofs, cornices, etc.) must be carried out with
traditional building materials, forms and types. In order to
ensure compliance with this principle, such work will be
authorized only upon presentation of architectural
drawings supported by photographic documentation. The
substitution of wooden flooring by structures in concrete,
clay/cement mix or any other material is therefore
prohibited.
4. Restructuring of the interior of buildings is permitted,
including knocking together contiguous properties
provided it involves no change to the external outline of the
buildings or to the size, shape and positions of doors and
windows in the perimeter walls.
5. Buildings of no more than two floors (ground and first)
may be raised by one floor. If the buildings in question are
two rooms deep, back and front, and therefore twice the
volume, the part to be raised must involve just one order of
rooms, front or back, and the roof must be double pitched,
with the ridge along the longitudinal axis of the building.
6. The eaves of the buildings must remain at the same
height as before. If wooden or concrete cordons are
inserted their impost level must correspond to the intrados
of the window lintels on the top floor and must not exceed
25-30 centimetres in height.
7. The angle of slope of the pitched roofs must remain
unaltered, i.e. no less than 40% and no more than 45%.
The overhang of the eaves along the longer walls must not
exceed 50 centimetres in the horizontal plane. The overhang
of the fascia of the pitched roof on the gable ends must not
exceed 10 centimetres.
8. The gutters must be semi-circular in section and 33
centimetres (max. 40 centimetres) in diameter and supported
with traditional shape brackets. Gutters or troughs that are
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bulky enough to hide the thickness of the terracotta pantiling
are not allowed along the line of the pitched roof at the gable
ends; only drainaway troughs positioned under the end
pantiles with a visible height of 3-4 centimetres.
9. Rendering must be of the existing type, using natural
hydraulic lime-based binder with aggregates of fine 2-8
millimetres grade gravel (ghiaietta mezzanella) mixed with
river sand, while in the buildings located higher up, the
rendering will be made up of quarried mixed clay-bound
dolomite gravel of the same grade. The topcoat of the upper
surfaces should be float-finished to reproduce the traditional
textures and colours of the external plaster of the area.
Plastering of the vertical surfaces of existing masonry must
be carried with a levelling board of no more than 1.2
metres in length and without banding.
The colours of plaster finishes will be those of natural
materials with shades ranging from pale straw-yellow to
light grey, depending on the aggregates used. Modern
plaster finishes may not be used, nor strong colours that
clash with the traditional colours of the area.
10. Stone materials of the original types and sizes must be
used when restoring or renovating building stones,
abutments, window sills, doorsteps, stairs, inscriptions,
decorations and dates; no materials that are alien to the
traditions of the area should be introduced.
12. In the areas where the situation is one of severe decay,
with buildings in a state of complete or partial collapse,
such as in the area of Col delle Ventidue Ore, rebuilding
work may make use of materials, structures and building
techniques that are compatible with the architectural
enhancement of the pre-existing walls and settlement
system.
Such work will pay particular attention to the use of
renewable energy, solar and wind in particular, and to the
application of bio-architecture techniques.
Public, private or mixed initiative projects and plans will
underlie all conservation, restoration and territorial
redevelopment work.
108

13. The ground floor rooms of rural buildings that were
formerly used for agricultural purposes (for storing wood
or equipment.
14. New outbuildings for the storage of equipment and
vehicles, etc. may be constructed within the existing
terraced areas or by creating new terraced shelters in the
higher parts where possible, with the upper part covered
with soil to a thickness of 40-50 centimetres. Temporary
constructions in wood, metal or other lightweight
materials may also be erected, but in compliance with the
the provisions of planning law applicable to agricultural
areas they must not have concrete foundations.
15. Greenhouses may be erected for agricultural purposes
as long as they have no concrete flooring or foundations
and provided their construction involves no changes to the
original terraced surface.
16. New tracks (wide enough for a vehicle where possible,
though not wider than 2.5 metres) may be constructed to
connect the existing buildings with the new access road.
Any new tracks must not involve the modification of the
existing terraced structures and must be constructed with
the dry-stone masonry technique as described earlier. To
this end, detailed plans must be presented and approved
before work begins.
17. External paving must involve the use of original
techniques and materials, stones or concrete made with
local gravel of various grades. Glazed ceramic, terracotta,
marble and granolithic tiles may not be used, nor may
“crazy paving” using slabs marble of various types and
colour.
18. No masonry or metal structures of any kind may be
used to fence buildings or cultivated terraced land. Simple
wooden fences may be erected and horizontal light metal
bars may be used where there is potential danger for
pedestrians or for farm workers.
The terracing units are identified in the degree thesis of M. Tres, E.Zatta, Terraced
landscapes in the Canale di Brenta iuav University of Venice, Faculty of Planning, 2006
(Supervisors: Domenico Patassini and Stefano Munarin).
1
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Landscapes of the Bregaglia: plans and policies
Silvio Werder, Maurizio Michael

regional guideline plan
The Bregaglia boasts a unique scenic and
environmental heritage, the distinctive feature of
which is the variety of landscape types due to the
enormous differences in altitude. These landscape
types range from Mediterranean-style chestnut woods
to areas covered by glaciers.
The Regional Guideline Plan formulates what it calls
the “settlement concept” the contents of which can be
summarized as follows:
Analysis of the initial situation:
Landscape change is considerably advanced. Many

areas that were cultivated in the past have become or
are becoming woodlands again. In the band of
broadleaf woods, the land that is no longer cultivated
is subject to rapid reforestation.
The reforestation of meadows and pastures is linked to
the demolition of buildings and other artefacts
associated with cultivation (dry-stone wall terracing
and hedges) and to substantial changes in the
landscape framework. It also provokes the loss of the
recreational function of the landscape and an
impoverishment of biological variety.
The conservation of a large part of the open landscape
is guaranteed by farmers who breed small livestock.

Pilot project “Rural landscapes (fallow land)”
The Regional Administration of Bregaglia has entrusted the Bregaglia Forestry
Commission (cfb) with the organization and implementation of the corep.
The composition of the corep
The corep is made up of a coordinator (a member of the cfb) and a
representative from every stake-holding group (agriculture, hunting, buildings,
nature and tourism). The interest groups designate their representatives
in agreement with the corep. The composition of the corep must be approved
by the management committee of the Region.
The corep can co-opt external experts for single actions. The regional planning
department is involved to guarantee coordination with the regional guideline
plan.
The tasks of the corep
The corep is responsible for implementing the actions according to conservation
priorities and to ensure that individual participants act in a coordinated way
(forestry agencies, farmers, hunters, land owners, volunteers, etc.). This initially
involves the following duties:
– Coordination of all the activities to keep the rural landscape open;
– Start-up of individual actions with the appointment of a working group
in agreement with the Regional and Municipal Administrations involved, drawing
up of a list of specific tasks and responsibilities, organization of financing
and supporting all actors throughout their work;
– Quality control of the actions carried out;
– Provision of regular information to the municipalities and the population;
– Devising of long-term programming with cost estimate;
– Annual reporting to the Region with plan and cost estimate;
– Development of further actions as needed.
The corep operates independently on the basis of an annual programme and cost
estimate approved by the Regional Administration.
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Objectives and strategies:
There are three types of rural landscape (see Figs. 1 and 2):
Valley floors with landscape on side slopes (6 areas)
Chestnut woods (2 areas)
Mountains (18 areas)
The main objective is the maintenance of the openness
of the rural landscape through the use and care of the
land, and in so doing to try to conserve part of the
evidence of traditional cultivation.
The intention therefore is to employ targeted
strategies. These include the promotion of various
forms of cultivation, the care of individual areas that
are important for the conservation of certain varieties
and species, the promotion of sustainable tourism and
the raising of awareness among the local population.
The main actions take place at three levels. The first
level involves detailed planning and the inclusion of
measures needed in the area plans. The second level
aims to find ways of harmonizing the interests of
agriculture, the protection of nature and the landscape,
and tourism. The function of the third level is to
calibrate and ensure the availability of financing.

[1.]

[2.]

pilot project “rural landscapes (mountains)”
Objectives:
Implementation of the Regional Guideline Plan for the
mountainous area.
Clarification of the objectives and strategies for the
conservation of rural landscapes as the basis for the
implementation of the concept in municipal area
plans,
Creation of an inventory of all buildings within model
perimeters and systematic assessment of their
importance in the framework of the landscape.
The principles of sustainable development are to be
kept in mind.

[3.]
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Methodology and organization:
On the basis of the specific premises and of the
objectives, the project was drawn up by 2 working
groups. The first had the task of dealing with the
conservation of the rural landscape and the second
with the definition of measures for the conservation of
the buildings.
Summary of the final report:
The conservation and future development of
mountain areas can only be tackled with an integral
approach and both are of social, economic and
ecological importance. Given the particular
characteristics of the mountainous areas, it is not
possible to adapt an existing management model. The
main objective of this pilot project is to draw up an
action plan to manage the dual priority of mountain
buildings and mountain landscapes in a sustainable
way. This plan must take account of the existing
economic, political and administrative conditions and
will act as a basis for the implementation of the
concept in the municipal area plans.
There are 9 areas of fallow land at low altitude in a
band between 1,400 and 1,600 metres a.s.l.. The ones
most in need of a conservation policy have been
identified, above all from the point of view of their
agricultural potential (accessibility, production), the
animal resources and bio-diversity (see Fig. 3). At the
same time, however, these same areas of fallow land are
the ones most vulnerable to reforestation and therefore
require a greater amount of careful tending.
The steps to be taken in order to be able, at least
partially, to achieve the objective of conserving a part
of the mountains are listed in 7 action sheets.

Figure 1.
Pilot project “Rural
landscapes (Mountains)”:
map of fallow land areas.
Figure 2.
Pilot project “Rural
landscapes (Mountains)”:
landscape concept.
Figure 3.
Pilot project “Rural
landscapes (Mountains)”:
level of interest for the
conservation of fallow land.
Figure 4.
Animal and vegetable species
under threat.

[4.]
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Cultivation contracts and means of financing
(oqe)
Contracts
It is expected that the project’s objectives will be
achieved through voluntary management
agreements made with small farmers in the Val
Bregaglia, (voluntary management contracts will be
used only for land and buildings included in the
project inventory). The setting up of the
agreements will include an element of in-depth
consultation, both as regards ecological issues and
for questions concerning the agricultural
management of ecological compensation surfaces
and the suitable use of organic manures on all
surfaces, including those that are not ecological
compensation surfaces.
Operations such as timber hauling and the
rehabilitation of chestnut woods and dry-stone
walls can be carried out by the farmers themselves
or by other individuals or groups (forestry workers,
the unemployed, community service, etc.),
according to their experience, the difficulty of the
operation and other practical or organizational
factors to be considered case by case.

Final Report:
Action Plan Extract
landscape working group Renzo Giovanoli,
Marco Giacometti, Nelda Corretti, Patrizia
Guggenheim, Duri Bischoff, Andrea Giovanoli
buildings working group Armando Ruinelli,
Martin Ganzoni, Mario Giovanoli, Graziano Ferrari,
Marcello Crüzer
consultants Silvio Werder, Joseph Sauter

Operational costs
It is planned that the operational costs of the
project will be financed, according to the case in
question, through the Ordinance on ecological
quality (oqe), the Ordinance on direct payments
(opd) and the law on the protection of nature (lpn).
Financing through the oqe includes all the land
registry areas of the five municipalities of Bregaglia
corresponding to all useful agricultural surfaces
(sau). The areas which are not included in the land
registry (various mountains, summering areas,
community pastures) do not qualify for the
payments. The criterion used for estimating oqe
contributions was the surfaces registered in the
Cantonal agricultural department with an sau area
of 589 hectares (2006).
The oqe provides a source of finance only for
operational work performed on the basis of the
farm contracts.
Financing
It is planned that the ordinary costs of the project
will be financed through the oqe. Financing through
the oqe includes all the parcelled land in the valley
that falls within the area registered as useful
agricultural surface (sau); this extends to territory
covered by all the municipalities of Bregaglia.

Grigioni; Regional forestry service; Office for
agriculture, improvement of facilities and measuring;
Planning office; Bregaglia hunting district
Procedure Appointment of the corep coordinator
(Region); Appointment of specialists (Region);
Drawing up regulations that indicate objectives,
responsibilities and actions needed; Formulating a
cost and financing plan; Documentation of work
carried out
Finances Region; Municipalities; Organizations and
companies directly involved

Action Sheet n. 1 Regional Coordination for Tending
the Landscape (corep)
Basic situation Fallow land and forests in Bregaglia
are currently managed in an uncoordinated fashion
by a number of different organizations and
individuals; The current system does not allow the
potential of individual actions undertaken with a view
to conserving fallow land to be developed to the full.
Objectives To provide optimal guidance for the
activities of individual actors in accordance with the
priorities established at regional and municipal levels.
To identify all influences on the management and
conservation of fallow land and buildings (forestry
service, fauna, farmers, building consultants, etc.).
To inform the wider public on the importance of the
sustainable management of fallow land.
Reference bases Cantonal and federal laws and
ordinances on agricultural and silviculture, in
particular, as regards the management of meadows
and pastures; The Regional silviculture project
Concepts of protecting hunting interests (Cantonal
office for hunting and fishing) ; Planning laws.
Actions To create a regional coordination centre for
the tending of the landscape corep; To identify a
chief coordinator at a regional level; To bring together
a team of specialists within the corep
Start and duration Start: 2005
Duration: 2005 onwards
Coordination Pilot project; Concept of
interconnection and possible other actions
Participants Region and Municipalities; Agricultural
businesses and independent livestock breeders that
manage fallow land; Forestry office of southern
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Action Sheet n. 2 Urgent measures (cleansing of
wooded meadows and pastures)
Basic situation The fallow land in Bregaglia will
partly be managed to allow surfaces to be recovered
that were dedicated to agriculture up to now
The advancement of the forest causes a further loss
in fallow land in the areas concerned with biodiversity
(see pilot project)
Objectives Recovery of the surfaces for which the
future cultivation is guaranteed
Coordination with the pasturing concept (see pilot
project)
Hedges and bushes with an important ecological
function are maintained
Basics Cantonal and federal laws and orders on
agricultural and silviculture, in particular, the way of
managing meadows and pastures
Regional silvicultural project; Information (Merkblatt)
of the office for agriculture, improvement of the
structures and measuring (uamsm)
Actions Establish the priority recovery surfaces;
Drawing up the packaging with the regional forestry
service and the cultivators; Delivery of the request for
contributions; Executing recovery works
Start and duration 2005 onwards
Coordination Pilot project; Concept of
interconnection and any other actions
Participants Region and Municipalities; corep;
Agricultural businesses and breeders that are not part

Only the farmers’ operational work may be
financed through the oqe. The surfaces registered
by the Cantonal agriculture department must be
used as a basis for estimation of the contributions
available through the oqe. The financing available
through the oqe can be added to finance from
other sources, such as the LPN for the
management and conservation of meadowland. The
oqe provides for a contribution of 500 Swiss Francs
per hectare for interconnecting surfaces and a
contribution of 500 Swiss Francs per hectare for
surfaces that correspond to the quality standards.
The maximum finance for operational work
available through the oqe is estimated as around
76,000 Swiss Francs per year on the basis of the 152
hectares of ecological compensation surface
currently registered in interconnection.
The interconnection project includes various
measures that cannot be financed through the oqe.
In particular, these concern a number of measures
aimed at the rehabilitation of chestnut woods,
various areas that are now wooded but which have
good potential for reclamation and repairs to drystone walls.
These measures will be coordinated by the corep
working group and in the framework of the alpter
project.

of an organization that manage the fallow land;
Regional forestry service; Office for agriculture,
improvement of the structures and measuring;
Forestry office of the southern Grigioni
Procedure Approval of the project by uamsm;
Executing works; Documentation of works done
Finances uamsm; Municipalities; Agricultural
businesses

Action Sheet n. 3 Concept of interconnection
(including the arid land priority surfaces)
Basic situation Public contributions are not given in
Bregaglia for conservation actions of high ecological
value structures (dry lawns, flowering lawns, swamps,
land for litter, terracing, etc.)
The advancement of the forest causes a further loss
in fallow land in the areas concerned with biodiversity
(see pilot project)
Objectives Interconnect vital spaces; Use direct
payments available through opd and oqe; Consider
the useful agriculture surface and the surfaces of
fallow land with high quality ecological land (e.g. dry
lawns)
Basics Federal order on ecological quality oqe 910.14,
art. 4; Federal order on the protection of nature and
landscape opn 451.1, art. 15 and 19; Federal inventory
“Dry lawns and pastures”; Survey on
Camenisch&Zahner biodiversity on 30.09.2004;
“Beschreibung und Bewertung 19 ausgewählter
Maiensässe“; Rural landscape pilot project
Actions Drawing up the interconnection concept
(including the arid land priority surfaces); Increase
the acceptance of the ecological measures through
the involvement of municipalities and small farmers;
Motivate and make the population aware of the
tending of the cultivated landscape
Duration 2005-2006
Coordination Objects of the regional guideline plan;
Reclamation project for agricultural land August
2000; Local planning
Participants Region; corep; Agricultural businesses;
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Planner assigned for the project; Office for nature and
the environment; Forestry office of the southern
Grigioni; Regional forestry service
Procedure Request offered by branch offices (una);
Appointment of a working group (Region);
Appointment of the competent environmental office
for the study (Region)
Finances Confederation and Canton (manager: Office
for nature and the environment); Agricultural
businesses and agricultural fund; Region and
Municipalities

Action Sheet n. 4 Concept of silvipastoral
management of fallow land
Basic situation The fallow land in Bregaglia will
partly be managed to allow surfaces to be recovered
that were dedicated to agriculture up to now; A part
of the fallow land can only be reached on foot by
footpaths; The silvipastoral actions aimed at managing
the fallow land are not coordinated
Objectives Adjust the silvipastoral measures in order
to be able to preserve the fallow land in the
medium/long term according to the priorities set by
the pilot project; Drawing up a pasturing concept;
Coordinate the agricultural actions with the
silvicultural actions; Assess how the accessibility could
be improved for these fallow lands (tracks, extraction
roads, cable cars); Direct a part of the actions of the
cantonal silvicultural project in the
conservation/recreation of the fallow land
Basics Cantonal and federal laws and orders on
agriculture and silviculture, in particular, the way of
managing meadows and pastures; Regional
silvicultural project; Drawing up the interconnection
concept (including the arid land priority surfaces)
Actions Establish what the measures needed/that
can be implemented are for sustainable conservation
to be preserved for each fallow land; Pasturing
concept; Assess which measures sustained by the
cantonal silvicultural project can consider the
conservation of fallow land; Management map
Duration 2005-2007
Coordination Pilot project
Participants Region and Municipalities; corep;
Agricultural businesses and breeders that are not part
of an organization that manage the fallow land;
Regional forestry service; Association of hunters;
Office for agriculture, improvement of the structures
and measuring; Forestry office of the southern
Grigioni; Hunting and fishing office
Procedure Create a working group; Ensure financing;
Assess the necessary measures and coordinate the
actions; Draft a report and create cartography
Finances Canton of Grigioni; Region and
Municipalities; Agricultural businesses; Interregional
project iii b Alpter; Private foundations

most directed cultivation in the territory, it would be
optimal to create a small dwelling for a shepherd in
the Ren - Sot al Crep area. The barn in question –
now private property – would be given to the Region,
Municipality or Consortium. The creation of the
model project falls into the wider context of the rural
landscape project.
Objectives Testing pasturing, mowing and
silvicultural methods that together can cause the
sustainable conservation of the characteristic fallow
land of the Bregaglia; Assess the costs and benefits of
supplementary actions; Assess if it is necessary to
extend the network of extraction roads, tracks or
cable cars
Create the possibility of living for shepherds of small
cattle; Completion of the project that considers
pasturing, interventions on the forest, etc. on the
right-hand side of the valley (Tubladel-Löbbia);
Creation of a transformation/restoration that may
serve for the agriculture purpose, but also as a model
for the possible transformation of other barns
Basics Regional guideline plan object 12.401; Rural
landscape pilot project with the criteria; Local
planning of the Municipality of Soglio
Actions Develop and recover the man-made
landscape of the Valley; Make the municipalities
aware of the importance of the accurate planning of
the transformation of rural buildings
Provide a reading meter for similar projects; Motivate
and make the small farmers aware for the tending of
the cultural landscape;
Start and duration 2006: the works will extend for
some summer seasons
Coordination Pilot project
Participants Region and Municipality of Soglio;
corep; Agricultural businesses and breeders that are
not part of an organization that manage the fallow
land; Regional forestry service; Planner appointed for
the interconnection concept; Planning office;
Cantonal office for nature and the environment;
Office for historical monuments; Organizations for the
protection of nature and landscape
Procedure Definition of the property of the barn
(Region, Municipality or corporation); Define the
buyer; Appointment of an architect for an prerestoration project (following the decision on the
pasturing project); Setting-up of a pre-project for the
management of the territory and barn transformation;
Research of funds for the works; Final project; Creation
Finances Cantonal offices (historical monuments,
agriculture, others); Swiss Foundation for the
protection of the landscape; Pro Natura and other
organizations for the protection of nature and
landscape; Region/Municipality; Interregional iii/b
Alpter; Agricultural businesses/corporation of small
cattle; Private foundations

Action Sheet n. 6 Study on the economic factors of
the management of fallow land
Action Sheet n. 5 Integrated landscape project –
buildings for areas n. 7 and 8
Basic situation In order to be able to identify the set
of actions that allow the conservation of out-of-theway fallow land is needed to perform a concrete
project in a typical area. The 7 and 8 fallow land
group together the surfaces partly in critical
conditions and therefore the actions to be done are
urgent. As part of the study on rural passages, the
buildings working group indicated the general lines
for the inclusion of small residential units in the barn.
With the construction of projects that includes the

Basic situation One part of the fallow land in
Bregaglia will be managed in an extensive way
(exclusively pasturing). These fallow lands tend to be
invaded by forests. To conserve these fallow lands, it
would be necessary to at least partly change the
management, adding other measures aimed at
delaying the advancement of the forest or even
refresh the meadow to the current measure. Various
measures are hypothesized, which will however be
studied from the managerial and economic aspect.
Objectives Define where, how, by whom and with
what costs the conservation of the open rural

landscape can be guaranteed. Assess in what way the
sustainable conservation of out-of-the-way fallow
lands can be realistically guaranteed
Basics Cantonal and federal laws and orders on
agriculture and silviculture, in particular, the way of
managing meadows and pastures; Pasturing laws;
Criteria of the Cantonal office of agriculture
Actions Description of the study area (fallow lands
no. 7 and 8) and the current use of these fallow
lands; Vegetation analysis; Formulate tending
measures with a pasturing concept and other
necessary measures; Analysis of the effectiveness of
the pasturing for the conservation of fallow land;
Perform an economic analysis on the positive effects
and management costs; List the consequences for the
authorities and small farmers
Duration 2005/2006
Coordination Pilot project; Interregional project iii a
“Monticazione ovicaprina”
Participants Federal Institute for the Study of Snow
and Avalanches at Davos; Region; Landscape working
group; Agricultural businesses and breeders that are
not part of an organization that manage the fallow
land; Office for agriculture, improvement of the
structures and measuring; Forestry office of the
southern Grigione; Wildvet Projects
Procedure Analyze the Basics, the study area and
current management; Perform vegetation studies;
Plan possible management strategies; Perform the
effects and costs of the study; Document the results
and discussions
Finances Interregional Project III A “Monticazione
ovi-caprina”; Interregional Project III B “Alpter”

Action Sheet n. 7 Implementation on a municipal level
Basic situation The local planning in force does not
include the provisions needed for the implementation
of the measures set out by the rural landscape pilot
project
Objectives Creation of the legal basics for the
implementation of the measures of the rural
landscape pilot project in local planning, in the
regulations concerning the agriculture and in any
possible municipal regulations
Basics Regional guideline plan object 12.401; Rural
landscape pilot project; Local planning in force;
Municipal regulations
Actions Partial revision of the local planning based
on the rural landscape pilot project and any further
actions
Start and duration From 2006 onwards
Coordination Region and corep; Planning office;
Cantonal office for nature and the environment;
Forestry office of the southern Grigioni; Other actions
of the Apilot project
Participants Municipalities
Procedure Local planners: setting up the work
programme and terms with estimate; Council:
approval of the programme and credit appropriation;
Commission/planner: creating a partial revision draft;
Cantonal offices: preliminary examination; information
on the population; Commission/planner: review based
on the preliminary examination and the packaging for
the public exhibition; Public exhibition with an
information evening and an interview with the
planner; Issuing of observations forwarded with the
possible updating of the planning tools; Council:
approval of the revision; Borough council:
examination of any appeals; Cantonal government:
approval and issuing of any appeals
Finances Municipalities
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interconnection concept

Methodology
Analysis of the current situation with on-site surveys
Basics
and analysis of aerial photos
Federal law on agriculture: art. 76 (ecological contri- Formulation of the landscape concept. In Bregaglia the
butions)
landscape has been divided into 7 separate units; two
Ecological quality ordinance (eqo)
of which are covered by the alpter project: chestnut
woods and mountains
Objectives
Talks with farmers with cultivation contracts
The eqo is designed to foster biodiversity, develop Financing: The eqo provides for an annual connatural and semi-natural environments and encourage tribution of Swiss Francs 500/hectare.
the interconnection of ecological compensation
surfaces. Application of this ordinance leads to various Chestnut woods
forms of support for the farmers that pay particular For several years now, considerable efforts have been
attention to managing and cultivating environments made to reviving the cultivation of woods in the
with an interesting degree of biodiversity.
municipalities of Castasegna, Bondo and Soglio. Their
The main objective of the interconnection project is the care requires a considerable amount of time but does
maintenance of landscape quality in a balanced not ensure a commensurate return.
relationship between economy, society and natural The terraces and their current state have been surveyed
environment. The project provides the basis for recovery, as part of the alpter project by the Forestry Service.
where still feasible, of the original state of the landscape. Action is still needed, however, to ensure that indiThe interconnection project implemented in the Val vidual terraced areas are made safe and rehabilitated.
Bregaglia constitutes one of the support measures If the recovery of more chestnut woods is to be suppromoted by the “Rural landscapes” pilot project (see ported and their long-term conservation guaranteed,
box). The pilot project also provided the framework these areas too must be considered in the interconfor the decision to set up a permanent commission also nection concept.
as part of the pilot project called the “Regional Coordination for Care of the Landscape” (corep), which
deals with the implementation of proposed actions and
is charged with being particularly attentive to the
problems of landscape evolution and change. As well as
its responsibility for implementing concrete measures
to maintain and support animal and vegetable species
which are typical of the territory and are under threat
(see Fig 4), corep must also contribute to maintenance
of the typical structural features of the area, of the
chestnut woods and extensive agriculture, without
which the wood would swallow up an important part
of the natural, cultural and historical heritage.
114
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Safeguarding in the absence of specific legislation
Gerardo Brancucci

“Dry-stone walling” and “terracing” are a characteristic
element of the Ligurian landscape, but neither is
specifically regulated by regional laws.
Nevertheless, given the importance of these structures for
the safeguarding of rural areas, the prevention of the
hydrogeological problems and their place in the
landscape, the subject is tackled in the context of wider
issues: in an indirect way in the agricultural sector and for
some areas as a recognized value that needs to be
safeguarded.
Especially important in this connection is Law no. 77 of
20th February 2006, which contains a list of Italian sites
under the protection of unesco. This recognizes: “the
exceptional universal value of the Cinque Terre, based on
their embodiment of a clearly defined geo-cultural region,
and their ability to represent the essential and distinctive
cultural elements of this region. The landscape of the Cinque
Terre belongs to the world heritage of humanity and responds
to the criteria of integrity and authenticity that manifest
themselves in the specific nature and distinctive components
of the forms of the agricultural landscape characterized by
rural settlement and terracing sustained by dry-stone walls”.
The artefacts that are part of the rural settlement and
evidence of its material culture, whether in use or
abandoned, are recognized as elements of environmental
and historical value and an essential component of the
landscape and cultural heritage of the Cinque Terre.
The following in particular are to be regarded as artefacts
of historical, environmental and documentary value:
- stone-walled buildings, including rural dwellings and
farm outbuildings;
- dry-stone walls supporting terracing;
- the steps and paths, the containing and support walls
along the paths.
Projects designed to protect and restore elements of the
cultural, scenic and natural heritage within unesco sites
in Italy acquire priority status if they are subject to
financing according to current laws.

It is of considerable significance that “terracing” is clearly
stated as the element through which the exceptional
universal value of the area is recognized. Article 35, Point
3(h) of Regional Law no. 4 of 22 January 1999,
“Regulations governing forests and the hydrogeological
system”, mentions the “maintenance and recovery of
support walls”, in the context of operations involving
modest earth movement, and therefore only subject to
communication to the authorities of the start of the
activity, in compliance with Article 19 of Law 241/90, as
amended by Article 2 of Law 537/93.
The explicit mention of “support walls” with reference to
the need for maintenance and renovation is therefore
significant. Article 5.1 of Regional Regulation no. 1 of
29th June 1999 – “Regulation of the general provisions
and forestry control” – which implements the aforementioned law, specifies that the discipline indicated
above covers “dry-stone walls”, “with the exception of
those which, given the constant state of cultivation of the
land where they stand, require maintenance and
renovation so as to not cause alteration to the extent and
the formal and functional characteristics of the original
structure, i.e. so that they do not jeopardise the hydrogeological system; their maintenance therefore represents
the non-innovative continuation of an ancient,
traditional technique designed to protect land used for
cultivation”.
This article emphasizes the Regional Administration’s
intention not to penalize farmers and local authorities
that work to ensure the maintenance and recovery of a
typical feature of the Ligurian landscape, which is
fundamental for the safeguarding of the territory and for
the prevention of hydro-geological problems. The
intention of the Region to support such actions is
clarified by the provisions it makes for financing specific
projects.
In the context of its economic planning for the 20002006 Rural Development Programme, the Regional
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Administration of Liguria had already made provisions
with regard to terraced areas and dry-stone walling with
the sub-measure 6.4:
“Use of other cultivation methods that are compatible
with the need to safeguard the environment and natural
resources and to take care of natural areas and
landscapes”.
As regards the heading Siting and Priorities, the measure
applies throughout the region. The current
commitments within natural parks are identified as
priorities. After them comes the reconstruction of drystone walling in cultivated terraces.
As regards the heading Objectives of the sub-measure, it
concerns action to safeguard steeply sloping areas and
prevent environmental breakdown phenomena that also
create considerable problems towards and on the valley
floor, and to maintain elements typical of the rural
landscape. The rural landscape of Liguria is characterized
by terracing arrangements in ridges or in crescent shapes,
which need to be kept in a state of full efficiency.
The Regional Administration of Liguria continues to
support the recovery of dry-stone walling through the
provisions of the new Rural Development Programme
(PSR 2007-13), an economic and financial tool for the
development of agricultural and rural activities in
Liguria. The draft Programme contains specific measures
which, under certain conditions and taking adavntage of
EU co-financing, support the reconstruction of drystone walls in cultivated terraces in that they are a typical
element of the rural landscape and must therefore be
properly and fully maintained.
The Regional Administration has set a time schedule for
the final draft of the new Rural Development
Programme, within which there is ample opportunity
and means for interested parties to participate actively in
the construction of this important planning tool.
The objectives that the Regional Administration intends
to pursue through the new Regional Development
116

Programme are in line with eu and Italian national
strategic guidelines and above all aim to improve
competitiveness in agriculture and silviculture through
reorganization, development and innovation; to improve
the environment and natural spaces by supporting
efficient territorial management; to improve the quality
of life in rural areas by supporting the promotion of a
diversified range of economic activities.
In the Rural Development Programme terracing is
referred to for its value in terms of agriculture and its
value from a landscape and hydro-geological point of
view, thereby emphasizing an integrated dimension of
different components which are strategic for the territory
and a fundamental aspect of the Ligurian identity.
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Conclusions
Domenico Patassini

The purpose of this publication is to report on various
attempts to come to grips with problems concerning
terraced landscapes in the Alpine arch; it makes no claim
to be a comprehensive treatment of the subject. It does
however enable us to recognize how, in different systems
of and approaches to regional and environmental
planning, care of the land, of the evidence of its historical
development and of its traditional practices can become
a fertile source of knowledge and can help to ensure that
local community regulations for heritage safeguard are
constantly up-dated. The meanings and effectiveness of
this care change according to context and the added
value it represents would not be apparent in the absence
of means of comparison. The material this book
contains, however, offers a potential for comparison that
goes much further.
The individual projects presented here represent a
response to a number of local needs, which provide a
framework for the project as a whole: prevention of risk,
revival of agricultural activity and the attribution of
“value”. They evince a growing social commitment: a
“defensive” approach in the case of prevention, especially
where abandonment, neglect, over-working of soil and
climate change have given rise to micro-catastrophes and
critical situations; of value enhancement and
rehabilitation with attempts on the part of the food and
farming circuit to re-introduce a local dimension,
rediscovering the distinctive features of the ecosystem
and the flavour of products of the land; and with a
cultural slant where the “terraced landscapes” become
“documents”, an attribute of quality in living practices, in
small projects as much as in programmes, plans or
territorial policies.
This growing awareness guides the projects according to
two lines of thought. In the first instance, the project is
required to explain its “theory”, the assumptions
underlying its transformation or safeguarding of the
context, its critical approach to or interpretation of the

context. This phase leads of to a discussion of the
“plausibility” of the project, i.e. its ability to mobilize
resources, which may be visible or hidden, as is the case
with “landscapes of abandonment” when these are
burdened with memories of difficult and almost
forgotten times. The theory and plausibility of the
project therefore become resources for the construction
of social capital and material for research and
experimentation.
The projects presented in the chapter entitled Risk
prevention assume risk prevention, to a greater or lesser
degree, as a prerequisite, as a necessary and preliminary
condition for any other action. For this reason, risk
prevention is considered before the other issues.
A significant example, in this connection, is the risk
assessment undertaken in the terraced landscapes of
Liguria, in particular in the sample areas of the
catchment basins of the River Bisogno and the River
Argentina and on the slopes of the Cinque Terre. A series
of geo-morphological, lithological and climate analyses is
useful in helping to devise and test hypotheses
concerning relations between angle of slope and erosion,
between the solar exposure of cultivable areas and
rainfall. In particular, they illustrate the geography of
environmental breakdown which is due to neglect and to
a flawed appreciation of environmental value. As well as
the slope factor in itself (the situation becomes
increasingly critical over 30°), there would appear to be
an important empirical connection between lack of
protection, the drainage capacity of artefacts and
susceptibility to landslide. These three variables would be
sufficient to create robust geographic models, taking the
soil’s physical and chemical properties as “given”. The
conclusion of the Ligurian experience is simple yet strict
in relation to building practices: any rehabilitative action
that is incapable of guaranteeing efficient drainage is as
damaging, if not more so, than abandonment itself.
The constructional features of the terrace that ensure its
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permeability and limit erosion and landslides are well
known: the cases of Goriška Brda, Roya and Cians all
provide useful information. But since terracing is
generally the product of local culture, influenced by the
local environment, by specific social models and in
distinct climatic periods, it has previously been difficult
to bring these constructional features together as a
common “scientific heritage”. However, a comparative
reading of the texts in this volume suggests that it is in
fact possible to turn this “ordinary” knowledge into
“scientific” knowledge if we avoid treating it as a
museum exhibit and instead treat it as an operational
manual to maintain real terraces. This transformation
highlights a basic difficulty that tends to grow with the
passing of time. In other words, it becomes increasingly
difficult to give a scientific form to fragments of
ordinary knowledge that once drew its legitimacy and
effectiveness from a holistic approach. It isn’t difficult to
recognize, in the terraces, the social groupings and
practices that guaranteed their survival: and the
memories of the survivors will continue to help us for
some time to come. In those days, this stern model of
land use, sparing with the satisfactions it allowed,
required careful calibration of the various activities,
making them all to some extent domestic and therefore
part of a family activity, which in turn, if successful, was
a matter of pride also at neighbourhood and community
levels. It was in the context of this delicate equilibrium
that restoration practices were developed at a micro and
system level. Such a system is no longer possible today
and even the most careful attention to constructional
and environmental detail cannot fail to acknowledge the
intelligence of the present, so it has no alternative but to
live on nostalgia.
From this point of view, the modelling of the water flow
and of the tendency to deformation in the terraced slopes
of the Val Chiavenna is symptomatic. This represents a
significant effort, but it is obliged to isolate the artefact
118
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from social practices that no longer exist. Measurement of
the hydraulic response of the ground to various degrees of
water flow is useful for a range of purposes: above all in
monitoring the actions of the various hydrological
components on the slopes; secondly, in assessing the
thrust exerted on the dry-stone walling when there is
heavy rain and the hydrological regime in the ground
behind the wall has changed and left it with little or no
drainage capacity (due to blockages or subsidence); in
estimating the risks of collapse and, finally, in managing
the irrigation regime according to season and crop. But
the functions of this scientific model, however carefully
calibrated, can never be comprehensively tested if there is
no living context for a test bed.
Further confirmation comes from the experiment carried
out in the Canale di Brenta, where the terraced
morphologies were reconstructed and the soil volumes
estimated with a digital elevation model (lidar).
Stability, danger and risks were analyzed in two areas
with different inclines and soil textures: in the alluvial
sediments of San Gaetano and landfill at Mattietti. In
this case, two tests offer important empirical evidence on
the function of the terrace in areas at different degrees of
risk and advise precaution in carrying out safety
measures. In the majority of cases, these measures are
necessary because of environmental neglect, but above all
because buildings have been erected in very dangerous
areas (floodplains, close to rock walls, on “concreted”
terraces, etc.). In cases where legislation on the quarrying
of stone is less strict or disregarded, the measures can turn
into a further exploitation of the soil with privatization of
the profits and considerable destructive effects.
A second level of discussion is prompted by the section
entitled Agricoltural/Productive Redevelopment. The above
comments also apply for this type of rehabilitation.
The section tackles three subjects: the soil pedology and
fertility, crop options associated with terrace vegetation,
and the construction and maintenance of the
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infrastructures required for dry-stone walling. The
subjects are clearly associated from an agricultural,
economic and ecological point of view.
The soil analysis performed in Val d’Aosta highlights a
considerable variation in skeletal content. This is due to
the heterogeneous nature of the constructional
conditions (types of construction methods, manpower
and machinery), to mineralogical composition, and the
prevalent type of reaction (acid or alkaline). The analysis
highlights how soils suitable for cultivation have little
water retention capacity because of their coarse texture.
Manuring could help increase retention and the
absorbent capacity of the soil with positive effects on
fertility and drainage.
The study carried out on the terracing in the Canale di
Brenta (Valstagna) was more specifically aimed at the
evaluation of crop options, with the analyses of soil
texture and chemical composition (alkaline or subalkaline). The balance does not seem reassuring in terms
of agricultural and nutritional yield, although the
benchmarks could be better differentiated if a logic of
“land-produce markets” were adopted. Typical crops
from Pre-Alpine valley environments were chosen (fruit
and vegetables and medicinal plants), while crops
requiring intensive and highly mechanized cultivation
were excluded, including tobacco. Problems related to
mechanization, access, irrigation and management were
not tackled and no consideration was given to the
environmental and landscape value of different means of
tending terraces. Such methods can combine different
actions according to the “terraced landscape unit”: from
units “compromised” by buildings to units characterized
by the so-called renaturalization (“third landscape”).
In the same area (between Piangrande and San Gaetano,
Valstagna), analysis of the vegetation that is
spontaneously overrunning an agricultural context of
great historical and landscape value enables a reasoned
consideration of flora and other plants in the area. The

analysis nevertheless suggests that spontaneous
vegetation should be accorded a place in the future
management of the site.
The results of the experiments in the construction and
maintenance of infrastructures highlight a number of
advisable procedures and some problems. The use of
light technologies in the building of terraces has proved
effective (and they have almost no environmental
impact), while the training (and productivity) of
manpower could be guaranteed over longer periods if
emphasis were placed on maintenance and restoration
programmes for the whole area rather than on single
building projects.
Eighteen different types of terraces were built at Goriška
Brda in three weeks: single band, double band, double
band with a track wide enough for a small tractor. A crop
change was trialled, moving from pasture to vines and
fruit trees. The crop changes were preceded by chemical
and geomechanical analyss, as well as by tests on the
absorbent and stabilizing capacity of the plants.
The results of two rehabilitative operations are also
positive: the first concerns the historic citrus plantation at
San Ilario (Genoa) and the second the historic chestnut
plantation at Bregaglia (Switzerland). In this case, the
walls have been reconstructed, the chestnut trees brought
back into production and pasture introduced, as
proposed in the Valle dell’Estéron where maintenance,
cleaning and clearance take place at reasonable cost.
The historical and cultural dimension, though present in
the subjects so far mentioned, takes on central
importance in the section entitled Cultural values and
tourism. The surveys conducted by irealp in the Veneto,
Trentino, Piedmont, Provence and Valtellina show how
terraced landscapes are perceived and what their
attraction capacity is.
The ways and intensity with which landscape is
perceived confirm that the priority attraction is to the
morphological aspect because it is easier to imagine
Conclusions
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moving around in and relating to. The evidence shows
how the attraction capacity of terraced landscapes
increases with the opportunities on offer: excursions,
culture, sport, gastronomy, services, events, information.
The perceptual maps enable the concept of the “value” of
the terraced landscapes to be enriched and appreciation
to be raised by hybridizing the classification of the
terraced landscape unit with the category to which it
belongs, a Site of Community Importance (sci) or a
Special Protection Zone (spz). These make it possible to
deal “actively” with the intrinsic ecological value (as
defined by biodiversity, rarity and representative quality),
to refine ecological awareness, to recognize anthropic
pressure and to identify vulnerable features (distribution
of risk in areas that are “characterized” from the point of
view of landscape).
The integrated project (the section entitled Integrated
planning) and laws and regulations (Towards new rules)
look again at the three dimensions just discussed and
offer provisional and partial conclusions.
“Parco del sole” is a pilot project of operational dimensions
that already allow the validity of the underlying theory and
the plausibility of the proposed strategies to be put to the
test. Operating on settlements at different stages of
abandonment and at different altitudes but belonging to
the same water and landscape system, the project offers an
opportunity for integrated experimentation with forms of
partnership, ownership/possession of land and ruined
buildings and also a certain variety of functions.
A similar pilot project has been proposed in Bregaglia,
where the terraced landscape descends from the
mountains to the woodland and the valley floor. At the
higher altitudes, the project proposes an action plan for
the landscapes and restoration of the buildings, but the
most innovative factor is the interconnection of
ecological compensation surfaces (with an approach
similar to landscape ecology) and the institution of new
forms of cultivation contract with the farmers.
Domenico Patassini

A final area for reflection concerns specific legislation
relating to terraced landscapes. Proposals for protection
principles, laws and planning rules have been drawn up
on the basis of the analyses and projects though the
situation is somewhat paradoxical. In their individual
and not always appropriate ways existing laws on forestry
and hydro-geological systems, the regulations and legal
provisions enforced by the forestry protection authority
and certain aspects of planning procedures all come to
bear on this subject, but there is still not a coherent body
of principles, laws and regulations that recognizes the role
that these landscapes can play in the formation of
“environmental frameworks”, ecological networks,
agricultural “parks” or protection areas and in the
characterization of habitats.
In the Canale di Brenta, an attempt has been made to
respond to this deficiency by taking the opportunity
provided by the ongoing studies to draw up a new Valley
Master Plan.
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